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Abstract
This thesis examines evangelical worship as performance in the broadest sense, drawing
both on close ethnographic observations of Sunday services in the Twin Cities as well as
historical analyses of similar communities throughout the US. Specifically, I am
interested in “new” forms of worship—playing indie rock in services, casual sermon
deliveries, and hipster coffee aesthetics—which are often taken as signs of inclusiveness.
I argue, on the contrary, that, in practice, these signs attract and maintain more exclusive
congregations of white, churched, educated millennials. Drawing on research in
ethnomusicology, performance, religious, and critical race studies, this thesis develops a
flexible model to explore how congregants constitute boundaries between the secular and
religious and shift in response to social, political, and economic trajectories. These
boundaries complicate ways in which the individual worshipper and the congregation
negotiate their aesthetic and theological concerns.
This thesis focuses on the sociological conditions of church communities in urban
spaces of the Twin Cities. These conditions provide a broad look into how exclusive
whiteness is organized, performed, and practiced in services. This project also considers
voices—the pastor’s voice, the worship band’s voice, and congregant’s voices—as
technologies for binding membership. Here, voices lead in services to teach, pray, preach,
and sing. I analyze performances of “welcome” before, during, and after services as ritual
methods for attracting and maintain very particular kinds of church members. Ultimately
performances of the secular in services reveal congregants’ lived religious theology and
ritual priorities.
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Introduction

I walk into a neighborhood shop in the North Loop of Minneapolis on a Sunday morning.
A table filled with complementary treats, artfully laid out like a display at Whole Foods
greets me at the door; hardly believing my luck, I fill my plate with organic blueberries,
homemade granola, and Greek yogurt. Approaching the counter, a barista pour a piping
cup of fresh coffee into a heavy ceramic diner mug. Steam makes swirling whipped
designs as it hovers over the mug. Coffee in one hand and treats in the other, I make my
way to a vacant table. A group of musicians strap on their acoustic guitars and amplified
stringed instruments and begin to play. As they sing, people in the shop are talking at
their tables, writing in books, and walking across the room to greet familiar faces. I take
in the acoustic sounds of voices singing, talking, and sipping, bodies shifting, and feet
shuffling. Chairs drag across the old oak floors, a rhythm all their own. The crowd is
young, hip, and unmistakably white.
The musicians stop playing and a man in a t-shirt—exposing his arm sleeve
tattoos—steps in front of a podium in the center of the shop and says, “Welcome to
church everyone. So glad you could make it this morning. Would you please stand for the
reading.” We stand in unison, reciting an excerpt from Psalms to kick off the service. The
worship band cues up “Come thou fount of every blessing” with their electric guitars and
drum kit. Clusters of tea candles are lit across the makeshift alter in the shop. We are
then asked to sit as the band plays “Unbelievers” by Vampire Weekend. We listen,
reading the lyrics projected on a large screen next to the band. The pastor then gets up
and mixes personal anecdotes and quotes excerpts from the bible, N.T. Wright, C.S.
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Lewis, and Tim Keller for his sermon. After the service, I meet other attendees and we
make arrangements to meet-up sometime for coffee in the Cities this week to talk more
about our interests in serving the church in the Twin Cities.

Elements of a more traditional liturgy (lighting candles, standing and sitting
together, reciting texts in unison) wedded with aesthetics of exposed tattoos, artisan
coffee, and indie rock music seem to be at odds with ways of doing church. But here
these convergences are not in contradiction for congregants. And these perceived divides
performed in other churches need not exist. Most importantly, congregants feel
welcomed here. This way of doing church, however, attracts a certain kind of congregant:
white educated1 millennial or “hipster” millennials where notions of authenticity and
sincerity are alongside theological conservatism. Here, I will focus on what it means to be
an evangelical white millennial by identifying and examining performances of unmarked
whiteness in services including: communally singing hymns set to rock instrumentation,
congregants listening to popular indie rock songs performed by worship bands, white
married male pastors preaching sermons, and welcoming attendees over artisan coffee
and organic gluten-free snacks. These performances seemingly advertise an inclusive
membership but really broadcast an exclusive kind of religious racial formation of
evangelical white educated millennial congregations in the Twin Cities. Before diving
into these selected performances described in the following chapters, this section details
my background, scholarly influences, and approaches related to this project.

1

I use the term “educated” to describe a person who attended college and/or holds at least a bachelor’s
degree.
2

Evangelical
The Emerging Church—a Christian movement describing a decentralized and
denominational-free paradigm for communal worship—is one movement largely
dominated by millennial participants and satisfying a populist need for a less traditional
form of worship.2 For Emerging churches, integrating popular culture is essential for
maintaining relevancy. Holding worship services in comedy clubs, live rock bands in
Sunday services, and bible studies hosted in microbreweries are just some changes used
to attract potential members. Additionally, congregants no longer identifying as part of a
Protestant evangelical denomination is another consistent feature of such churches.3
Despite some claims that this movement is “post-denominational” and “post-evangelical,”
by revamping service rituals and omitting denominational affiliations in church titles and
bulletins, churches maintain traditional evangelical theology.
Spatial aesthetics of worship sites of evangelical churches are well documented
by journalists (see e.g. Evans 2015 and Marikar 2015) and scholars (see e.g. Kilde 2002,
Justice 2014, and Haynes 2014), specifically noting concert-like and cinematic
experiences in services. Worship rooms filled with colored lights and rock worship
bands, coffee bars, and pastors displaying their exposed tattoos under plaid flannel
button-downs all fit general aesthetics of evangelical churches attracting congregants
with similar tastes, usually young educated white millennials. These traditionally nonChristian spaces blur a perceived divide between “sacred” and “secular”—a notion I too
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Some church that organizations that identify as “emerging” are quick to separate from “emergent”
churches, churches who are openly critical of key features in evangelical theology.
3
I should note that despite some writers (Tomlinson 2003; Derr 2010) arguing that these acts are part of a
“post-denominational” era, many churches are still affiliated with denominations. The denomination titles,
however, are no longer advertised in church titles and bulletins.
3

consider in how members redefine these boundaries during services. Despite these
nontraditional meeting spaces, churches retain their age-old evangelical theologies.
Over the past century the term “evangelical”4 has come to represent a large swath
of Christian religious groups, especially in the United States. Groups including
Pentecostals, Anabaptists, and Reformed are all bracketed with this term. Considering
this range of inclusivity, what does the term “evangelical” really mean? When defining
“evangelicalism,” I find David Bebbington’s definition useful: conversionism (“born
again,” or emphasis on a life-changing experience of Christ), biblicism (recognition of
the Bible’s religious authority), crucicentrism (believing Christ’s redeeming work on the
cross as the only way of salvation), and activism (living in urgency to share/spread the
Gospel message to unbelievers) (Bebbington 1989, 2–17). For my purposes, I will use an
understanding of the term “evangelical” that developed from the fundamentalist and
modernist split from the early 1900s. Since that time, “evangelical” has come to refer to
Christians who a) believe in a basic interpretation of the Bible, and b) have a mandate to
spread the Christian gospel. 5

White millennial evangelicals & performances of hip whiteness

4

The word “evangelical” has its etymological roots in the Greek word euangelion, meaning “the good
news” or “related to the Gospels.”
5
Rodger E. Olson writes, “One often hears or reads the adjective evangelical used by journalists to
describe anyone or any group that seems particularly (by the journalist’s standards) enthusiastic,
aggressive, fanatical, or even simply missionary-minded” (2007, 13). Larry Eskridge provides a pithy
twenty-first century definition for the term evangelicalism that highlights four hallmarks of the evangelical
religion: “conversionism, the belief that lives need to be changed; activism, the expression of the gospel in
effort; Biblicism, a particular regard for the Bible; and ‘crucicentrism,’ a stress on the sacrifice of Christ on
the cross” (1996). These aspects relate to part of Olsen’s definition concerning “the urgency of gospel
evangelism and social transformation” (2007, 14). Evangelicalism is an active social transformation
movement, stressing the gospel, and specifically the notion of crucicentrism.
4

Only a few months after Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. gave his famous “I Have A
Dream Speech” on Washington’s steps in March 1963, he uttered this response to a
question about integration in the Church at Western Michigan University, saying, “We
must face the fact that in America, the church is still the most segregated major institution
in America. At 11:00 on Sunday morning when we stand and sing and Christ has no east
or west, we stand at the most segregated hour in this nation. This is tragic.”
Over 50 years later, 8 out of 10 congregations in the US are still made up of a
dominant (80%) single race or ethnic group, according to Pew Research Center (Lipka
2014). Furthermore, two-thirds of American churchgoers surveyed by Lifeway do not
consider racial diversity to be a major concern (Smietana 2015). At a time when racial
injustice has once again become a major concern in the US, segregation in churches is
often overlooked—perhaps because of a widespread misconception that America is
becoming less religious (see e.g. Berger 1967; Gorski 2002; Taylor 2007).
In this project, I see performances of “welcome” (chapter three), worshipping
voices (chapters two and four), and programmed musics (chapter five) as practices of
cultivating whiteness.6 Identifying and describing these practices here is the work of
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Race, I believe, is essential to understanding religious life in the Twin Cities. In this project I approach
“race” not as a biological given, but as a social construction encompassing sets of attitudes, beliefs,
language, dress, performances by individuals and groups. I find Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s term
“racial formation” useful in approaching whiteness of millennial evangelical congregations in the Twin
Cities. For Omi and Winant, race is a conceptual “representation or signification of identity that refers to
different types of human bodies, to the perceived corporeal and phenotypic markers of difference and the
meanings and social practices that are ascribed to these differences” (Omi & Winant 2014, 125) and race’s
formation is “the sociohistroical process by which racial identities are created, lived, out, transformed, and
destroyed” (109). Thus race is continuously performed, identified, and defined across time and space.
I approach service performances as a critical whiteness study, where congregants’ performances of
whiteness contributes to attracting and binding like members. Members’ “whiteness” is a racial privileged
“public and psychological wage” where it “entails passionate belief in one’s right to everything and
anything” (Du Bois 2013, 16). Indeed congregants’ “racial projects” (Omi & Winant 2015), or
representations of race performed in welcoming, singing, and preaching, contribute to congregations’
demographic identifiers of being white educated millennials. I show how Sunday service performances—
welcoming others, communal singing, and preaching—attract and bind members with like tastes,
5

marking them as forms of whiteness. For example, when attending a Friday night service
in South Minneapolis I was greeted by a white congregant saying, “What’s good?”
“What,” I replied, and she responded, “You know. What’s good in the hood?” This
gesture is doubly “hip”—signifying a shared understanding and an irony founded on the
contrasts between the appropriation of an African-American slang and socioeconomic
settings and the unmarked whiteness of the speaker.
These performances needn’t be deliberate forms of attitudinal racism. White
churchgoers needn’t think of their church as “white,” or even be aware of it for it to
function as a site of the production of whiteness. Indeed, its very invisibility is part of
what grants it its power. Approaching these unmarked ways of doing church as ways of
cultivating whiteness—a historically invisible and unmarked race—we must foreground
whiteness as a site of privilege and power where “whiteness [is] an embedded set of
social practices that render white people complicit in larger social practices of white
racism” (Yancy 2012, 11).7 As George Yancy, argues, “flipping the script” of the phrase
“Look a Negro!,” to “Look a White!” changes the direction of the gaze to a counter-gaze
of problematizing whiteness (Yancy 2012, 5–6).8 By racializing these millennial
evangelical congregations in the Twin Cities as “white,” we can begin to understand how
these congregations are racially formed and maintained by shared performance of
cultivated whiteness. I understand the conditions (geographically and socially situated
reinforcing segregated Christian communities. I specifically examine evangelical worship communities in
Twin Cities areas who are overwhelming white educated millennials.
7
“Whiteness” encompasses a privileged social standing within a society (W. E. B. Bois 1935). Further,
“whiteness” is a central, invisible, and unquestioned position. Whiteness is normative and everywhere in
US culture (Ahmed 2004 and Lipsitz 1998, 1).
8
Yancy writes, “As a form of repetition, one that would be cited often and by many, ‘Look, a white!’ has
the potential to create conditions that work to install an intersubjective intelligibility and social force that
effectively counter the direction of the gaze, a site traditionally monopolized by whites, and perhaps create
a moment of uptake that indices a form of white identity crisis, a jolt that awakens a sudden and startling
sense of having been seen” (Yancy 2012, 5–6).
6

gathering spaces detailed in chapter one) of churches and performances of educated
millennials congregants as distinct forms of cultivating whiteness.
Further, I see evangelical churches imposing a white “hip” aesthetic on already
white hip groups, further distancing itself with appropriations of blackness in the white
imagination.9 To be sure, not every hipster is white, and not every hip gesture involves
black citations. And yet, the term is wrapped in notions of nostalgia and irony and often
linked to educated millennials in the US. The term “hip,” as applied to churches, may
seem to imply a move away from a postwar “square” suburban form of WASP culture—
and toward a countercultural, inclusive, liberal milieu. But in fact, I argue, “hip” implies
a rather specific form of white performitivity.
Following musicologist Philip Ford, I situate “hipness” not as a transcendent
essence, but rather a set of characteristically performed gestures, are short-cuts to
meaning and signifiers of shared understandings (Ford 2002, 54). The gesture, “What’s
good in the hood,” uttered by a white youth (as described earlier), is a white hip gesture
where blackness is absent (Monson 1994, 397).10 Whites co-opting and decontextualizing selected forms of resistance, flattens the social diverse complexities of
blackness. Additionally, whites exercise their privilege of choosing to resist the
mainstream. Musicologist Ingrid Monson quotes writer Amiri Baraka’s response, “The

9

Sociologist Andrew Ross writes, “hip,” is to be “in the know” and can be “presented as an essentialist
quality that inhered in those who did not need education to excel in what they did” (Ross 1989, 81–2).
This slippery term is approached as a kind of counterculture rebellion against its mainstream. The problem
being that both mainstream and its counter parts are always changing thus the notion of “hip,” “hipness,”
and “hipster,” are highly contextualized forms of counterculture dependent on time and space to capture its
specifics.
10
Monson’s full comment writes, “In problematizing ‘white hipness’ I mean to call attention to the
interrelationships among the music, gender, class, and social diversity of African Americans, on the one
hand; and the function of African Americans as a symbol of social conscience, sexual freedom, and
resistance to the dominant order in the imagination of liberal white Americans, on the other” (Monson
1994, 398).
7

white beboppers of the forties were as removed from the society as Negroes, but as a
matter of choice. The important idea here is that the white musicians and other young
whites who associated themselves with this Negro music identified the Negro with this
separation, this nonconformity, though, of course, the Negro himself has no choice”
(Monson 1994, 396).11 The action of choosing immediately makes hipness a white
hipness.
While Monson argues the limitations of hipness in cultural accounts of African
American music and themes of white identification with blackness (Monson 1994, 399), I
focus on hipness within white millennial evangelical congregations in the Twin Cities.
Here, rather than direct references to white imaginations of hip blackness in terms of
dress, language, music (as described by Monson), I see elements of a hip subculture,
including artisan coffee, gathering in gentrifying neighborhoods, playing indie rock
music, and regularly using social technologies in evangelical services, as a sort of cultural
echo chamber, in which white hipsters cite other white hipsters. For example, music
programmed in mostly white millennial congregations is written and produced by mostly
white artists. Likewise, theologians and other scholars referenced by lead pastors in
sermons are mostly white writers (as described in the opening vignette).
In addition to Ford’s notion of “hip gestures,” I am influenced by Austin’s
performative utterances, for example, when church members utter “welcome” to
newcomers, this transforms the newcomer into a member.12 Indeed, Sara Ahmed writes,
“Performatives succeed when they are uttered by the right person, to the right people and
11

Originally published by Imamu Amiri Baraka [LeRoi Jones], Blues People: Negro Music in White
America (New York, NY: William Morrow, 1963), 188.
12
When considering performance in a religious setting, I want to additionally note Catherine Bell’s
approach to the term “performance,” as attempting to “explore religious activity more fully in terms of the
qualities of human action” (Bell 1998, 205).
8

in a way that takes the right form” (Ahmed 2006, 105). Of course, these performances are
dependent on “the repetition of conventions and prior acts of authorization” (Butler
1997). As I consider performance studies, Ahmed critiques “whiteness studies,”
specifically modes of declaring whiteness as non-performatives where the performatives
“do not do what they say” (Ahmed 2004).13 For congregants’ websites, gathering spaces,
and welcome speech acts from congregants and church leaders advertise an inclusive
community. However, their performances actually attract a specific kind of member—
where performances do not universally apply to everyone, they are performatives for
white educated millennials and nonperformatives for everyone else.
For this project, congregations I observed in the Twin Cities were primarily made
up of white cis-gender educated millennial congregants. With this in mind, I consider
“millennials” a generation category for those who are born between 1982 and 2002—
those entering adulthood at the beginning of the 21st-century—as a reference.14 More
importantly, a significant mark of this social cohort is ubiquity and integration of the
internet and social media technologies (from MySpace to Facebook) as part of their
coming-of-age.
To be a “hipster,” is to be part of a subculture whose alienation is expressed by
resisting classification by the larger culture. For hip evangelicals, notions of authenticity,
13

Drawing from Austin’s speech acts, Ahmed argues some speech acts “do not, as it were, commit a
person, organization, or state to an action. Instead, they are nonperformative. They are speech acts that read
as if they are performatives, and this ‘reading’ generates its own effects” (Ahmed 2006) or “the failure of
the speech act to do what it says is not a failure of intent or event circumstance [as Austin would suggest]
but it is actually what the speech act is doing” (Ahmed 2006).
14
These generational groups as analytic categories are limiting and there is not a standardized set of dates
for social generational cohorts. There are age ranges for millennial generations depending on who you read.
For example, Pew Research Center considers those born after 1980 and “the first generation to come of age
in the new millennials” (“Millennials” 2018). Those born between 1977 and 1994 are considered
millenniums according to the social marketing company WJSchroer (“"Generations X,Y, Z and the
Others"). And generational cohort writers William Strauss and Neil Howe define millennials as born
between 1982 and 2004” (Howe and Strauss 2000).
9

sincerity, and realness are prioritized. Considering “hipster evangelicals,” I find writer
Brett McCracken’s description revealing. Describing “hipster Christians,” McCracken
writes,
Today's Christian hipsters retain their faith, but they want it to be
compatible with, not contrary to, secular hipster counterculture. Their
mission is to rebrand Christianity to be, if not completely void of its own
brand altogether, at least cobranded and allied with the things that it had
previously set itself in opposition to: art, academics, liberal politics,
fashion, and so on (McCracken 2010, 26–7). 15
Though McCracken claims churches practice a “liberal politics,” as we will see, very
often the inclusion of artisan coffee and indie rock in services tend to herald a more
conservative theology. For McCracken, hip Christians are marked by their rebellion
against past generations of the contemporary evangelical movement. Additionally, what
makes hipster Christians hip is by way of doing; their verbal denial of the label “hipster”
while maintaining its aesthetic conditions in terms of dress and tastes in music, food, etc.
According to McCracken, some conditions to being a hip Christian include cussing,
dressing in clothes from American Apparel, using social media technologies including
Instagram and Twitter, and listening to indie and folk rock music made by artists such as
Sufjan Stevens (McCracken 2010, 26).
Sufjan Stevens (b. 1975) is a Brooklyn-based musician, well established in the
American indie-folk genre. He admits to being a practicing Christian (e.g. DeVille 2017)
15

Brett McCracken further explores notions of “hipster Christianity” in his book, Hipster Christianity:
When Church and Cool Collide (2010). Dave Dunahm, a writer for Christ and Popular Culture, wrote a
response to McCracken’s book, writing, “Currently, as I type this article, I am sitting in a dimly lit coffee
shop with books next to me sipping on my mocha, listening to Sufjan Stevens play over the house stereo. I
am wearing a slightly tight fitting retro 80s tee, Dickies shorts, and black chucks. Tomorrow night I will be
going out with friends to drink imported beer and talk about the plausibility of theistic evolution. The
church I preached at on Sunday morning was full of people with tattoos (including the guy behind the
pulpit…i.e. me), and my wife is dressed like a 1950s movie star (she looks good). Next Tuesday I will visit
our local Farmers’ Market because I believe it’s important to buy local and to avoid all the wasteful
packaging of commercial products. Apparently this makes me a Christian hipster, or at least that’s what
Brett McCracken, author of Hipster Christianity: When Church and Cool Collide, says” (Dunham 2010).
10

and oftentimes his music projects are loosely based on Christian themes and theologies
(e.g. Roark 2015). Although Stevens is not affiliated with a Christian label or partner
with Christian industries, his Christian background has certainly captured the attention of
millennial Christian listeners. For example, a Tumblr account with the web address titled
“fuckyeahsufjanstevens.tumblr.com” chronicles Stevens’ public movements through
images, videos, and quotes. Here, the webpage’s statement reads, “Between hipsters and
god there is Sufjan Stevens.” The website is a repository for any digital documents
related to Sufjan Stevens, containing links to videos, photos, and articles covering the
artist. Further, Christianity Today (est. 1956), a popular evangelical Christian periodical
founded by Billy Graham, indeed chronicles Stevens’ career over the past several years
(see e.g. Spinks 2017, Heng Hartse 2015, Saunders 2015, Whitman 2012, Beaty 2010,
Farias 2006, Breimeier 2005, Farias 2004).16 Although congregants do not specifically
mention this artist or cover his songs, Stevens nonetheless signifies “hipster” Christian.17
Of course, Stevens and his work represent a small portion of a larger discussion of
contemporary Christian music. Music genres including “contemporary Christian
worship,” “praise and worship,” and “contemporary Christian music”—genres that are
defined by religious lyrics and musicians who openly confessing to being practicing
Christians—are well documented by scholars.18 Specifically, scholars who focus on
16

Christianity Today writer Joel Hen Hartse describes Sufjan Stevens as an “artist [who] has been making
fold, rock, electronic, and neoclassical music for 15 years, music that’s always informed by his Christian
faith, even if not always explicitly so” (2015).
17
Other artists like Stevens are often categorized as “cross over” artists—where artists cultivated fans from
both mainstream and Christian-based communities. Spin writer Andrew Beaujon focuses on “crossover”
artists, including Pedro the Lion, Mute Math, P.O.D., and Switchfoot, attracting evangelical youth listeners
in his book Body Piercing Saved My Life (2006).
18
There are numerous scholars who cover these influential genres used within church services, as
organizing industries, and marketed and circulated through non-religious venues and mediums. Scholars
who’ve influenced my understanding of these categories include ethnomusicologists Tom Wagner’s close
study of Hillsong, a contemporary Christian band based in Australia (2018); Maren Haynes’ study of Mars
Hill’s use of Christian indie rock aesthetics in services near Seattle, WA (2014); Monique Ingalls’
11

contemporary (1960s to present) Protestant Christian musics have documented and
theorized about an industry commonly referred to as “contemporary Christian music”
(CCM)—a broad genre or category that draws from elements of pop-rock
(instrumentation, chord progression, performer’s physical appearance, etc.) with
biblically themed lyrics whose performers and song writers publically identify as
Christian. Additionally, such scholars are careful to note distinctions within this musical
genre of CCM, especially in its connection to worship practices on Sundays.
My research, however, shows that churches program both CCM songs and
unmodified nonreligious popular songs in services. Further, I do not approach music as
categorical genres that impact congregants in communal worship. Rather, I am interested
in how congregants perform these taken-for-granted boundaries of sacred-secular
expressed in communal singing and listening in services.

A note on coffee

Broadly, gatherings over coffee invites a variety of social performatives: 17th-century
Turkish coffee gatherings in the Ottoman Empire; vending machine coffee in the waiting
room of an auto shop in South Bend, IN; coffee hours programmed into an academic
conference in Boston, MA; coffee houses in 18th-century France; coffee served at the
Somali masjid in Faribault, MN. Even within Christian communities exists different
kinds of coffee in services: Sanka served on a potluck table after a Lutheran service in a
church basement in St. Paul, MN; a welcome bag of pre-ground Rwandan coffee beans to

“contemporary worship” music for congregational singing (2008); contemporary Christian music festivals
including Cornerstone and Passion (see Mall 2012 and Busman 2015).
12

newcomers sponsored by an Anglican church in Thomasville, GA; coffee served by a
volunteer in a mega church in a Minneapolis suburb for a small donation fee. Many
churches have a fellowship-coffee hour and have for a long time.
Here, however, coffee is not a generic hospitality prop. This is freshly ground,
freshly brewed artisan coffee, handled by church baristas. Its caffeinated essence fills
fellowship spaces and is carefully wrapped in congregant hands, cupped in ethically
sourced recyclable mugs. Additionally, this awareness of high-end coffee extends beyond
church services and into regular commutes to notable hip coffee shops around the Twin
Cities by congregants.
Coffee is one consistent prop or image of this binding of whiteness and Protestant
evangelicalism.19 I have consumed a lot of coffee throughout my ethnographic
observations of church communities in the Twin Cities. When conducting interviews,
most (if not all) interviewees suggested coffee shops for meeting locations. Some church
leaders were previous baristas as Starbucks and Caribou. And every service at all church
locations contained a bar, stand, or table of free coffee for attendees. Corner Church, a
multisite church in Minneapolis operates as a coffee shop during the week, with its
leadership staffed as baristas, and hosts its services in its shop locations on Sunday
mornings. (I cover coffee and its relationship to feeling “welcomed” by congregants in
chapter 3.)
19

Coffee is an arguable icon for gentrification…a leading prop for facilitating membership between church
congregants. One example of coffee as a symbol for gentrification and whiteness is the 2017 shutdown of
ink! Coffee shop in the gentrifying Five Points neighborhood in Denver, CO—a historically black
neighborhood (Selk 2017). The shop advertised a popup sidewalk board that wrote “Happily gentrifying the
neighborhood since 2014” on one side and the other side stating “Nothing says gentrification like being
able to order a cortado.” These racially-charged claims caused outrage among locals and a viral outcry for
the shop’s shutdown on Instagram and Twitter. Days later someone smashed a window and sprayed “White
coffee” alongside ink! Coffee’s outside wall. The phrase, “white coffee” captures the gradual colonizing of
whites into previously non-white areas. A coffee shop is one example of a secular space carved out for
whites in an otherwise non-white area.
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“Sacred,” “secular,” & “secularization”

The divide between “sacred” and “secular” is widely recognized and critiqued by
religious worshippers, journalists, and scholars alike. Indeed they are spatial metaphors
for the “sacred,” the religious, and the “secular,” or the non-religious (see e.g. Durkheim
1912 and Otto 1958). I see these categories defined and performed by congregants. For
example, some congregations only sing songs containing religious-based lyrics during
services but congregants confess to listening and singing to non-religious-based music
outside of Sundays.20
To understand how these categories are performed by congregants, I find
philosopher Charles Taylor’s notion of the “buffered self” useful. According to Taylor,
the “buffered self” is a set of protective boundaries between the mind-centric self and
other (Taylor 2007, 35). While Taylor uses this term in the context of selves accessing
the disenchanted versus enchanted worlds, I find this theoretical tool useful when
approaching congregations’ priorities in programming elements of pop culture. For
example, Twin Cities congregations incorporate Christian and non-Christian elements in
services; however, non-Christian popular culture elements are highly regulated. One reoccurring form of regulated pop culture elements in services is programming pop music.
A pop song (containing nonreligious lyrics) programmed in a church service must in
some way introduce the upcoming sermonic theme. Unlike Christian songs (containing
religious lyrics) where the congregation is encouraged to stand and sing the lyrics in
20

Ethnomusicologist Mark Porter specifically considers congregants’ music consumptions outside services
in his book, Contemporary Worship Music and Everyday Musical Lives (2017). Here, Porter investigates
how congregants may be influenced in their Sunday musical rituals by their outside secular musical
exposures and tastes.
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unison, congregants are not encouraged to sing pop songs in services. This boundary line
between only listening and not communally singing pop songs in church is what I argue a
establishing a “buffered self”—where church leaders create a regulated boundary
between congregants and pop culture in services. Using Taylor’s framework, I argue,
illuminates ways churches in the Twin Cities reinforce distinct lines of social
conservatism while attempting to blur lines between the sacred and pop culture as a way
of maintaining and managing relevancy to their congregants.
These spatial metaphors, however, are not fixed, universal, or even
straightforward. These categories are fluid, highly variable, and blurry. With that, I
consider anthropologist Talal Asad’s approach to “the secular” as working through a
series of particular oppositions, looking for “the conditions in which they [“religion” and
“secular”] were clear-cut and were sustained as such” (Asad 2003, 298). The “secular”
and the “sacred” are indeed spaces where congregants performs these divides during
Sunday services, creating certain types of knowledge for membership in social order and
practices (these spaces will be explored in greater detail in chapter five).21 Thus, both
Taylor’s and Asad’s notions of secularization the “secular” fuel my investigation into
how congregants perform these taken-for-granted notions of the “sacred” and the
“secular.”
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Ultimately, Asad views “religious” and “secular” to be unfixed categories, arguing that “the secular is
neither continuous with the religious that supposedly preceded it,” “nor a simple break from it,” “neither
singular in origin nor stable in its historical identity” (Asad 2003, 25).
It’s worth noting that Asad dismantles an assumed notion that the “sacred” and “secular” are
rooted in Christian, western, European traditions (as echoed by many early 20th-century scholars mentioned
earlier) as universal approaches, leaving out other voices, modes, and traditions. Ultimately he identifies
secularism as “the notion that…experiences [of modernity] constitute ‘disenchantment’—implying a direct
access to reality, a stripping away of myth, magic, and the sacred—is a salient feature of the modern
epoch” (Asad 2003, 13). Therefore, modernity is secular not because scientific knowledge replaced
religious belief but because it must be lived in uncertainty, a theory first articulated by Walter Benjamin.
Thus “secularism” is not a neutral space but full of powerful signifying processes.
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Along with these spatial metaphors, “secularization theory,” the understanding
that the human world is becoming universally less religious, is another widely recognized
theory by scholars (see e.g. Berger 1967; Chaves 1994; Dekker 1997; Gorski 2002; Smith
2003; Taylor 2007; Immanent Frame blog). Even philosopher Charles Taylor opens his
text, A Secular Age (2007) with the question, “Why was it virtually impossible not to
believe in God in, say, 1500 in our Western society, while in 2000 many of us find this
not only easy, but even inescapable?” (Taylor 2007, 25).22
Although secularization theory oftentimes relies on unquestioned and inconsistent
data, I find evoking its narrative, especially by congregations, something to take
seriously. Since the time I moved to the Twin Cities in 2014 and began my ethnographic
observations of congregations in this area, I have witnessed certain events, including the
rise of the Black Lives Matter and Time’s Up movements, the 2015 Supreme Court
legalizing same-sex marriage, and the “Make American Great Again” Trump presidential
campaign followed by his 2017 presidency. I believe certain reactions to these events
strongly correlate with a secularization narrative.23 Namely, most of my evangelical
congregation case studies chose not to discuss or mention these events in services.
Although these events and congregations’ reactions to them are not examined in this
project, my hope is that this specific study into white millennial evangelical
congregations will contribute to a larger critique of current whiteness preservation and
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Taylor discusses the relationship between the term “secular” as coming from the term “saeculum,”
referring to a century or age (2007, 54) and thus people are embedded in time. Thinking about Asad’s
approach to the “secular, “Asad takes on a slightly different question: “What might an anthropology of
secularism look like?” (Asad 2003, 1) His approach is an anthropological one rather than Taylor’s
intellectual one. (Their differing educational backgrounds certainly give this away too.) Asad stresses that
terms including “the secular,” “secularism,” and “secularization” are not universal ideas (thinking of
Taylor’s approach) but are highly contextualized, grounded in space and time.
23
I will point out that nonprofit organizations and churches filed as a 501(c)(3) tax provision specifically
bar these organizations from endorsing or campaigning against candidates for federal elected office.
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colonization. Indeed, their silence marks their privileged ability to—rather than
necessarily—chose to talk about these events from a certain racial, geographic, and
spiritual distance. I certainly cannot deny that correlation between these events and
congregational silence has certainly influenced my understanding of secularization and its
role within white millennial congregations in the Twin Cities.24
History scholar Jonathan Kahn and Theology and Religious Studies scholar
Vincent W. Lloyd believe that race and secularism are entwined, specifically that
whiteness and secular are dialectical (Kahn 2016, 5). Rather than unrelated and
contrasting domains, unmarked whiteness and unmarked secular domains, together, mark
their others. They write, “Secularism names the regime that determines what does and
does not count as appropriate religion for a particular sphere […] Secularism evokes a
religious domain that is managed by power and that is circumscribed by nonreligious
forces […]” (Kahn 2016, 4–5).25 Likewise I too see these congregations made up of
predominately white millennials, a religious domain, whose membership boundaries are
defined by “nonreligious forces,” justified through theological means. For example, a
white worship director of one Minneapolis church confessed his preference to listening
and performing unmodified indie rock music both inside and outside church. His
reasoning for allowing a traditionally non-Christian form of worship was citing John 4:21
24

During my observations of church services from 2015–2017, for example, the deaths of Jamar Clark
(2015) and Philando Castile (2016) caused by police shootings locally contributed to the larger Black Lives
movements. During the time of these events, there was no mention or recognition of events during Sunday
services from predominately white congregations. Likewise, Trump’s high profile campaign was absent
from the pulpit commentary. During this time I sensed a contrast between the absence of current national
and local events related to race and gender injustices and the constant confrontation of them in conversation
in and around campus, broadcasting news from my car radio, protests, and makeshift memorials including
Jamar Clark’s comprised of balloons and teddy bears tied around a light pole off of Plymouth Ave North in
North Minneapolis. This site is part of my daily commute.
25
Kahn and Lloyd continue, “Or, put another way, the desire to stand outside religion and the desire to
stand outside race are complementary delusions, for the seemingly outside is in fact the hegemonic” (Kahn
2016, 4–5).
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where Jesus is speaking to a woman at a well, saying, “Woman, believe me, a time is
coming when you will worship the Father neither on this mountain nor in Jerusalem”
(John 4:21, NIV). According to this director, because Christians no do require a “sacred”
worship place there is no longer a sacred-secular divide. He extends this idea to
incorporating religious and non-religious lyrical songs in services but does not permit the
congregation to sing non-religious lyrics (an idea I unpack in greater detail in chapter 5).
This push to justify programming pop indie music in services is one way to sacralize
once secular songs. Thinking about secularism in Kahn’s and Lloyd’s terms, this white
worship director performs a sacred-secular divide by first using his leadership position to
identify what items and actions go into such categories.
Broadly, while evangelicals feel a missional push to convert non-church goers
amidst a narrative of a secularizing society. Their cause can be tracked by locating their
congregational meeting spaces in and around the Twin Cities.26 By establishing these
meeting spaces in gentrifying and gentrified neighborhood locations, I argue that these
churches contribute to whiteness colonizing efforts in already urban gentrifying spaces
(these movements and organizing efforts I examine in more detail in chapter 1).

Methods

Although there are similar church services performed by congregations both nationally
and international, my ethnographic study was primarily contained within Twin Cities
congregations. To be sure, my past experiences closely studying an evangelical worship
26

Kahn writes “the ways in which the management of race and religion both operate through geography,
and he shows that geography binds together racial and religious regimes. An ostensibly secular space is in
fact a space of whiteness, a space for whites” (Kahn 2016, 18).
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community in Tallahassee, FL for my master’s thesis, my personal connections with
evangelical Christians, and my undergraduate education at Wheaton College (IL) primes
my understanding and approach to my present observations of congregations in the Twin
Cities. Although I do not identify as an evangelical, I am a practicing Christian. In this
section I will briefly reveal my experiences with Christianity and specifically evangelical
congregations as well as detail my primary methods for gathering data for this project.
My religious upbringing is inherently rooted in eclectic Christian traditions and
continues to broaden beyond Christianity. My mother was raised United Methodist and
my father was brought up in the Serbian Orthodox Church. In the spirit of compromise,
my parents agreed to raise my sisters and myself in both traditions. We were baptized
Orthodox and confirmed Methodist. We celebrate two Christmases and Easters. Growing
up, I was often invited and attended friends’ religious services that included Catholic,
Presbyterian, Mormon, Seventh Day Adventist, Jehovah’s Witness, and many others.
I first encountered “evangelicalism” in my required “Introduction to
evangelicalism course” as a freshman at Wheaton College. As I made friends, talked with
professors, and listened to weekly chapel meetings at Wheaton, I quickly became aware
of this more homogenous religious subculture. Many students come from long family
traditions of attending evangelical churches, Christian private schools, and attending
Wheaton—all institutions promoting an evangelical theology and practice. Billy Graham,
the famous evangelical Christian evangelist of the 20th-century, and his wife Ruth Bell
both met at and graduated from Wheaton College in 1943. Wheaton’s relationship to
Graham’s legacy indeed makes Wheaton College highly regarded among evangelical
communities.
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I believe my association with this institution in particular provides invaluable
currency, continuing to connect me with other organizations and individuals who highly
regard Wheaton’s reputation as an institution that balances a liberal arts education with
evangelical religious practices. For example, when I moved to the Twin Cities, my
Wheaton friends—currently living there—assisted in providing housing, a social cohort,
and invitations for church visits. Because of this, many of the congregants I’ve
interviewed for this project are my friends and are referrals by evangelical friends.
Oftentimes interlocutors already know my friend connections and association with
Wheaton College. Because of this, I believe, I was not asked by interlocutors about my
religious background in conversations. Most conversations contained an assumption of
all participants as practicing Christians. In addition to my religious background and social
connections, I believe my demographic makeup allowed me to easily assimilate within
my cases studies. I am a white educated millennial cis-gender woman—a common
demographic feature among congregants I observed.
When I started this project I first gathered lists of potential churches that catered
to millennials. To start, I compiled a list of churches casually recommended to me by
neighbors, students, colleagues, and friends. I quickly learned that church congregations
meet in a variety of gathering spaces, including church buildings, coffee houses, and
event centers. Due to this variety of formal and informal spaces, I regularly drove and
walked around Twin Cities neighborhoods, looking for popup church signs on sidewalks,
groups of people walking to and from designated buildings hosting services, and other
forms of transient advertisements for Sunday services. I also located churches through
Google searches and maps. Viewing church websites were often my first point of contact
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with church organizations and gaining initial information about the organization and its
congregants.
As a millennial researching millennial-centric communities, one defining method
for my project was internet searches of potential church organizations and first
communicating with church organizations via email. I relied on church websites for
immediate background information of each organization and accessed sermon archives to
analyze vocal modes of sermons given by lead pastors (chapter 4). Were there a church
without a website, I wouldn’t know about it and neither would most millennials.
I then emailed over 100 churches, both Mainline Protestant and evangelical
denominations, in and around the Twin Cities areas via email, asking both church leaders
and worship directors if they regularly program secular music in services. Of the
churches that admitted to programming secular music in services, I narrowed my list
down to twelve churches in the Twin Cities areas for closer ethnographic study. (I will go
into greater detail of this larger-scale list in chapter 1.) Over the course of a year I
attended services, took narrative field notes, interviewed church leaders and congregants
from these organizations. I occasionally attended bible studies and other church events
but my primary observations took place during weekly services. In these services I took
pictures and audio records for note-taking purposes.

Chapter summaries

Chapter 1 sets the sociological stage for the following case studies of white millennial
churches in the Twin Cities. Here I consider large-scale statistical digest of religious life
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in the Twin Cities to situate my ethnographic observations vis-à-vis the nation. On a
small scale, I believe my findings reflect larger movements of congregations in the US in
terms of church attendance, performance rituals, and congregational reflections in
interviews. In this chapter I examine the emerging church movements, religious
denominational affiliation, individual religious belief, and geographic movement of
religious sites. This setup establishes a religious landscape of Twin Cities millennials and
reveals possible larger institutional movements that make popup church movements
possible.
Chapter 2 centers on “the voice” in services. Here, I draw distinctions between
congregational and worship band voices. Although they appear to be participatory, in
reality, they contain separate practical networks and infrastructures. For example, the
worship band voices are amplified, singing much louder than the unamplified voices of
individual congregants or the collective unamplified voices of the congregation. I analyze
two broad situations in congregational musical worship: 1) congregational singing with
the band and 2) congregational listening as the band performs. In these settings, certain
vocal ontologies show up as praise, exemplar, intercession, and other ontological voices.
In chapter 3, I consider the varieties of “welcome” in church services. I focus on
enculturated congregants’ performatives of “welcome” programmed before, during, and
after services. Sites of spatial and ritual interactions of church “welcomes” include
church websites, popup advertisements, background music, pastor’s “welcome,” and
service conversations. These performatives and rituals broadcast an inclusive
membership to all but advertise to a selective audience, white educated millennials. Some
performatives used to attract this younger generation include pop-up signs and church
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locations in metro areas, equipping the gathering space with gifts, conversation, and
background music for seamless transitions between outside and the sanctuary, and
transforming church services into question-and-answer sessions devoted to discussions
between congregants. Although these situations are not part of the Sunday service
bulletin, they nonetheless serve as essential performatives in transforming non-members
into members.
The senior pastor and his voice are the focus in chapter 4. Here, I consider the
pastor’s lead role in his church. I investigate his divine call into ministry as currency for
authority over his congregation. I examine his voice in sermon performances to illustrate
vocal modes, underscoring his rhetorical content and audience reception. I also consider
congregants’ retention of the pastor’s voice in sermons, taking on their pastor’s voice as
their own outside of services. In both cases, the pastor’s voice and congregants
(re)sounding his voice, the voice is cultivated to advertise an inclusive community while
attracting and maintaining a specific congregant, white educated millennial.
In chapter 5, I examine how congregations in the Twin Cities perform sacredsecular divides in services. Using Charles Taylor’s (2007) notion of the “buffered self”—
a set of clear boundaries between self and other—I argue that secularization narratives
are essential ways of rationalizing and justifying congregants’ role in mandating urgency
to spread evangelicalism. For example, early Protestant reformers often re-texted secular
tunes with sacred words in an attempt to better connect present lives of congregants with
canonical practices of the church. In the past decade, though, many American
congregations are taking this old tradition a step further. In an effort to subvert the typical
“church” environment, Twin Cities are programming unmodified nonreligious music and
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text. I show how congregations are redrawing new boundaries between themselves (the
religious) and the unchurched (the secularists) to create a more inclusive environment for
attracting new members.
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Chapter one
The sociological stage: Church and demographic trends in the Twin Cities

Although this research is primarily concerned with ethnographic findings in
congregations around the Twin Cities areas, this chapter’s focus illustrates macro-social
findings providing large-scale perspectives into these smaller-scale groups. In this
chapter I survey developments in evangelical congregational worship that contribute to
worship rituals for millennial congregations in the Twin Cities. Areas considered are 1)
demographic trends of congregations; 2) economic trends related to millennials (broadly)
and church service modification trends; 3) correlations between church geographic
locations and housing trends (suburbs versus cities). Considering large social trends in
the Twin Cities sets the stage for the systematic conditions continuing segregation for
white evangelical churches and for exploring performances of unmarked whiteness as
part of a racial formation for predominantly white educated millennial congregations.
Both macro- and micro-social findings provide a context in which to make visible
performance of unmarked whiteness (details in the subsequent chapters). Additionally,
we can see how congregations’ performances of Sunday services inform congregational
membership within a larger framework of religious life in the Twin Cities.

The Pew Research Center
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Although I refer to a few sociological sources for demographic trends throughout this
chapter, I find the Pew Research Center’s “Religious Landscape” project particularly
useful for information on worship demographics (age, race, and education) and
geographic areas (urban versus suburb) of worshippers. The Pew Research Center (est.
2004), part of The Pew Charitable Trusts (est. 1996), is a nonprofit organization that
performs quantitative research for social scientific study. It gathers data related to eight
research areas, including “Religion & Public Life,” as they relate on both national and
global scales.27 Its research methods are a combination of analyses of the US Census
Bureau surveys and original large-scale surveys.28
On the Pew Research Center’s website, the “Religion & Public Life” research
area is further divided into three smaller categories: “US Religious Landscape,” “Global
Religious Futures,” and “Religion & Politics.” For this chapter I frequently refer to the
“US Religious Landscape” area where it gathers and analyzes data related to “the
religious makeup, beliefs and practices as well as social and political attitudes of the
American public” (http://www.pewforum.org/data/). Here, religions are categories into
three groups: “Christian,” “Non-Christian Faiths,” and “Other Faiths.” The “Christian”
category is the largest group containing eight subcategories. (This categorical setup
already reveals a Christian-based perspective on religious life in the US.) Nonetheless,
this organization contains a plethora of data and findings specifically related to Christian
Evangelical Protestants—the main demographic for this investigation.
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The eight areas are: : “US Politics & Policy,” “Journalism & Media,” “Internet & Technology,” “Science
& Society,” “Religion & Public Life,” “Hispanic Trends,” “Global Attitudes & Trends,” “Social &
Demographic Trends” (http://www.pewresearch.org/).
28
Survey participants do range from a few thousands to upwards 35,000 American from all 50 states.
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According to Pew, its reasoning for carrying out large-scale surveys related to religious
life and other research areas is to “allow the voice of the people to be heard, and our
demographic, economic and political analyses provide context to understand how the
world is changing” (http://www.pewresearch.org/about/our-mission/). The organization’s
daily publications related to their data gathering indeed provides frequent and recent
commentary on public trends, compared to the US census taken just once every ten years.
Because Pew Research captures a wide view into religious life, its findings are frequently
cited by journalistic and academic organizations. For this project, Pew was the only
accessible source into large-scale religious activities in both the Twin Cities and
Minnesota state. Thus, their findings have influenced a large-scale picture of religious
activity, especially Christian practitioners, to my smaller-scale ethnographic observations
in the Twin Cities.

Twin Cities demographic background

As briefly mentioned in the introduction, Minneapolis-St. Paul was my primary location
for studying millennial congregations in urban spaces. Further, I have lived in the Twin
Cities during my entire doctoral program at the University of Minnesota and during my
ethnographic research for this project. I pay Minnesota taxes, carry a Minnesota driver’s
license, work, and play here in the Twin Cities. Living in the Twin Cities is part of my—
and congregants’—everyday life, and thus is worth introducing its landscape and
significant events that may have shaped this project.
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The Twin Cities is demographically diverse. According to the 2016 US Census
data, polling about one percent of the Minneapolis population, the two largest
demographic categories are estimated 64.9% “White” and 17.7% “Black/African
American/Negro” (see below).
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Figure 1.1: Snapshot of the Racial Dot map of the Twin Cities areas including Minneapolis (left) and St.
Paul (right) according to the 2010 US Census Data. This map was created by the CGIS staff at the Center
for Urban and Region Affairs, University of Minnesota. This dot map is an excerpt of the larger racial dot
map of the US—this interactive map of the racial makeup of the US was constructed by Dustin Cable with
the University of Virginia’s Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service.
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Race
White
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino
Asian
American Indian and Alaska Native
Total population 2016 estimates

Minneapolis Distribution
64.8%
18.8%
9.6%
5.9%
1.2%
413,651

St. Paul Distribution
58.6%
15.7%
9.4%
17.3%
0.8%
302,398

Table 1.1: Minneapolis race demographic 2016 estimates. Information taken from the US Census Bureau
“Quick facts,” <https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/minneapoliscityminnesota/PST045216> and
<https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/stpaulcityminnesota/BPS030216#viewtop>.

According to Table 1.1, the top three race groups include “White” (64.8%) making up
just over half of the overall population, followed by “Black or African American”
(18.8%), and “Hispanic or Latino” (9.6%). The Racial Dot map in figure 1.1 illustrates
where these races are geographically concentrated in Minneapolis and St. Paul. Although
this organization captures racial organization in 2010, the map nonetheless illustrates
whites located in mostly suburbs and in pockets of the metro areas.
Further, in 2014 the Metropolitan Council of the Twin Cities published a report
detailing the rapid growth in racial and ethnic diversity in the Twin Cities regions. Some
key findings of over a decade of observation include people of color accounting for more
than 92% of all population growth and “the share of residents of color in the Twin Cities
region increased from 16.8% to 24.6%” while whites only experienced a 2% growth
(Metropolitan Council 2014, 1–3). Additionally, the Twin Cities is also home to the
largest Somali diaspora in North America (Williams 2011). Further, according to
Minneapolis public schools, 32% of students hold English as their second language and
“nearly 90 different languages are spoken in Minneapolis Public Schools (MSP
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Demographics).29 Overall, the Twin Cities is and continues to be a growing racially
diverse region in the US.
If the Twin Cities is steadily growing in racial diversity why is this region still
considered mainly white?30 According to a 2016 report done by Greater MSP, the
Minneapolis Saint Paul Regional Economic Development Partnership organization
monitoring and facilitating job growth in the 16-county region, 16% of professionals of
color were likely to leave the region in the next five years with the main reason being
“lack of diversity and cultural awareness” (MPR News Staff 2017). Further, in 2015, the
Twin Cities’ Star Tribune reported that the Twin Cities was “the best place to live in the
U.S., says list of lists” (Sinner 2015) despite a rivaling article published by the MinnPost
detailing the Cities’ growing neighborhood and education segregation and wealth gap
titled “Why are the Twin Cities so segregated? A new report blames housing policies—
and education reforms” (Callaghan 2015).31
Although the Twin Cities is indeed racially diverse, the geographic organization is
highly segregated, further contributing to the region’s racially homogenous appearance
(see figure 1.1 and see below).
29

The top non-English home languages include: Spanish (46%), Somali (40%), Hmong (2%), Oromo (2%),
and Other (6%) (MSP Demographics).
30
During my observations, Twin Cities congregants often describe themselves, or rather a “typical”
Minnesotan, as “Minnesota nice,” where maintaining a welcoming and courteous disposition, especially to
outsiders, is the state’s trademark norm.
31
In addition to illustrating the Twin Cities’ segregated landscape, the region has hosted notable local and
national events within the past four years. Since my move to the Twin Cities in 2014 and through my
project’s observations up to 2018, a few high-profile cases I want to mention include: the death of Prince in
his home in Chanhassen, MN in 2016; legalized same-sex marriage in Minnesota (2013) now nationally
recognized by the Supreme Court in 2015; the shooting deaths of Jamar Clark (2015) and Philando Castile
(2016) by local police in the Twin Cities alongside the national rise of #BlackLivesMatter (est. 2013); the
transitional of presidential power from Barak Obama (“Yes we can,” 2008 and “Forward,” 2012) to Donald
Trump (“Make American great again,” 2016) in 2017 and; the resignation of Minnesota Senator Al
Franken (2018) and MPR firing Garrison Keillor and his “Prairie Home Companion” (2017) due to sexual
harassment allegations amidst the national rise of the #MeToo movement (est. 2006). Although I do not
unpack the impacts these movements have within congregations, including them in this project, I hope, sets
the stage for the particular social climate in the Twin Cities.
30
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Figure 1.2: Education Attainment map of the Twin Cities region according to the 2010 US Census. This
map was created by the CGIS staff at the Center for Urban and Region Affairs, University of Minnesota.
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Figure 1.3: Gentrification analysis of the Twin Cities region. This map was created by the CGIS staff at
the Center for Urban and Region Affairs, University of Minnesota.
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Figure 1.4: Median household income map of the Twin Cities region according to the 2010 US Census.
This map was created by the CGIS staff at the Center for Urban and Region Affairs, University of
Minnesota.
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Figure 1.5: Median age map of the Twin Cities region according to the 2010 US Census. This map was
created by the CGIS staff at the Center for Urban and Region Affairs, University of Minnesota.
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The above maps illustrate racial, economic, and educational organizations of
Twin Cities regions residents. In figure 1.1, racial integration is most concentrated in
urban centers of Minneapolis and especially St. Paul. This gradually segregates moving
away from these centers to where mostly whites occupy the boundaries of these regions.
Likewise, areas of wealth and education are most concentrated near these regional
boundaries. Figure 1.3 illustrates a range of neighborhoods in the Twin Cities most
vulnerable to gentrification. Likewise, these areas have a higher concentration of racial
diversity pairing with a lower educational attainment and income (middle- to lowincome) relative to the outer boundaries of the regions.
As more wealthy whites move into these urban neighborhoods, historically home
to other racial and ethnic enclaves, their presence transforms, rather gentrifies, these
locations to suit their distinct needs and out price neighborhoods’ previous residents. This
kind of gentrification, the process of transforming a neighborhood to a more racially
white homogenous group illustrates a kind of “internal colonialism” where whites exploit
the location and expand existing resources of such neighborhoods. Historian Steven
Sabol writes, “Internal colonization was, therefor, comparable to settler colonialism in
other contexts and included a set of policies, programs, and strategies designed to
incorporate the land and socially and culturally integrate the people into the colonizing
state structures and institutions” (Sabol 2017, 173).32 Thus these segregated gentrifying
spaces primes congregations in this study to be mainly white millennials.33

32

Sabol additionally writes, “Equally important, the policies, programs, ideologies, and philosophies
reflected the sense of territorial unification and incorporation of uninhabited and unused land” (Sabol 2017,
172). Further, Burawoy’s approach to the term “colonialism” is additionally useful in thinking about
geographic spaces. Burawoy writes, “Colonialism may be defined as the conquest and administration by a
‘metropolitan country’ of a geographically separate territory in order to utilize available resources (usually
33

Church demographic, denomination, & location trends in the Twin Cities region

This gentrifying landscape of certain Twin Cities neighborhoods, is specifically propelled
by white millennials. Housing demands are steadily increasing as millennials continue to
move into urban areas. For example, the population of young adults grew 25% in
Hennepin County within a seven-year period alongside a 40% increase in rent in the
Twin Cities (Buchta 2014). According to the 2014 Council of Economic Advisers’
report—an organization under the Obama administration—focusing on economic trends
in millennials, an increase of young people moving into the city echoes a larger study
where college-educated millennials are moving into urban spaces faster than their less
educated peers (Council of Economic Advisers 2014, 42). Further, “college graduates
have gravitated towards urban areas that had higher levels of educational attainment at
the beginning of this period, leading to increasing segregation by skill level across cities”
(Council of Economic Advisers 2014, 43).
As millennials continue to shape the US’s economy they are also shaping recent
studies in religious demographic. According to Pew Research, 35% of millennials (those
born between 1981 and 1996) are religiously unaffiliated or commonly referred to as
“nones” (Lipka 2015). This percentage is higher than identifying with any religious
affiliation and more than double the share of “nones” or religious unaffiliated baby
boomers (17%). Sociologists Penny Edgell, Douglas Hartmann, Evan Stewart, and
human or natural) for the creation of surplus which is repatriated to the metropolis. Thus colonialism has
both political and economic dimensions” (Burawoy 1974, 546).
33
The Historyapolis Project, sponsored by the Augsburg College History Department in Minneapolis, MN,
focuses on racial restrictions that systematically segregated Minneapolis in the early 20th-century,
https://www.mappingprejudice.org/index.html.
34

Joseph Gerteis closely follow a rise in US citizens identifying as “nones.” While these
sociologists primarily investigate inclusivity of atheists and “spiritual-but-not-religious”
(SBNR) as part of the US’s religious plurality, their findings acknowledge that
millennials, specifically, are “less religious, more tolerant of diversity than were their
parents, and uncomfortable with religious dogmatism” (Edgell, Hartmann, Stewart, and
Gerteis 2016).34
Although national trends suggest many millennials identify as “religiously
unaffiliated,” this contrasts the broader religious landscape of the Twin Cities, that being
mostly educated white upper-class Christian Protestants.35 However, I do observe
millennial Christian congregants not affiliating with specific Christian denominations to
describe their religious beliefs. For example, when meeting millennial congregants, most
described their religious affiliation as “Christian,” “Christ-follower,” or cite specific
biblical verses rather than referring to a specific denomination. Further, congregants
describe their upbringing and parents’ affiliations to specific Protestant or Christian
denominations (such as Lutheran, Catholic, etc.).
34

The authors draw on sonciologist Robert Wuthnow’s findings in his text After the Baby Boomers: How
Twenty- and Thirty-Somethings Are Shaping the Future of American Religion (2010).
35
According to Pew’s 2014 study, 70% of Twin Cities residents identify as Christian. (Within this broad
category, significant figures include 27% Mainline Protestant, 21% Catholic, and 15% Evangelical
Protestant. Further, 65% of Christians in the Twin Cities metro areas between the ages of 30–64.) And 82%
of Twin Cities Christians identify as white. These statistics are similar to the US’s religious demographics.
Specifically, 70.6% identify as Christian, specifically 25.4% are Evangelical Protestant, 20.8% are
Catholic, and 14.7% are Mainline Protestant. 62% of Christians are between the ages of 30–64. And 66%
are white. The Pew Research Center notes the sample size of this survey is just under 250 participants.
These statistics in the metro areas do reflect similar percentages across the greater Minnesota state.
Notably, 74% of Minnesotans identify as Christian and are 87% white. Specifically, 29% are Mainline
Protestant, 22% Catholic, and 19% Evangelical Protestant. This is slightly higher than the national trend of
33% of Christians hold a bachelor’s and or a post-graduate degree. Further, 31% of Twin Cities Christians
have a high school diploma or less and 30% have some college experience. (It should be noted that the US
trend concludes that “Hindus (77%) and Jews (59%) continue to be the most highly educated religious
traditions.”) A significant percent of congregants are likely hold a bachelor’s degree and receive a middleto upper-class income. According to Pew, 27% of Twin Cities Christians have completed college and 12%
a post-graduate degree. Further, 64% of Twin Cities Christians receive a middle- (36%) to upper-class
(28%) income. 51% of Twin Cities Christians are married and 22% have never married. And 42% of Twin
Cities Christians attend church services on a weekly basis and 39% attend church 1–2 times per month.
35

Likewise, churches in the Twin Cities are adjusting to the falling popularity of
denomination affiliation.36 One way is churches are systematically removing their
denomination affiliation from the church’s name. Specifically, 63% of church
denominations admitted to not listing their denominations in signs or other publication
(National Association of Evangelicals 2014).37 For example, a local Minneapolis news
article featured a church in Maple Grove, MN change its name from “Maple Grove
Evangelical Free Church” to “The Grove” in an effort to attract younger potential
members (Hopfensperger 2017).38 Although this church is still affiliated with the
Evangelical Free denomination, The Grove no longer mentions this in its name.
According to Grey Matter Research, a Phoenix-based research company,
“denominational references are also three more likely to make people see that church as
old-fashioned, and almost three times more likely to make them feel it is structured and
rigid, than if there is no denominational reference in the name” (Grey Matter Research
Consulting 2013).39
For this project, I performed close ethnographic study on 13 congregations in the
Twin Cities (see appendix 1). Unlike more traditional Protestant congregations where
their denominational affiliation is often mentioned in the church name or bulletin, these
churches do no readily advertise their affiliation. Oftentimes I emailed churches to get a
36

Writer Kate Shellnutt of Christianity Today additionally reported on these trends in her article titled “The
Rise of the Nons: Protestants Keep Ditching Denominations” (2017). Here surveys show a steady increase
of Christians no longer identifying themselves with a specific church denomination. Rather, “The move
away from historic denominations corresponds with a swelling sense of skepticism many Americans have
toward institutions overall,” a response from survey results taken from the Hartfod Institute for Religion
Research in 2010 (Shellnutt 2017).
37
According to the National Association of Evangelicals, 40 church denominations participated in this
survey.
38
According to Hopfensperger, “Rebranding, long a strategy in the world of business, is taking off in
congregations hoping to attract new members, update their images, and shed any negative perceptions of
their denominations” (Hopfensperger 2017).
39
The survey results come from a small sample of 773 American adults (Grey Matter Research Consulting
2013).
36

direct response to this question. After my search, I found all churches to be theologically
evangelical, more specifically, however, most churches do have a denomination
affiliation (see below).

Figure 1.6: Denomination affiliation of 13 case study churches in Twin Cities areas.

Although all 13 churches are evangelical, 6 are denominationally affiliated with
some kind of Baptist denomination—almost half of this sample group. Other
denominations including Evangelical Covenant and Assemblies of God were another
relatively frequent denomination affiliation. Nonetheless, without actively looking for
this information no denomination ties would be known by just attending a service,
picking up a church bulletin, or briefly searching the church website.
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Indeed, church organizations distancing themselves from negative public
perceptions of affiliated denominations are a consistent trend. For example, Hope
Community Church in the Minneapolis metro area, Hope Community is affiliated with
the Evangelical Free and Converge denominations.40 During my observations at Hope
Community its denomination underwent a name change from the General Baptist
Convention to Converge.41 In fact this denomination has gone various name changes.
According to Converge’s website, “As the ethnic makeup diversified, the original
Swedish Baptist General Conference of American became the Baptist General
Conference. Toward the end of the 20th century, that name began to lose its cultural
currency. […] They held to Baptist convictions, but didn’t want to spend precious time
refuting stereotypes of other Baptist leaders or group” (Converge MidAmerica 2018).
Although most of this denomination’s theological practices remain, the Baptist General
Conference changed its name to Converge in 2015.
When looking back over the past 100 years in the US’s history, church location
changes do correlate with population movement. Sociologist Mark T. Mulder specifically
examines the relationship between white evangelicalism and demographic changes in US
cities in its postwar era in his book Shades of White Flight (2010). Here Mulder argues
that his case study--Christian Reformed Church (CRC) that broke from the Reformed
Church in America in Chicago—prioritized preserving and protecting its religious,
cultural, and ethnic traditions and, as a result, “predisposed them to isolation and
mobility” over the influx of African Americans moved into the congregation’s
40

Hope Community is affiliated with the Evangelical Free denomination through building association and
is affiliated with Converge (formally named General Baptist Convention) through its theological practices.
41
During my observations of churches in the Twin Cities, every church I visited also held affiliations with
specific denominations but did not advertise these denominations in church names and other public
bulletins. Often I eventually found denomination information through church website information and
leadership interviews.
38

neighborhood (Mulder 2010, 31). The rise of mega churches in expanding suburbs
(especially in the 1980s) across the US correlates with white flight, and as Mulder
suggests, reveals white evangelicalism’s complicity with urban withdrawal and
neighborhood decline.
But how does this tie into to early 21st-century housing trends? Educated
millennials are moving into urban spaces.42 Broadly, millennials significantly contribute
to the changing demographic and geographic landscape in the Twin Cities. They are now
the largest, most diverse generation in the US populations, to be the “most educated,”
likely to spend more money for location in urban spaces, and prioritize “experiences”
over possessions (Council of Economic Advisors 2014). Indeed, within these past few
years, the Twin Cities has experienced a steady population growth (Pioneer Press 2010),
a boom in luxury apartments (Wigdahl 2016) and shortages for homeownership (Buchta
2017), and expansion of public transportations (Misra 2016). Although there are no
current census data to confirm these reports, journalists covering these local events
correlate these economic changes with the growing millennial work force.
Just as Mulder points to the relationship between white evangelicals and housing
trends, I believe a similar movement is happening between educated white millennials
and the white evangelical churches moving out of the suburbs and into the cities. As
millennials transition from growing up in the suburbs to now living in urban spaces and
cities, so too are suburb-based churches.43 Of the 13 churches in my case study, two

42

This trend of millennials moving into urban spaces does not represent all millennials but specifically
educated middle- to upper- class white millennials. See NPR journalist Samantha Raphelson’s article
“Amid the stereotypes, some facts about millennials” (2014) reminding readers of race and class
distinctions within this social cohort.
43
There are numerous local news articles chronicling this change. Some include: Alana Semuels’ “White
Flight Never Ended: Today’s cities may be more diverse overall, but people of different races still don’t
39

congregations were satellite churches to larger mega churches located in the suburbs.
Seven total churches in my study held multiple locations around the Twin Cities.44
River Valley Church (est. 1995) is one example of a mega church expanding from
its main suburb location(s) to more urban spaces. Its main campus is in Apple Valley,
MN with about 3500 people attendance for Sunday morning services (Peers 2015).
Considering the church’s nine locations, River Valley reports they have “nearly 9000 in
attendance across eight U.S. campuses and one international campus (Mbekelweni,
Swaziland) with plans for further expansion in the future” (Pastor Rob and Becca
Ketterling 2018). Notably, the church opened a Minneapolis location in 2016 in the North
Loop area.45 Here, the church holds its Sunday morning services in an events center
called Muse. Its other neighbors include chic retail stores and restaurants complete with a
Whole Foods. A large part of River Valley Church attendees are young, educated, and
white, living in a nearby Minneapolis neighborhood. Likewise Evergreen Church first
started as a church in the 1980s in Bloomington, MN. It now has five locations in and
around the Minneapolis areas. The Rock Church, for example, is one of the five sites
located in South Minneapolis meeting on Friday evenings. The Rock shares its building
with another Evergreen Church called Urban Refuge. Urban Refuge holds its services on
Sunday mornings. Both churches are home to young congregants and their families who
live in South Minneapolis.

live near each other” (2015), Pete Saunders’ “The death of America’s suburban dream” (2014), and Pioneer
Press’ “White flight? Young whites quit suburbs for cities” (2010).
44
These churches hosted anywhere from one to six services in their main location. (And the other six
congregations were located at a single geographic cite with hosting one to two Sunday services.)
45
The North Loop is located in the Minneapolis Warehouse Historic District where it was largely home to a
large railroad years and warehouse and factories until the 1980s where the neighborhood gradually
gentrified into “ ‘the’ Twin Cities neighborhood in which to live, work, eat, shop and play” (About the
North Loop 2018). It’s residents are 75% white, between the ages of 18–64, receiving a middle- to upperclass income (North Loop Neighborhood 2018).
40

Church pastors additionally echo this move into urban spaces. For example,
Westwood Community Church—a nondenominational church located in Chanhassen,
MN—opened an additional location in Minnetonka, MN—a suburb of Minneapolis home
to mostly middle to upper class white residents (86%) (citydata.com 2016). According to
Westwood Church, “Great planning and research went into determining where the
greatest need for churches existed. Minnetonka is one of the least-churched areas in the
Twin Cities, with only 13% of residents currently attending church” (Westwood
Community Church 2018).
As these churches continue to build new urban locations, a specific congregant is
in mind: white educated millennials. These churches have been labeled “hip” or “hipster”
churches—where notions of authenticity, sincerity, and realness outweigh with tradition,
liturgical integrity, or theological propriety—attracting white educated millennials
currently living in urban spaces—notably gentrifying neighborhoods. Of the 13 churches
considered in this project there was a strong correlation between geographic location and
social cohorts (see below).
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Figure 1.7: Snapshot of the Racial Dot map with indication of 13 case study locations of the Twin Cities
areas including Minneapolis (left) and St. Paul (right) according to the 2010 US Census Data. This map
was created by the CGIS staff at the Center for Urban and Region Affairs, University of Minnesota.
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Figure 1.8: Education Attainment map with indication of 13 case study locations of the Twin Cities region
according to the 2010 US Census. This map was created by the CGIS staff at the Center for Urban and
Region Affairs, University of Minnesota.
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Figure 1.9: Gentrification analysis with indication of 13 case study locations of the Twin Cities region.
This map was created by the CGIS staff at the Center for Urban and Region Affairs, University of
Minnesota.
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Figure 1.10: Median household income map with indication of 13 case study locations of the Twin Cities
region according to the 2010 US Census. This map was created by the CGIS staff at the Center for Urban
and Region Affairs, University of Minnesota.
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Figure 1.11: Median age map with indication of 13 case study locations of the Twin Cities region
according to the 2010 US Census. This map was created by the CGIS staff at the Center for Urban and
Region Affairs, University of Minnesota.

According to the above maps, 12 church locations are situated in neighborhoods
with mostly educated, whites with middle- to upper-class incomes.46 Within gentrifying
urban locations, eight congregations are primarily made up of white millennial
congregants. One congregation, Sanctuary Covenant church, located in Near North
Minneapolis, is racially and generationally mixed. Near North Minneapolis is mostly
made up of black residents. According to Minnesota Compass—a geographic social
indicator organization funded by the Wilder Research Foundation—2012–2016
population estimates according to race include Black (57%), Asian (17%), and White
(13%) (Near-North Neighborhood 2018). Compared to the other church locations in
urban areas of the Twin Cities, Sanctuary Covenant Church is the only church whose

46

Of the 13 church locations referenced in this project, 11 (with one church containing two locations) are
illustrated in the above maps. The other two locations are outside of these metro areas.
44

congregation meets in a primarily non-white neighborhood. Further, the church website
and all forms of advertisement promote its organization as a “Multiethnic,
Multigenerational, Christ-centered community” (Sanctuary Covenant Church 2018).
For Sanctuary Covenant Church, promoting a racially and generationally diverse
congregation is the church’s primary focus. Further Sanctuary Covenant Church leaders
are demographically diverse as well as its musician and other volunteers during its
Sunday services. Additionally, its musical programming is a broad mix of popular, jazz,
CCM, gospel, hip-hop, and more during its worship services. Considering the other
twelve case studies—primarily made up of white congregants and church leaders—their
meeting spaces are located in primarily white neighborhoods and their openness and
transparency about their congregations’ demographic makeup is absent in websites,
bulletins, and other forms of advertising. Additionally, music programmed (both popular
and Christian-based songs) in mostly white churches are played by mostly white
musicians as well as written and produced by mostly white artists. Compared to
Sanctuary Covenant, cultivating a diverse congregation is not an upfront or revealing
priority to mainly white congregations.47
The absence of demographic diversity in churches residing in mostly white
neighborhoods, I would argue, is a contributing element of unmarked whiteness.48
Although these churches do not directly advertise as cultivating a “white” church (like
Sanctuary Covenant branding itself as a “multiethnic community”), their web and service
presentations of mostly white participants is their visible branding as a white church.
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I will detail how these mostly white churches advertise their organizations via websites and Sunday
services in chapter three.
48
George Yancy writes, “Thus, to ‘authenticate’ their whiteness, they must enact a form of white solipsism
whereby the nonwhite is erased and devalued, reduced to a form of nonbeing” (Yancy 2012, 116–7).
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Of the 13 churches in my case study, only five met in a church building. Four
churches met in school auditoriums, two churches owned custom-built facilities, one
church met in their own coffee shop, and one rented multi-purpose event center on
Sunday mornings.49 Although established years are not all identified, most churches have
set up a gathering space in an urban location within the past few years. Specifically,
Substance Church and River Valley Church opened their Minneapolis locations during
my observations. And many churches including Corner Church, River Valley, and Mill
City currently hold services in gentrifying or gentrified neighborhoods.50
More so, most churches are overwhelmingly white with some generational
variation depending on the location. For example, Westwood Community Church and
Eagle Brook have mostly baby boomers and their families attending services in large
custom-built gathering spaces in the suburbs. Corner Church and River Valley, on the
other hand, have mostly millennial congregants meeting in non-church buildings
including coffee shops and event centers in the gentrified North Loop neighborhood of
Minneapolis.
Notably, the two churches—Westwood Community Church in Excelsior and
Eagle Brook Church in Lino Lakes—cater to congregants who are mostly white baby
boomer families with an upper-class income. Most congregant families live in nearby
neighborhoods, commuting to and from church via automobile. Both churches are located
in a rural part of town complete with private roads and police and church volunteers
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I should raise questions of church zoning laws in urban locations. In March 2018, Three Degrees Church,
located in North Loop Minneapolis, vetoed a topless bar from opening up near the church’s location citing
a city ordinance law that prohibits adult businesses from opening within 500 feet of religious institutions
(Mannix 2018). With this ruling, a follow-up question would be what kind of voting power, if at all, do
churches renting spaces have in determining kinds of businesses opening in these locations?
50
Church locations including South Minneapolis and Loring Park could be argued too.
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directing Sunday morning traffic before and after services.51 Inside, both churches offer
various amenities for incoming congregants: a bookstore, coffee shop, and recreation
centers.
During my tour at Westwood Community Church, my tour guide explained the
overall flow of Sunday morning services. Here, Westwood has four sanctuaries: a main
location; an overflow room; a nursing mom’s room; and a youth room (see figures
below).

Figure 1.12: Photos of Westwood Community Church worship rooms from top left to bottom right, Main
sanctuary, overflow sanctuary, moms nursing and with young children, and youth sanctuary.
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After attending a Sunday service at Eagle Brook Church in Lino Lakes, for example, I was stuck in my
parking spot—blocked by traffic from exiting church-goers—for 30 minutes before I could leave the
parking lot.
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The youth room occasionally hosts sermons geared towards youth congregants on
Sunday morning while the other locations draw from the same service. The main room is
home to live performances of the lead worship band and pastor services. The overflow
room is down the hall from the main room and also contains a live worship band and then
video streams in the pastor preaching from down the hall. If families with young children
need to step out of the service, there is a smaller room where parents can watch the
service from a flat screen TV while tending to their children. In addition to these adult
service options, there are up to six Sunday morning programs for youth—each program is
geared toward certain age ranges of attending youth. Overall, there are a variety of both
adult and youth programs offered Sundays and other weekdays that these facilities
oftentimes have fulltime staff running the building everyday. Thus, these generational
segregations are visible on Sunday mornings: youth attend their services in downstairs
locations while older adults attend services on the main level.52
On the other hand, churches with more white millennials are seeking out smaller,
non-religious buildings as gathering spaces. Rather than building a large venue from
scratch, churches are meeting in traditionally considered secular spaces: bars, comedy
clubs, and coffeehouses. These “new” meeting spaces are already-existing locations near
millennial residents and provide a refreshing take on gathering spaces. Often churches
pop up Sunday mornings—renting spaces from already established organizations in
neighborhood locations. For example, Jacob’s Well—a church located in the Dinyktown
neighborhood of Minneapolis—gathers in the neighborhood’s local bar called The
52

The architecture of Westwood Community Church is reminiscent of similar observations made by
historian Jeanne Kilde in her text, When Church Became Theatre (2002), especially in the final chapter,
“Meanings in Nineteenth-Century Evangelical Architecture.” She writes, “These new church homes drew
heavily on the archictural contexts of the domestic sphere: From kitchen, dining room, and parlor spaces to
the decoration of the sanctuary itself, church homes evoked private family homes” (Kilde 2002, 198).
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Library. Corner Church—a nondenominational church with multiple neighborhood
locations—operates as a neighborhood coffee shop during the week and runs as a church
on Sunday mornings. These traditionally secular meeting spaces offer a “new” way to
experience church—an essential component for attracting millennials.
Churches in metro locations attract a slightly different crowd: millennials and
young families. Church facilities are relatively smaller compared to multipurpose ones in
rural areas. In the Cities, churches often rent traditionally secular spaces that have
primary used during workweeks. Some church locations include: coffee shops, public and
private school auditoriums, bars, movie theaters, comedy clubs, and cathedrals. Often
these spaces allow for a service space and occasionally have an additional space for
young children. Congregants usually take public transportation, walk, bike, or drive to
church. These urban church locations offer one to two services, emphasizing bible study
groups for further church involvement.
Situating “hipster” Christianity as an “authentic” take on modern-day worship
masks the inclusions and exclusions of its members. Upon reports of these congregations
growing in urban spaces, congregants’ demographics are often overlooked—that most
participants of “hipster” church communities are overwhelming white educated
millennials, a demographic shift pointed out by the Economic Council—a Council
organization under the US Obama Presidency. Further, this priority of an “authentic,”
experiential program for Christian worship among urban millennials is additionally
bound up with gentrification in the urban neighbors where churches currently reside. As
neighborhoods gradually witness a change from lower- to middle-class non-white
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residents to more white and younger ones, churches indeed match the gentrifying
landscape.

Ubiquity of technology in services

Although these 13 churches have variations in denomination affiliations, locations, and
demographics, their services all contain three significant elements geared toward
millennials: use of technology for welcoming congregants. Indeed, all of the churches I
observed contained a well maintained website complete with Facebook, Instragram, and
Twitter links, and sermon archives.
Further, the Council of Economics under the US Obama Presidency took
seriously the relationship between technology and millennials. They published a report
titled “15 Economic Facts About Millennials” (2014) detailing economic projections and
recommendations related to this up-and-coming generation. This technological push in
millennial-based churches may be due to the generation’s association with technology.
Indeed, there is a strong correlation between the US’s economic findings about
millennials’ tendencies and church organization’s programs catering to those tendencies.
According to the Council of Economics study “Millennials are more connected to
technology than previous generations and a quarter of Millennials believe that their
relationship to technology is what makes their generation unique” (Council of Economic
2014). With social medias and retail market access online, users—especially
millennials—are the most digitally connected community.
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Additionally, millennials’ integrated relationships with technologies correlates
with numerous business journals including Forbes and Brand Quarterly (Landrum 2017
& Ganatra 2017) reporting strong trends in the emerging “experience” economy where
consumers demand activity-based products rather than acquiring possessions. This trend
is largely driven by millennials. In an article in Forbes, for example, one businessperson
pointed out that millennials specifically prioritize customization, digital convenience, and
relevant social media in purchases (Arnold 2017). While mainstream markets are
adjusting their strategies for catering to a newer generation, so too are churches.
Millennials’ regular use of technology, especially social medias, has not gone
unnoticed for church organizations. In my study of church communities in the Twin
Cities, all church contain a well-working website complete with online tithing, sermon
archives, welcome videos, and access to church leaders’ social media profiles including
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.53 Further, church pastors at times encourage
congregants to pull out their smart phones and “vote” or text via a set of social medias
during services related to the corresponding sermon. And pastors often simultaneously
preach in more than one geographic location thanks to Skype technologies. Pastors often
preach to a live audience as well as video-in to remote locations with listening
congregations. These videos are then archives into church websites for web visitors to
view.54
Over the course of my observations of several churches in the Twin Cities, church
leaders do gear their services towards an experiential setup and an integrated use of
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I will explore these technology mediums in more detail in chapter two.
I will explore sermons and related technologies in more deatil in chapter three.
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technologies, especially social medias.55 In addition to convenient online tithing and
other digital accesses on church websites and social medias, pastors encourage listening
congregants to pull out their iPhones during services to “like” a particular Instragam
image or to read along bible passages on their apps. A specific example of integrating an
experiential service happens at Corner Church, a multisite nondenominational church in
the metro areas of Minneapolis. Here, church leaders run a coffee shop called Corner
Coffee during the week and run a church service in the same space Sunday mornings.
Opening rituals include grabbing a fresh cup of coffee made by a church leader and then
sitting around tables for a question-and-answer sermon between congregants and the
pastor.56 Awaken Community Church in St. Paul, MN additionally programs
performative experiences in its services. Here Awaken hosts a program called “Artists in
Residency” where the church features selected artists during its services. Its website says:
Every other month we like to showcase the work of one of the artists in
our community and we also invite them into the process of creating and
leading our community in worship. We’ve had painters, potters, writers,
songwriters, & photographers. Each of them are invited that month to
create or offer a piece connected to a teaching series, biblical text or some
other
aspect
of
the
spiritual
life
(http://awakencommunity.com/sundays/art).
According to Awaken, its experiential programming with artists as a mode for biblical
teachings and spiritual life. Here artists create during Sunday services as an experiential
form of worship.
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There is so much to say about the relationship between space and worship. Briefly, two authors who have
influenced my conception of this relationship are Jeanne Halgren Kilde’s book When Church Became
Theatre (2002), emphasizing performative and entertainment enivornments of worship in the turn of the
century. Likewise, ethnomusicology Deborah Justice’s article “When Church and Cinema Combine”
(2014) focusing on case studies of churches meeting in movie theaters and integrated use of certain
technologies to shape service rituals.
56
I will talk in more detail about Corner Church’s coffeehouse aesthetic in chapter four.
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Overall, in an effort to attract potential millennial congregants, churches in this
study actively transformed their ways of doing church to integrate technology. Some
elements include a well curated website, church leaders actively socializing on social
medias including Facebook, Instragam, and Twitter, and expanding forms of tithing
through iPad tithing stations and online giving.

Project’s genesis question

For church leaders, music is often programmed to enhance the worship experience for
congregants in services. Although I go into greater detail in communal singing (chapter
2) and programming secular pop songs (chapter 5), I want to briefly mention my initial
question posed to churches in the Twin Cities at the start of this project: Do you use
secular pop songs in service?
When I initially started observing services, I was struck by a clear use of songs
(pre-recorded and live performance) with lyrics containing religious-based and nonreligious-based content. Thus, I initially reached out to a broad range of churches in the
Twin Cities to see how many congregations program “secular,” or songs containing nonreligious-based lyrics in services. In 2016–2017, I reached out to nearly 100 churches
(both Protestant mainline and Protestant evangelical) in and around the Twin Cities via
email. My initial email question was:
I’m interested in churches who occasionally draw on “secular” or nonChristian music during any part of the service (either as background music
or during tithes/offerings, for example). Does your church or any other
church you know of use popular musics in services?
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Of the 100 churches, 85 churches responded. My email generated a variety of responses.
Some replies were a quick “yes” or “no.” 48 responses distinguished between “secular”
instrumental-only music, background music, choir or band-only music, and
congregational music. Of the 85 email responses, both Mainline Protestants and
Evangelical responded nearly equally. Of the total 25 Mainline Protestant churches who
responded, 48% Mainline Protestants said “yes” and 52% said “no.” Evangelical
leadership responded similarly, 45% said “yes” and 53% said “no.”
One trend was most Mainline Protestant denominational churches do not employ
secular music in services and a lot of evangelical, non-denominational ones do. More
than that, my question occasionally generated extended responses from church leaders
concerned about music’s role in services. Below are two contrasting experts of such
responses:
In the past we have added a secular song over the offering when it has tied
into the theme. However, it has been a long while. I feel that church is not
a performance and should solely be focused on worship. While secular
songs are entertaining, there must be more to a church service than the
congregation feeling entertained (Anonymous).
Yes, our church fairly frequently uses non-Christian/church songs during
our services. If we use a secular song, it’s most often during the offering.
We typically use a song to bring up the topic of the service, to be
expanded during the sermon. Some topics lend themselves well to use
Christian songs, but others seem to benefit from a different perspective,
allowing people to consider the subject in a different way and hopefully
connect to the sermon more (Anonymous).
One frequent response, exemplified in the first excerpt, is that “secular” or nonChristian-based worship songs are provoke an “entertaining” experience rather
than a contemplative one in services, thus taking away from the primary purpose
of worship services. Oftentimes, however, if a church chooses to program secular
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music in services, it is to prepare the listening congregation for the upcoming
sermon as described by the second response. (I will unpack this practice in greater
detail in chapter 2.)

Conclusion

In this chapter I setup the demographic landscape of the Twin Cities in relation to
13 church congregations closely observed in this project. I first briefly identified
local and national events that may have certainly shaped my approach to this
project and following chapters. When I began this research, I initially reached out
to over 100 Mainline Protestant and evangelical Protestant churches, I narrowed
my ethnographic survey to 13 case studies that informed the chapters that follow.
I specifically focused on the relationship between national trends expressed in the
millennial generation and broad church serves setup. These areas included the
growth of urban spaces and gentrifying neighborhoods, size and kind of church
gathering spaces, and the use of technologies and programming popular secular
musics in churches. Overall, there is a strong correlation between churches made
up of mostly white congregants and church locations in mostly white
neighborhoods and suburbs in the Twin Cities region.
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Chapter 2
Real worship is not a concert: Vocal ontologies in congregational singing

It’s Friday evening, and the sun has already set in this early October. I walk into the
sanctuary illuminated by candles all nested in mismatched clear jars dispersed
throughout the room. A large wooden cross is off to the side of the altar, while rock
instruments are front and center. Ceiling stage lights beam down and bathe the neck of
the electric guitar in red light as it sits center stage and unoccupied. The projector screen
above the altar circulates a sequence of photographic images of a lake, then an empty
forest, and finally a snow-capped mountain.
I make my way in the dim light to an empty pew and sit near the end of one pew.
As I take in this setting, congregants gradually file in and I’m now sitting shoulder-toshoulder with worshippers. The sanctuary is full, full of congregants conversing over
background music projected on loudspeakers. I look back up to the altar to see the
worship band filing on stage and assembling their instruments. The worship leader
speaks into the microphone, “Welcome to the Rock Church, everyone. Let us stand and
worship.”
Conversations cease and we all stand and face the stage. Images of nature on the
projector screen transition to printed song lyrics as the band begins to sing and play. The
sanctuary feels even darker. I can’t see my neighbors accidentally brushing my shoulders
as they sway their bodies to the beat of the music. I faintly hear congregants singing
along with the band but the band’s amplified voices and instruments frequently
overpower my neighbors’ unamplified voices. Indeed, I’m singing but I can’t hear my
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own voice. I only feel my chest vibrating as I sing. Indeed, as both the band and
congregation sing praises to God, all I can hear and see is the band’s vocal praises.
After singing a few songs, the band instructs us to sit. We follow suit as the band
prepares for the tithes and offerings part of the service. Here a couple of congregants
emerge from the pews and walk down the aisle toward the altar. They take baskets placed
on a table and begin circulating them through the congregation. As baskets snake
through the pews from one end to the other, the band cues up the song “Meet me
halfway” (1988) by Kenny Loggins. Here, the bandleader speaks into a microphone and
explains to the listening congregation how this song has been spiritually impacting him
this past week. As the band plays, the above screen projects lyrics to the corresponding
song. Although the sanctuary is still dark, I can see congregants all sitting and looking at
the stage, eyes darting between reading the words and watching the band perform. After
the songs conclude and baskets have made their way through the pews, the congregation
claps and cheers in approval as the group exits the stage.

In this scene, congregational voices sing and listen together in worship. The
worship band leads the congregation into praise with their amplified voices and projected
visual presentation. The congregation stands in darkness and sings with the band. In this
moment, the band’s amplified voices and instruments projected on large screens
overpower the congregation’s unamplified voices all standing in darkness. Both band and
congregational voice nonetheless sing together in worship. The congregation’s attention
then turns from standing and singing along with the band’s performance to now sitting
and listening to the band. The sitting congregation is now instructed to watch, listen, and
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read projected lyrics as the band plays. These programmed moments of “distraction”—
the worship band guiding the congregation into specific instances of singing and
listening—make up a significant part of a service. Although these musical moments may
all be considered congregational singing, these voices are not equaled, unified, and
interchangeable.

Vocal ontologies in congregational singing

Christian congregational music-making is a participatory practice encompassing joining
voices in praise, listening to praise bands, and reflecting on performed music during
services. This widespread practice extends to biblical mandates of musical praise in both
the Old and New Testaments. Indeed, writers throughout the bible account listeners to
sing praises and make music for God from the Book of Exodus through Revelation. King
David’s Book of Psalms, for example, is a compilation of 150 psalms or sacred songs for
worship. “Shout for joy in the Lord, O you righteous! Praise befits the upright. Give
thanks to the Lord with the lyre; make melody to him with the harp of ten strings! Sing to
him a new song; play skillfully on the strings, with loud shouts” (Psalm 33: 1–3, ESV).
Early Church Fathers and theologians extending to the present indeed reinforce King
David’s calls to praise God. St. Augustine notes his tensions when listening to a trained
choir during services in his well-known text Confessions, writing,
I realize that when they are sung [psalms] these sacred words stir my mind
to greater religious fervor and kindle in me a more ardent form of piety
than they would if they were not sung; and I also know that there are
particular modes in song and the voice, corresponding to my various
emotions and able to stimulate them because of some mysterious
relationship between the two (Saint Augustine 1962: 238–239).
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Although St. Augustine admits to falling into a more sinful state—loving the act of
listening to a singing choir rather than the choir as a medium to praise God—he
nevertheless concludes that music, notably singing, is an essential mandate for generating
an intimate connection between the worshipper and God. While St. Augustine notes
active listening as participation in worship, Martin Luther points out the importance of
congregational music-making, explicitly singing together their own hymns, in his text
Deutsche Geistliche Lieder (1884), writing,
That it is good, and pleasing to God, for us to sing spiritual songs is, I
think, a truth whereof no Christian can be ignorant; since not only the
example of the prophets and kings of the Old Testament (who praised God
with singing and music, poesy and all kinds of stringed instruments) but
also the like practice of all Christendom from the beginning, especially in
respect to psalms, is well known to every one: yea, St. Paul doth also
appoint the same (1 Cor xiv.) and command the Colossians, in the third
chapter, to sing spiritual songs and psalms from the heart unto the Lord,
that thereby the word of God and Christian doctrine be in every way
furthered and practiced (Luther 1884).
Both worshippers and Protestant theologians agree congregational music-making is a
participatory, scriptural mandate by God for worshipping God. Here Luther argues for the
necessity of congregations to corporately sing hymns as this action is well documented
and mandated in the bible, “yea, St. Paul doth also appoint the same and command the
Colossians, to sing spiritual songs and psalm from the heart unto the Lord” (Luther
1884). Today’s evangelical worship leaders reinforce this command. In the Twin Cities,
congregations sing new and old hymns as well as popular Christian worship songs. Like
Luther’s hymns, these programmed songs are designed for corporate praise where the
lyrics contain direct scriptural themes.57 Neo-Calvinist theology, which pervades today’s
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Further, authors or composers of both hymns and contemporary Christian songs project public
dispositions as practicing Christians. Hymn writers including Martin Luther, Isaac Watts, and Fanny
Crosby as well as contemporary Christian song writers including Chris Tomlin, Steven Curtis Chapman,
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American evangelical congregations, includes a doctrine called “regulative principle of
worship;” this, I think, best captures how congregations approach congregational musicmaking.58 Simply put, the overall service participation of worship must be directly
supported by scripture.
This music-making mandate is performed in a variety of ways from services that
only sing hymns a cappella to singing praise songs with a church choir and organ, to
singing contemporary worship songs with a worship band, to the worship band singing to
a listening audience or congregation.59 Theologians and some ethnomusicologists call
these voices—congregants’ and worship band’s voices—make up “the congregational
voice.”60 Indeed, we could argue that these activities all fall under what scholar
Christopher Smalls calls “musicking” (Smalls 1998), where standing, raising hands to the
sky, singing, and listening to music are all processes for communal worship.
Ethnomusicologist Monique Ingalls, for example, points out that when
evangelicals gather for evangelical worship conferences in the US, their participation

and Amy Grant wrote and maintained public images as fulltime, practicing Christians involved in mission
work, leading Sunday congregations into worship, and writing and performing religious music.
58
There are so many books, articles, and commentaries thoughtfully covering and positioning the
“regulative principle of worship” in relation to the denomination of concern. One helpful article includes
the Association of Reformed Baptist Churches of America’s “Regulative Principle of Worship: a Position
Paper Concerning the Regulative Principle of Worship” (2001).
59
Christian congregational music is a developing field notably propelled by ethnomusicologists. This
activity is an emerging area of study, driven by scholars who take seriously congregations’ performance of
theological values in services. Researchers including Monique Ingalls, Jonathan Dueck, Tom Wagner, and
many others document these worship styles and examine how congregations interpret and perform a
scripturally-based mandate for congregational music-making. Within this emerging field, congregational
voices and worship band voices are acknowledged but rarely studied as to how these voices are
ontologically distinct in services. The bi-annual conference, Christian Congregational Music: Local and
Global Perspectives, is a conference dedicated to facilitating an interdisciplinary, including musicology,
theology, anthropology, history, and education, approach to exploring this activity. More information can
be found, <https://congregationalmusic.org/>. Notable publications dedicated to this field for further
exploration include: The Oxford Handbook of Music and World Christianities (2016), Making
Congregational Music Local in Christian Communities Worldwide (forthcoming), Congregational MusicMaking and Community in a Mediated Age (2015), Christian Congregational Music: Performance, Identity
and Experience (2013).
60
See the previous footnote for a brief list of scholarly publications focusing on the “congregational voice.”
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alongside celestial worshipping participants makes up a uniting voice for worship. She
writes,
Participants’ collective performance during conference worship does the
cultural work of uniting an imagined community—the translocal
community of evangelical Christian—with an imaginary community—the
heavenly throng worshipping around the throne of God. In other words, as
the conference gathering brings together the evangelical imagined
community across space, it also comes to represent the imaginary
community across—or, perhaps better, beyond—time (Ingalls 2011,
264).61
Congregational musicking unifies participants—terrestrial and celestial—into one
worshipping body. Ethnomusicologists have long been curious about this kind of
musically facilitated unification—it underlies the key analytic of Cantometrics (Lomax
1968 & 1976) and gave shape to a broad literature on “participation” (Keil 1995, Turino
2012, Rahaim forthcoming). Tom Turino’s influential scheme uses this criterion to
broadly categorize all musicking in two types: participatory and presentational (Turino
2000). Here, the traits of participatory musicking includes everyone present in this
activity while in presentational musicking there is a clear divide between
musicians/performers—the main sensorial focus—and audience (who may be
participating but are not the focus in this activity). The effects within these two categories
are participatory musicking ideally assumes participants are all equally musicking and
presentation assumes a clear hierarchical preference towards one musician or group of
musicians musicking over another.
These practices, singing and listening to music, certainly appear to be a uniting
form of participation where Turino might argue, “participants are fully in the moment and
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This union between terrestrial Christians and the celestial Holy Spirit is biblically noted in Acts 2 where
the apostles are filled with the Holy Spirit and their unification is confirmed in their communal
participation.
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integrally united with each other-and-sound-and-motion” (Turino 2012). Congregational
worship is a single situation constituting a sing [congregational] voice. However, I argue
that these voices do not make up a single “congregational voice” in a worship service;
rather the “congregational voice” and the voice you hear are ontologically distinct and do
different things. Remember St. Augustine’s account of listening to a trained choir guide
him into praise where Luther calls his congregation to participate in singing their songs
of praise. Both theologians reveal specific vocal ontologies: one listening to singing
praises and the other doing singing praises. Congregational singing is singing praises to
God. In this time, voices also emerge when the worship band voices sing to their listening
congregational audience. To illuminate these ontological distinctions, I turn to Matthew
Rahaim’s approach of a “practical vocal ontology,” “a relation between a voice that
shows up as real and the situated practices that disclose its reality” (Rahaim
forthcoming).
In this chapter, I draw distinctions between congregational and worship band
voices. Although they appear to be participatory, in reality, they contain separate
networks of infrastructure. Each voice shows up and has a part to play in building a
cultivated whiteness of millennial congregational devotion. For example, the worship
band voices are amplified, singing much louder than the unamplified voices of individual
congregants or the collective unamplified voices of the congregation. I analyze two broad
ontologies in congregational musical worship: 1) congregational singing with the band
and 2) congregational listening as the band performs. In these ontologies, specific voices
show up as praise, exemplar, intercession, and others—and each voice has a job to do.
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Voice 1: a voice of example

As the congregation and I stand and sing together in darkness during a typical Sunday
worship service, the worship band stands on an elevated stage facing us. As both the
congregation and band sings these songs, the band’s elevated visual and aural
presentation over the congregation’s: stage lighting illuminating their performance,
large projector screens magnifying their movements, and microphones amplifying their
voices. Indeed, the band’s worship performance outperforms the congregational singing
where congregants stand in darkness, facing the stage and the band’s amplified voices
overpower the congregation’s unamplified ones.

In this setting, the worship band is the model for musical worship in services. Band
members are often fellow congregants—white, educated millennials—who gain
membership in the group by first auditioning their vocal and instrumental skills to the
bandleader.62 If they pass the audition, members are put in Sunday rotations so everyone
can play on a regular basis. Most worship bands are made up of a drummer, keyboardist,
bass guitarist, electric guitarist, female vocalist, and an acoustic guitarist. The worship
bandleader usually sings the lead vocal lines and plays the lead acoustic or electric guitar.
All band members are directed by the worship bandleader. Employed by the church, the
worship leader programs Sunday worship music, edits praise song lyrics to match the
denomination’s doctrine, and leads congregants into song every Sunday.
The band’s performance programming, technical preparation, and seamless
transitions from one song to the next, and all contribute to engaging and directing
62

Some churches employ nonmember musicians to perform during Sunday services.
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congregants in worship. They facilitate the congregation into singing by playing up on
stage, facing the congregation. Their voices and instruments are amplified to fill the
sanctuary. Additionally, their performances are well-lit and sometimes projected on a
large screen for congregations, sitting far away from the stage, to clearly view them.
For example, during a worship service in the North Loop of Minneapolis, the
worship leader stands closest to the congregation onstage. He wears a shiny metallic
bomber jacket and a headband, pulling back his curly hair away from his face. Two
female vocalists stand slightly behind the male singing backup vocals as they all sing and
dance together onstage. Male instrumentalists in the background accompany their miced
voices. Their voices are not amplified, instead, their instruments are amplified.
Nevertheless, the congregants imitate the performance of the singing and dancing leaders.
They sing and sway to the beat of the song. The singers interject phrases including “come
on,” and “let me hear you sing,” to encourage the congregation to keep participating
throughout the song. Steady beats from the drummer fuel a sense of forward motion as
the worship band singers project their voices in harmony over the electric instruments.
The sanctuary is dim with chandeliers and stage lights illuminating the space.
Congregants huddle like a school of fish moving together to the beat of the song.
The band’s performance on stage is additionally projected on giant screens in the
gathering spaces. The band members reflect the general appearance of the congregation
as young, millennials, and all wearing jeans and t-shirts. This aural and visual
amplification of the worship band influences the congregation’s appearance and outside
musical tastes. For example, Jon, a Hope Community congregant, comments on his
worship director Tim,
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For Hope, it’s led by a guy who is in the 20s/30s, who went to school here
where the majority of the population of the church is drawn and then also
he’s part of the musical community here, he’s part of the city here. They
do borrow from other places but it’s all with this backbone of a strong
musical mind heading the worship team who writes his own arrangements,
modifies others’ arrangement and therefore it feels like Minneapolis youth
culture.63
According to Jon, Tim’s looks, musical interests, and long-term experience of growing
up in the Twin Cities allows him to easily reach millennials in the Twin Cities
In one service, Tim wears a plaid shirt, khaki pants, and dark-rimmed glasses. He
plays a red electric guitar. For Jon, Tim is “a guy who is in the 20s/30s” who’s musical
tastes in indie rock and past experiences in Minneapolis exemplifies “Minneapolis youth
culture,”—and extensively a cultivated hip whiteness—thereby, attracting other potential
attendees with similar tastes in music and dress.64 His amplified physical presence, paired
with his song selections and musical performance, center stage demonstrates an ideal
worshipper at Hope Community. Likewise, looking out into the congregation, many
congregants are white dressed in jeans and plaid t-shirts and, like Jon, appreciate Tim’s
musical programming of indie rock music.
In addition to the worship band director’s physical appearance as social currency
for attracting other members with like tastes, the director’s voice furthers the director’s
divine mandate for leading the congregation into song. Indeed, congregants note band
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Jon’s description of Tim is additionally echoed in Tim’s bio located on Hope Community’s website.
Here, Tim is described as: “When he’s [Tim] not studying or playing music—which is almost never—
he takes advantage of all the amenities of Minneapolis culture, keeps tabs on the landscape of indie rock
and obsessively follows the Minnesota Twins (as if his devotion alone was the fuel they needed to win
another World Series)” (Hope Community Church website, 2015).
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This push for integrating an indie rock aesthetic into worship services is additionally noted by
ethnomusicologist Maren Haynes Marchesini in her article “Heaven, Hell, and Hipsters: Attracting Young
Adults to Megachurches Through Hybrid Symbol of Religion and Popular Culture in the Pacific
Northwester, U.S.A.” (2014).
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members’ God-given musical abilities to lead communal worship. For example,
congregants Victoria and Jon at Corner Church in Minneapolis mention their worship
leader’s, Kelsey’s, singing voice. For them, their worship director’s singing voice is
captivating. They explain,
Victoria: […]Kelsey always sings and plays—
Jon: —She’s got such a beautiful voice.
Victoria: I agree! I love her voice. And I actually told her that. [Laughs] I
did, I told her that “I think that you have such a gift and a calling. Have
you ever thought about doing this [professionally]?” And she said, “No, I
don’t think that’s anything that I’m called to.” Which I thought was
interesting because I think she has such a gift and I wish that I had gotten
that gift.
Jon: She’s able to grab an emotion of a song.
Victoria: I agree. Even when you watch her, she gets into the song. She
sings in a way where she doesn’t try. That’s what strikes me. She sings
with emotion without being over the top, it just happens.
In this brief conversation, Jon and Victoria note Kelsey’s voice as she leads them into
worship. To them, Kelsey’s voice is “beautiful” and grabs “an emotion of a song.” Rather
than feeling inspired to worship with her, Victoria and Jon are mesmerized by her voice
as Kelsey sings. Kelsey’s “natural” or captivating singing voice demonstrates her divine
call and ability to lead worship on Sundays. Indeed her singing voice is “such a gift”
from God.
The lead worship director likewise notes her natural ability for leading
congregations into worship. Here, Kelsey describes her singing voice as a divine gift
from God. Keksey says,
I don’t know. I mean that’s definitely kindof what I go for, is more of a
natural, kindof something that’s like not like trying-too-hard or like trying
to be something I’m not. […] In the past I’ve had people tell me that I’m
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gifted in like just having this natural spirit of worship whenever I’m
worshipping—like I don’t know if that makes sense but having this spirit
of, I don’t know—I feel weird saying it ‘cause feels like I’m just very
worshipful you know and like just really great.
Here, Kelsey is quick to discredit her voice as having a “natural spirit of worship.”
Although her denial, I believe, is part of the not-trying-too-hard vocal style needed to
demonstrate her divine ability for musical leadership. While Kelsey admits to creating a
reflective environment for people to mediate through her music, her “natural” voice is
noticed and appreciated by congregants for how pleasant and effortless-sounding it is.
And this effortless vocal style must, therefore, be a divine gift from God.
Considering consistent accounts made by congregants and band members,
Kelsey’s voice is indeed a God-given gift. Before singing and playing guitar on stage,
however, Kelsey—like most band members—must first audition their musical skills. This
vetting process allows church leaders to select a certain kind of exemplar voice for
worship. Anthropologist Nicholas Harkness in his case study of Korean evangelical
Presbyterian congregations additionally examines this process. Here, Harkness argues
that sŏngak—a singing style often noted for its vocal “cleanliness” and aesthetics of
progress—performed by Korean Christian singers leading congregations into communal
singing demonstrates an exemplar offering of Christian, missional progress. Harkness
writes, “[…] sŏngak style singing has a purifying effect that helps create the ritual space
in which the ‘true Word of God’ can be passed on to the congregants” (Harkness 2014,
87). According to Harkness, singing in sŏngak allows for congregants to clearly hear
God’s voice in services. Likewise, Kelsey’s voice—noted for its “natural” and
“effortless” qualities—”create[s] the ritual space” where congregants can truly worship.
Her voice mediates God’s voice in worship.
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Voice 2: a voice for listening

Later into a typical church service, the worship leader speaks into the microphone and
says, “Please be seated church.” The listening congregation obeys as the band prepares
for the tithes and offerings part of the service. Here a couple of congregants emerge from
the pews and walk down the aisle toward the altar. They take baskets placed on a table
and begin circulating them through the congregation. As baskets snake through the pews
from one end to the other, the band cues up the song “Meet me halfway” (1988) by
Kenny Loggins. Here, the bandleader speaks into a microphone and explains to the
listening congregation how this song has been spiritually impacting him this past week.
As the band plays, the above screen projects lyrics to the corresponding song. Although
the sanctuary is still dark, I can see congregants all sitting and looking at the stage, eyes
darting between reading the words and watching the band perform. After the songs
conclude and baskets have made their way through the pews, the congregation claps and
cheers in approval as the group exits the stage.

One moment where the worship band uses its amplified performance as an
exemplar for worship is during tithes and offerings in services. The band performs a song
to the listening congregation as donation baskets are passed around to community
members. Often, these performed songs contain non-religious lyrics simultaneously
circulated on popular radio stations and streaming outlets.65 Before playing these songs,
the worship leader speaks into the microphone to give an introduction to the song. Here
65

Detailing this programming of non-religious or “secular” musics is a focus in chapter 5.
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the leader shares his reaction to listening to this song throughout the week. These brief
presentations serve as public devotions or reflections about listening to the song and
prime congregants to listen to the live performance in this particular way. As the band
performs, lyrics are displayed on a large projector screen for the congregation to read
along as the band plays. During this time the congregation is sitting and listening to the
band’s performance.
As detailed in the above vignette, the congregation at The Rock Church is one
example of exemplary voices singing to a listening congregation. After the congregation
concludes its corporate singing portion of the service, the congregation sits and the band
transitions to its next song. Here, some band members exit the stage leaving only two
band members to play the next song. The two singers, the worship director, and his sister,
begin singing Kenny Loggins’ song “Meet me half way” (1988) as the worship director
accompanies their voices with an acoustic guitar. As they sing, the congregation sits and
listens (see below). A large screen projects corresponding lyrics in front of snowy-white
mountain caps. The sanctuary is dark, making it hard to observe how congregants are
worshipping during this moment in the service. Nevertheless, the stage is well lit and the
worship singers voices are amplified—elements that direct one’s attention to the
performance at hand.
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Figure 2.1: The Rock’s worship director and his sister singing Kenny Loggins’ song “Meet me half way”
(1988) during tithes and offerings portion of the service.

Although these moments where the congregation sits and listens to the worship
band perform a song during a portion of the service look like a concert congregants, band
members insist that these are not performances. For example, Tim, the worship band
director at Hope Community Church, explains these programmed performances are part
of the worship service and congregational experience. He says,
This is a performance and we want you to sit and consider this. I would
argue that’s still worship, it’s just a different kind. You worship through
song when you participate. And this is just through thought—worship
through considering. It’s never participatory when we do songs like that.
According to Tim, different songs are used for specific purposes: non-religious songs are
used for the congregation to reflect on the lyrics as the band performs them. Tim’s
insistence that listening to a song is “still worship” echoes what scholar Christopher
Smalls calls “musicking.” Congregants are still actively participating in the service. Like
listening intently to a pastor’s voice in a sermon, here congregants use their bodies to
listen and absorb the worship pastor’s and the band’s performance of the song. The room
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remains dark with stage lights highlighting the band. Congregants’ bodies are sitting,
facing the stage. The pastor may speak briefly introduce the song, pointing out key lyrical
phrases to consider as the band plays. Congregants’ eyes move back and forth between
the printed lyrics on the screen and the live performance.
Here the worship band is “musicking” by performing a song alongside the
congregation “musicking” by listening to the band playing. However this not an equal
participation as the term “musicking” would imply. Before playing the song, the worship
leader speaks into the microphone to the seated, listening congregation. The leader first
preps the congregation by introducing the song and explaining the lyrical significance
regarding a religious devotional. The director sometimes points to specific words or
phrases in the song for the congregation to focus on during the band’s live performance.
The lyrics are displayed on a projector screen as the band plays for the congregation to
read along. Throughout the band’s live performance, the congregation is quiet, seated,
and watching the elevated and amplified performance of the band.
Hope Community Church regularly performs popular secular songs during its
tithes and offering portion of the service (see figure 4). One Sunday, the worship leader
Tim and the band performed Vampire Weekend’s “Unbelievers” (2012) during offertory
(see lyrics below).
I’m not excited but should I be
Is this the fate that half of the world has planned for me?
I know I love you and you love the sea
But what holy water contains a little drop, little drop for me
(Chorus excerpt from Vampire Weekend’s “Unbelievers”).
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Tim first introduced the song, explaining that the lyrics to this song caused him to reflect
on how Christians treat unbelievers. He says, “ [“Unbelievers”] is incredible. It speaks
about God, the human condition, and the world.” He then urged the congregation to think
about how unbelievers or non-Christians think about us believing Christians as the band
performs the song. In Tim’s devotional introduction to the “Unbelievers” song, he
instructs the congregation to consider how Christians treat non-Christians or
“unbelievers” as portrayed in this song. To Tim, the performance alongside the lyrics
enhances biblical truths about “God, the human condition, and the world.” Additionally,
the pastor and his sermon, following the performance, then discussed these teaching
themes first introduced by Tim. For example, “The renovation project,” a sermon series
focusing on how the Bible changes Christians, specifically regarding “the human
condition” or sin—a theme first musically brought up by the worship band during their
performance of “Unbelievers.”
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Figure 2.2: Hope Community’s worship band performing “Mad World” (1982) by Tears for Fear band
member Roland Orzabal. This 2001 arrangement by musicians Michael Andrews and Gary Jules was used
during offertory one Sunday morning service (2/15/16). The music director, Tim, is to the left of the
woman vocalist, playing a red electric wore a plaid shirt with spectacles. The lyrics to “Mad World” are
projected behind the band for the congregation to read during the performance.

As the worship bands of both Hope Community and The Rock Churches cover
popular songs to listening audiences, they are re-associating these songs from a nonreligious context to a religious one. Indeed, listening congregants echo introductions
applied to these songs first articulated by worship leaders. Congregants do worship and
absorb the worship leader’s teachings during the live performances and connect these
performances to corresponding sermons. Emily, a congregant at Hope Community,
describes her experience when the band play, saying,
I enjoy it. I always look forward to it [the offertory song] because they
[the worship band members] do such a good job. And it does feel more
like a performance but it’s also thought-provoking too. So I wouldn’t
necessarily call it as worshipful, although it depends, some songs really
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make you think. But if anything it sets you up for the sermon and giving
you a context.
For Emily, offertory songs “really make you think,” a motive made clear by the worship
pastor. Sitting and listening to the band sing the lyrics projected on stage ultimately
primes the congregation to listen to the upcoming sermon. Likewise, Bethany, another
Hope Community congregant explains how she connects to these performances as she
listens, saying,
I feel like I worship when the song connects with what’s going to be
talked about. I recall the song if it makes sense with what the sermon is.
They [Hope’s worship band] did a song called “Fever” by the Black Keys
that really connected with everything—this idea of us being in this
feverish, sinful state that really keeps us from seeing reality. And then I
feel like that’s so similar to our condition in the world. I love that. That
does make me worship. Because God is in secular things and there’s truth
in those things. When that’s revealed there’s an element of worship.66
According to Bethany, while she cannot sing during the offertory, she is still able to
worship while watching the band perform songs. For Bethany, these performances do
leave a lasting impression on her. Not only was she able to recall the song the worship
band covered but also—“consider,” according to Tim—how the lyrics of that song tied
into the corresponding sermon.67
For both Emily and Bethany—and extensively other listening congregants—their
voices re-sound performances and introductions made by the worship leader. Further,
worship bandleaders perform non-religious songs often heard on the radio and other
streaming medias to associate theological teachings with song lyrics.68 Often, especially
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“Fever” is a song written by the American band The Black Keys. It is on the band’s album Turn Blue
(2014). It’s lyrics to the chorus are: “Fever ‘cause I’m breaking/Fever got me aching/Fever how will you
explain/Break it down again/Fever got me guilty/Just go ahead and kill me/Fever how will you
explain/Break it down again.”
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I will address secular song’s unique role in services in chapter 5.
68
This bridge between theology and pop culture is additionally pointed out by singers’ uses of sŏngak both
in and out of worship contexts. Nicholas Harkness writes, “Singers repeatedly told me that they were
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at Hope Community Church, these performances of such songs during tithes and offering
musically lead the congregation into the sermon following the band. This re-associating
secular, pop songs to biblical teachings through live performances allows congregants to
voice these teachings through listening during services.
This situated form of worship, the band performing as the congregation listens, is
not equal. Through song selection and practice, the worship band plays a song the
congregation is not instructed to sing. Instead, they are to sit and listen to the live music.
Like listening to a sermon, here the congregation listens to the worship leader as the
leader explains and applies the lyrical content of the song to the sermon theme. As the
band plays, their performance is elevated onstage and their voices fill the quiet room. The
congregation is absorbing these sounds emanating from the stage as they consciously,
silently focus on the lyrics. The band’s exemplar voice instructs the listening
congregation in word and song. Congregants voice this mode of listening by retaining
and applying these teachings first introduced in song and sermon during services.

Voice 3: a voice of corporate praise

At the start of the typical church service, conversations cease and we all stand and face
the stage. Images of nature on the projector screen transition to printed song lyrics as the
band begins to sing and play. The sanctuary feels even darker. I can’t see my neighbors
accidentally brushing my shoulders as they sway their bodies to the beat of the music. I
faintly hear congregants singing along with the band but the band’s amplified voices and
singing for God, that even secular art music could be used of evangelism, and that the sŏngak method of
sound production was chosen explicitly to bring out the natural, and therefore ‘God-given,’ voice in each
person” (Harkness 2014, 5).
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instruments frequently overpower my neighbors’ unamplified voices. Indeed, I’m singing
but I can’t hear my own voice. I only feel my chest vibrating as I sing. Indeed, as both the
band and congregation sing praises to God, all I can hear and see is the band’s vocal
praises.

During communal singing, the worship band calls the congregation to its feet to
worship together. Congregants stand, facing towards the stand where the worship band is
located. At this time, lyrics to the song are projected on a large screen onstage for
congregants to read and sing along with the band. If a church has multiple screens,
oftentimes both the lyrics are projected on one screen while the worship band is on
another. (The congregant is never projected on the screens.) As the song unfolds, the
amplified worship band’s voices and instruments intermittently drown out the
congregation’s voices out. Nevertheless, both the band’s and congregation’s voices sing
together.
As congregants sing, their whole bodies are pointed towards the stage. Their eyes
follow along with the projected lyrics as they sing along with the band. Hands are usually
tucked inside pockets, folded in towards the body, or holding on to the seat or pew bench
in front of them. There is a mix of modest, bodily movement during songs. Some
congregants will sway side to side to the beat of the music, some congregants will raise
their hands to the sky as an outward act of devotion, and most congregants will simply
stand and sing along. In all cases, congregants worship within in their designated space in
the sanctuary.
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While worship bands present a concert-like atmosphere for communal worship
and moments of solo worship performances in services, congregants and church leaders
agree that the band’s main task is to facilitate corporate singing. In most congregations,
congregants display a controlled or reserved posture: standing to face the stage, softly
singing along with the band, and sometimes swaying side-to-side with hands raised to the
ceiling. Although congregants do not demonstrate dramatic outwardly expressions of
worship compared to more charismatic services, corporate worship is still active. Many
congregants describe their worship routines as internal or privatized experiences. For
example Bethany, a Hope Community congregant, describes her worship experience at
Hope, saying,
For me it’s not about what it [worship] looks like outwardly. For me,
worship is purely about a state of my heart, and being engaged, locked
into something, and moved, and connected—that feeling of
connectedness.
For Bethany, her focus is on the condition of her “heart, and being engaged, locked into
something, and moved, and connected.” Here, the band and congregants stand and sing
together. Hope Community congregants Cole and Sarah additionally echo these “feelings
of connectedness.” They say,
Cole: I really like how communal it is. It’s not a concert, it’s not the
worship band is singing now, the body of Christ is singing. I really enjoy
the music in that it’s not fake.
Sarah: It’s one of the best ways to refocus my thoughts […] It’s unique in
its sound, and it’s unique in the fact that we’re singing hymns, and it’s
unique in the fact that the worship team actually mean the things that
they’re singing. They actually believe them rather than just putting on a
show. […] You can just feel that they’re genuine.
According to Cole, singing along with the band is very “communal,” specifically he can
hear others around him singing the same song as well as the band. Specifically, the Hope
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Community worship band plays an essential role in emulating worship during services.
For Sarah, seeing the worship band perform gives her a feeling of worship and moves her
into focusing more on the present task of singing. The band’s performance moves her
into a present flow.
For Cole and Sarah—and extensively most congregants—corporate praise is
“real,” “authentic,” and most importantly, “not fake.” These genuine connections
between congregants, the worship band, and God through musicking are indeed
intensified through praise. And for Sarah, she believes the band’s performances are new
enough to her ears to offer a fresh perspective to familiar songs. Likewise, Nick, a Rock
Church member, reflects on the band’s role in his church, saying,
I know the musicians pretty well, on a personal level. I know where their
heart’s at so that when they’re worshipping it’s completely genuine and
trustworthy where it’s not some show or production and we wanna set the
mood. Maybe that’s apart of it. What they’re doing on stage is that they’re
worshipping God. And that’s pointing us to worship God too. And they’re
doing their job and it’s just completely genuine.
To Nick, the band must play in a way that both band members and congregational
members are communally worshipping in solidarity. Personally knowing the band
members outside of this musical programming additionally helps facilitate a communal
experience. Further, these exemplar voices instruct and lead congregants in ideal forms of
worship.
Congregants spending time with each other both in and out of church additionally
increase this communal solidarity in musical worship. All churches offer and encourage
congregants to become members in a weekly bible study or “community group.” These
are informal times to study the bible, unpack Sunday sermons, and to pray for each other.
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These regular meetings facilitate friendships and support throughout the week and give a
greater sense of communal worship during services. For example, the worship director,
Nick, at Cities Church, describes how he connects with congregants as he leads the
congregation in song. He says,
The emphasis for me is congregational singing. And so my hope is that
our people are really coming to participate in the worship service. […]
While myself and the band might be the most prominent leaders of
responding to God through song, it’s the congregation that are more
powerful leaders of the songs. And what I mean by that is because of our
emphasis on every member’s part of a community group […] because
we’re meeting in those groups so regularly…I remember leading the song
“It is well,” and I see a guy in the educated left side of our congregation
who’s singing it through tears and I know that he’s there with his son and
his wife is in the hospital with their primi baby born at 24 weeks, you
know. That’s what I mean by his participation far more powerful and far
more significant than whatever it is that I’m doing on the stage.
According to Nick, by knowing his neighbors, both inside and outside of church, he has a
stronger connection between leading the congregation in song and singing with members.
Because he meets with certain congregants outside of church for “community groups” he
can sing with certain congregants in mind. Thus musical worship becomes more of a
solidarity activity—considering each other’s struggles and joys.
Bethany’s “feelings of connectedness,” Cole and Nick feeling “communal,” and
Sarah’s and Nick’s feelings of “genuine” from the band, are all primarily approached as a
divine feeling needed for worship.
Harkness investigates this feeling often identified by his interlocutors in his case
study of Korean evangelical Presbyterian churches. Here, congregants also note maŭm or
“heart-mind” where the divine is experiences through feelings. Harkness writes,
By having a maŭm, that is stably directed toward God, one can emit a voice that is
stably in the service of God and that God can use to communicate particular
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emotions to the world—even emotions that the singer him- or herself has not
experienced before (Harkness 2014, 203).
Here Harkness situates maŭm as part of the individual worshipper and part of a
worshipping congregation. For congregations in the Twin Cities, however, I see maŭm as
a vocal ontology in communal singing. Congregants do not consciously access maŭm
during corporate singing, rather, they lose their individuality as they sing with and for
other congregants. As other vocal ontologies greet, teach, and listen, this vocal ontology
is comprised of voices—past and present—joined together. Indeed these “feelings of
connectedness” are what Victor Turner might call communitas where congregants
experience an acute sense of community where their individuality is set aside (Turner
1967, 93–111). Bracketing amplified and non-amplified voices for the moment, both
band and congregation voice join together as the “congregational voice of worship.”

Voice 4: a voice of theology

Specifically singing hymns in services enhances maŭm as well as specifically bringing in
a congregation’s theological convictions. Congregants sing a mix of contemporary
Christian music and revamped hymns and in one case, congregants sing secular pop
songs during musical worship.69 I will unpack these musical genres in chapter 5. For
now, it should be known that congregants often refer to these genres when describing
their worship experience in church services. In interviews I asked congregants to describe
69

I will focus on these genre distinctions and how they are programmed into services in chapter 5. For now,
contemporary Christian music (CCM), is a music genre that is defined by the use of instrumentation rooted
in the traditional rock band (a drum set, electric guitars, and a keyboard) to accompany texts directly
referencing and/or quoting the Christian Gospel. Revamped hymns are songs originally set to four-part
harmony accompanied by a piano or organ but are now corporally sung on the melody line accompanied by
rock instrumentation including keyboardist, drum kit player, and an electric, acoustic, and bass guitarists.
Secular pop songs are music that contains nonreligious lyrics.
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their experience during communal singing. Many responded by describing their
experiences singing hymns in services. Further, when describing their connections to
singing specifically hymns, congregants often describe the hymn’s lyrics as a central
aspect to bridging theology, participation, and spiritual connections.
Corporate singing involves the entire congregation to join together and participate
in a unified task. Tim of Hope Community Church, describes the role of corporate
worship as an essential act or retention, saying,
It’s often said that people retain more theology from the songs they sing
than they do from the sermon they heard. It’s accessing different parts of
your brain and anytime you can use multiple parts there’s presumably a
higher degree of retention.
For Tim, singing hymns allow the congregation to retain “more theology from the
songs.” Further, singing hymns at Hope Community binds congregants in membership
and theology. Tim says,
[T]o do music, bodily they [the congregation] get into it, and then there’s
the mental side—when you’re singing, people retain a lot of that…I would
look at what we’re trying to do as a keeping of all that was good from that
long history of hymns but that also recognizing that people wanna feel
something when they worship too. So can we do both of those things. We
create new music around this that will give language to people’s souls
because that’s how they feel.
According to Tim, bodily singing hymns (or standing and singing along with the worship
band) allow congregants to retain the song’s lyrics. To retain the hymn’s lyrical religious
message, the worship band sets the text to “new music” or rock instrumentation to
facilitate an emotional connection for the singing congregation. As congregants “feel
something when they worship” ultimately the greater focus is affirming and retaining a
hymn’s lyrics.
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This regular hymn use does not go unnoticed by congregants. For example,
Bethany describes singing one of her favorite hymns at Hope, saying,
I got really into singing hymns like “Indelible Grace.” I just haven’t heard
a hymn done like that and when I came here they were singing that song
and the line is something about “If the ocean were filled with ink and the
skies were of parchment made we could never write the love of God
fully.” It was just so poetic and beautiful. It’s one of those songs that’s
really always moved me. And so we come in and they’re singing that song
am I’m just like “It’s true! That’s true!” [acting out weeping].
Not only does Bethany explain that “Indelible Grace” is one of her personal favorites, but
she is “moved” by the congregation singing its lyrics. Specifically, she explains that the
way Hope’s worship band arranged the hymn, in a way that she never heard before, gave
her a renewed perspective on a personally well-known song. Bethany’s previous
familiarity with the song’s lyrics allowed her to discover new meanings of the song’s
lyrics by having them performed in a way different way prompted by the worship band.
Hymns’ poetic language, or as many congregants say “rich lyrics,” is a priority to
congregants’ worship experiences. For example, Sarah, another Hope Community
congregant comments on her initial impressions of attending Hope, saying,
I remember the music being like something that I had never experienced
before. Because my church back at home was like 2000s contemporary
worship music […] Very like, the music itself almost like coming from a
computer rather than a bunch of people playing music: the very
repetitiveness of the songs being simple, simple language, with a simple
tune that you can pick up even if you’ve never heard it before. And so to
go to Hope where we’re singing these hymns and when I grew up with
hymns—I like singing the hymns when I was little—and so to sing the
hymns with everything just kindof updated—like to realize how rich those
words are and what you’re singing has spanned all these generations like
that was something that was cool that Hope was bringing back that I just
never experienced before.
For Sarah, singing hymns in “an updated way,” or singing them accompanied by a rock
band rather than an organ, brought a renewed experience to music she sang in her
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childhood Catholic church. The “simple” arrangement of contemporary worship music
practiced in her church growing up did not compare to the longstanding tradition of
hymn-singing. For Sarah, hymn lyrics accompanied by more intricate harmonies better
represent the historical depth of a Christian experience compared to a paired down set of
lyrics and instrumental accompaniment offered in contemporary Christian music.
Further, singing hymns allows for “spanning all these generations” or a wider
communal singing experience. This imagined feeling first generates community,
spanning generations. Bethany mentioned a hymn where, “It’s one of those songs that’s
really always moved me.” Congregants often cite hymns as an ideal genre for corporate
worship because of the songs’ “rich lyrics” or “theology” and long performance tradition.
This kind of corporate vocal ontology of singing hymns allows for what Englehardt
would identify as a chronotope, “(a temporal and spatial field of action) incorporating
aspects of musical style, theology, and religious imagination that captures what singers
sense as the archaic, originary, and more authentic qualities of their way of singing”
(Englehardt 2009, 46). Here, congregants can feel part of a longer and bigger
participation with other imagined hymn-singers.

Voice 5: a voice of intercession

As the band and congregation sing together during a service, I look around the room.
Some congregants stand and look at the band, some mouth or sing along with the band,
and others are still seated with their heads bowed down toward the ground. As I sing, I
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cannot hear my own voice or the voices of my pew neighbors. Only the voices of the band
remain constant through the song.

In services congregations and worship band members sing together praise songs.
While corporate activity binds members together it is not democratic. During these
moments, congregants sometimes do not stand and sing. If they do sing, the band’s
voices and overall sound overpower congregant’s voices. In this situation—similar to the
band playing to a listening congregation—the importance of musical worship is primarily
produced and maintained by the worship band. Simply put, it does not matter if the
congregation participates. What matters is the band’s programmed ability to move the
service forward with its performance.
In addition to these observations, congregants agree that their participation is
voluntary. Worship happens in church regardless of their individual participation. For
example, Emily, a Hope Community Church congregation reflects on her singing
experiences during services. She says,
The songs that Hope chooses, the lyrics are very rich … So if I’m not
singing at least the words are worshipful in that you can be thinking about
them and meditating on that. Almost every Sunday there’s a phrase or part
of the verse that stands out to me. I may or may not come away from the
tidbit from the sermon but I always come away from the worship time. A
lot of the songs are like renovated hymns—just a lot of meaning in them.
Regardless of what I’m experiencing, thinking, or feeling convicted about
or challenged spiritually usually there’s something in the music that
speaks to that through the words of the song…Usually it confirms
something I’m thinking about or it’s God answering a question or
confirming something in me, very often it feels like God’s words through
the song and that’s why they stand out to me. God put those words in there
for this time. They speak to me in that way in that moment for a reason.
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According to Emily, even if she’s “not singing at least the words are worshipful.” The
emphasis on the lyrics as the sacred items allows for the service to continue worshipping
God absent of her participation. The lyrics projected on the screen allow Emily to read
along where “a phrase or part of the verse that stands out.” Here, the band continues to
play as Emily creates her own worship experience. For her, meditating on the lyrics
allows her to hear God’s voice.
Another congregant, Kirk, at The Rock Church, additionally notes a voice of
intercession. He says,
But overall I do enter into worship or enter in to acknowledgement of God
and who he is definitely by the lyrics of the songs and the truth behind
them. Even if I don’t feel exuberant, setting myself in the room and
hearing these words sung around me, seeing them on screen, maybe
singing them myself, and backed up by the truth the pastor’s preaching or
what I’m reading in the bible on my own time, it’s another reminder to
me—regardless of how willing I am to take it in. Because I’m fickle and
stubborn—hearing the words I think is a way of worshiping God.
Here, Kirk points out that even if he doesn’t “feel exuberant, setting [him]self in the room
and hearing these words sung around” him, worship still happens to him. In addition to
hearing God through a song’s lyrical content, Kirk admits the holistic act of immersing
himself in communal worship—hearing live worship music, preaching, and reading the
Bible—are all inextricable elements of worshipping God.
Both Emily and Kirk describe their spiritual experiences hearing God during
corporate singing in services. They both hear God’s voice in the band’s performance of
the printed lyrics on projector screens. This situation presents the band as the sacred
example for musical worship. Emily and Kirk’s music participation during the song does
not matter. But their presence during the song allows an opportunity for God to choose
them to hear his voice in the live performance. Anthropologist Tayna Luhrmann writes,
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They [Christians] construct God’s interactions out of these personal
mental events, mapping the abstract concept ‘God’ out of their mental
awareness into a being they imagine and reimagine in ways shaped by the
Bible and encourage by their church community (Luhrmann 2012, xxi).
For Luhrmann, her focus is how Christians train their minds to be open for God’s voice.
Luhrmann specifically notes this kind of training when Christians in her case study begin
speaking in tongues, writing, “It is a skill—people talk about learning to speak in tongues
and teaching others to speak in tongues—but it also has an uncontrolled, dissociative
quality” (Luhrmann 2012, 24). Although congregations in this study do not promote
glossolalia, this kind of training illustrated in Luhrmann’s case studies is indeed similar to
congregants in the Twin Cities training themselves to hear God speak to congregants as
individuals and privately to them in services. For congregants in the Twin Cities,
listening and singing in services primes this invitation for God to personally speak to the
individual congregant. These particular service rituals allow for God’s voice to emerge.

Voice 6: a voice of disruption

Considering the previous voices—exemplar, listening, singing, and intercession voices—
they emerge as welcoming and even programmed voices in services. However,
congregants note times of distraction during these programmed moments. These
moments congregants fall out of corporate service flow and take note of a particular
voice, song, instrument, or something that does not fit within the greater program.
Although Cities Church provides a consistent service flow from communal
singing to taking communion, there are still elements of the service that can be
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distracting. At Cities Church, congregants Ben and Claire describe moments of disruption
within the service. Claire says,
I see the words and I get excited about the song and they start playing and
I’m like what direction did this go? Why did you do that? And that’s
distracting and that’s too bad. I love this song but I’m gonna try and focus
on the words. “Alas undid my savior bleed” and when they sang it, it was
like a robot, almost monotonous it felt like.
Although Claire looks forward to singing hymns in church, these updated versions of
well-known songs are more “distracting” than worshipful. Both Ben and Claire go on to
describe distracting moments in services. They say,
Claire: The one thing that kills me is when our worship leader will pipe in
some sort of thing to help you focus but I find it so incredibly distracting.
“Focus on these words right now church, just contemplate these words.
Let’s do this now church.” And I’m like, “Stop talking!
Ben: Don’t tell me what to think about!
Claire: Right. I’m sitting here thinking about this and as you as you say
this you snap me out it.
For Claire and Ben, having the worship director insert comments about a song’s lyrics
vis-à-vis with the corresponding sermon is distracting.70 To them, simply singing and
reading along to familiar hymn lyrics is enough to conduct a worshipful, meditative
experience.
More than that, however, is their voices are competing with other existing voices.
Claire says “stop talking” and Ben “ don’t tell me what to think about!” Ben and Claire
both voice their distaste during services. Their vocalizations separate them from the
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Ben goes on to say, “More than the song choice, which I don’t love, is their lack of transition. And he’ll
go from like—ends really quiet and contemplative and then the drummer clicks in some 8-count and it’s
like a hymn but it’s like this rock-y, crazy—just in the educated of a set! What in the world is that? [..] It’s
a corporate, musical flow. You’re engaging people’s emotions. […] I think it’s a very jarring experience as
a person in the audience.”
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already participating congregational voices—their un-programmed objections competing
with programmed singing. Here, their competing voices with the congregation and band
singing are not enough to change the circumstances. Their voices are nonetheless
dominated by the amplified voices of the worship band. These distraction voices critique
the service flow unfolding and form a distinct line between the congregant and the
worship band. Rather than seamlessly participating with the band, the congregant makes
an effort to separate herself, pointing out what does not belong.

Conclusion

In this chapter I identified vocal ontologies that emerge in musical portions—or as
congregants often refer to as the “worship” parts—of services. The band’s voice serves as
an exemplar voice over the participating congregation. It both teaches the congregation
how to sing and listen to songs as well as assert its spiritual dominance over the
congregational singing with the band’s amplified performances. The listening voice
(re)sounds the band’s teachings and performance of songs during tithes and offerings.
Often, congregants voice theological teachings to the band’s performance of nonreligious songs. Corporate singing voice is made up of both congregation’s and band
member’s singing as a communitas. Here, the individual congregant is left behind to
become a collective “congregational voice.” A voice of theology is similar and
additionally draws on a larger imagined community of singers and Christian tradition
through specifically singing hymns. Likewise, God’s voice emerges throughout singing
and listening to address the individual congregant. Here, God speaks a specific message
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only the congregant is prepared and can hear. And finally a disruption voice is an unprogrammed voices vocalized by congregants. Here, they assert their unified objections
to particular musical moments—breaking them out of the service flow.
Rather than approaching these musical moments as “congregational singing”—
voices that all worship in a universal way—these ontologies are distinct voices that do
different things in a service: exemplify, worship, listen, theologize, intercede, and disrupt.
Indeed, there may be more ontologies not yet mentioned. Throughout the service, their
performances cultivate a subject, or rather, white formation. From amplified
performances of the worship band performing indie rock songs to voices of disruption
clashing with the exemplar vocal ontology—these jobs, together, cultivate a hip
whiteness.
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Chapter 3
“Welcome to church!”: programmed performatives of “welcome” in congregations

On Friday and Saturday nights, business workers, romantic couples, dog walkers, and
groups of friends fill the sidewalks of the North Loop Minneapolis, all hopping from one
restaurant, bar, retail shop, dance club to the next. A mix of sounds from high heel shoes
hitting the pavement to dog paws scratching the sidewalk as car engines slowly hum
along the streets targeting potential parking spaces. Storefronts advertise bike share
apartments, boutique juice bars, Whole Foods, and newly remodeled industrial
warehouses for upscale leisure, dining, and home lifestyles.
This scene continues into Sunday mornings, now drawing a different crowd:
church congregants. Friday and Saturday night advertisements of attracting potential
customers are used to attract Sunday morning worshippers. For example, popup signs
advertising “free” parking, arrows pointing to church location and times populate
sidewalk corners, competing with each other for directing potential attendees to their
church. In these mornings, small groups of people take direct walking routes from their
cars to entrances that admitted night clubbers last night, but now accept evangelical
worshippers this morning. Loud, upbeat dance music coming from inside one event
center—or rather a church—escapes outside as congregants open entry doors to walk
into services.
I walk into one entrance marked Muse Event Center. Once inside, a 32-year-old
white woman in jeans and a t-shirt immediately greets me. She hands me a small bag of
artisan chocolate as a thank you for choosing her church. She guides me over to the bar
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for some coffee and breakfast treats. The barista cues up a hot cup of fair trade organic
coffee and gestures to the side of the bar for freshly baked mini blueberry doughnuts.
I take in the room: crystal chandeliers hand down from the ceilings, sunlight
pours into a large bay window and reflects our faces off the chrome-plated bar
equipment. Voices of small groups of people talking over cups of coffee and doughnuts
overpower the prerecorded background pop music broadcasted over speakers. As I snake
between these congregating groups towards the seating area, the welcoming congregant
never leaves my side. She asks chatty questions about what brought me to church as well
as sharing her passion for meeting new faces. We arrive at an empty seat, and she hands
me off to another seated congregant to be by my side for the service. The series of
icebreaker questions begin again: Who are you? What drew you here? Our conversation
is cut off as the light dims, indicating the start of the service.

At this moment the worship service hasn’t started. Or has it? By this point in my visit to a
typical church service in the hip part of the North Loop, I have gifts, coffee, a service
buddy, and sometimes phone numbers given to me by congregants wanting to connect
over more coffee and conversation outside of church. This gathering space primes
conversation: greeters, information tables, coffee and treats, and background music. The
atmosphere welcomes some and isolates others. No one is or should be caught alone.
Here, greeters seek out new faces to initiate conversations. For enculturated congregants,
it is the prelude to the service. They pair up with family and friends before heading into
the sanctuary.
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In chapter two I argued that what’s commonly referred to as the “congregational
voice,” or programmed moments in services known as communal worship, is not a voice
but a network of ontologies with distinct jobs, each one broadcasting a cultivated hip
whiteness that binds members together and attracts other potential white hip millennials.
This chapter will focus on the inverse: identifying multiple programmed (and unprogrammed) moments in services that are all performatives of “welcome.”
To such congregants, a welcoming environment is an essential element to
choosing a church. Pew Research Center additionally notes this preference in a study
published in 2016, titled “Choosing a New Church or House of Worship: Americans look
for good sermons, warm welcome.” According to this survey, 79% of church-going
Americans consider “feeling welcomed by church leaders” an essential consideration
when choosing a church and a close second to hearing sermons. Further, personal visits,
including talking to members, friends, and church leaders, solidify these considerations.
When talking with congregants, many note how welcomed they felt upon their
first visit to their church. This welcoming feeling includes meetings fellow congregants
and especially the pastor. For example, Ben and Claire—a married, white millennial
couple—describe their first time attending their church:
Ben: I really like the lead pastor. I think he’s a stud. And getting to know
him a little bit, personally, behind the scenes, when we joined, he invited
me to coffee and so he and I got coffee and it was really cool. And there’s
a couple times where I’ve had chances to talk one-on-one with the guy.
He’s a good guy.
Claire: And when we were gone for a summer, people knew. I don’t
wanna say “People missed us.” [Whispers] But like people missed us. And
the fact that this pastor, from the beginning, it is really intentional of
getting to know—
Ben: —know our names and stuff like that.
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For Ben and Claire, feeling welcomed—being called out by name, invited to coffee by
the pastor, and members noting their absences—was a significant moment in their
decision to choose and faithfully attend Cities Church. Their preference for a welcoming
church is necessary for coming back.
What does it mean to be welcomed to a church? What are people being welcomed
to? Practically, the mission of the church is to keep the organization running (and to save
souls). The visible flow of money is indeed intertwined with the welcome-ness of a
church. These exchanges are presented as iPad-tithing stations in gathering spaces, tithing
plates circulated around pews during offertory, and announcements made by speakers to
tithe if the listener is a member. Non-members are encouraged not to give. Indeed, by
discouraging listening guests from giving, people who do put money in the tithing plate
or donate at tithing stations are performing their membership. Guests, or non-members,
can participate if they first commit to membership.
And “feeling welcomed” is not simply affective Sunday morning greetings and
impromptu conversations. It’s a performance in a sonic space that offers distinctive
possibilities for vocal familiarity, belonging, and membership. Welcome acts are special
kinds of propositional utterances—not truth claims—and what J.L. Austin calls
“performatives” (Austin 1962, 6), acts that accomplish something. In this case, the ritual
accomplishment is welcoming and bringing people into the performance of church
participation. However, this performative is more specific than it may seem on the
surface. Although church participants understand this as a grand inclusive message of
“welcome,” congregants actually advertise a specific potential member: a white, straight,
educated, millennial. Like “all lives matter,” the welcome to “all” hides the actual
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inclusions and exclusions at work. Church is no exception. The church’s geographic
location, worship building, and members signal a specific invitation for potential
members with like tastes and demographic makeup.
Friedlind Riedel considers “Feeling” in musical worship or the music as
“atmosphere” in his article “Music as Atmosphere” (2015). Here, he proposes a
“methodological ontology of atmosphere” where “shifts, transformations, dynamics,
processes, repetitions, movement-suggestions, or becomings” to highlight “atmosphere”
as an action rather than a fixed space (Riedel 2015, 91). I find this useful when
confronted by congregants’ overwhelming responses of “feeling” welcomed in church.
By situating feeling of welcome as an ontology—rather than an ineffable atmosphere—
this requires a series of actions or performances to be examined.
In this chapter, I focus on enculturated congregants’ performatives of “welcome.”
Indeed, both congregants and nation-wide studies frequently note “feeling welcomed.”
This feeling is a driving force for solidarity and membership, gaining traction through
interaction rituals (Goffman 1967) of greeting, congregating, and conversing in services.
Sites of spatial and ritual interactions of church “welcomes” include church websites,
popup advertisements, background music, pastor’s “welcome,” and service
conversations. Indeed, these programmed interactions transform non-members into
members.

“Welcome” websites
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All churches mentioned in this project—and more—have active websites, Facebook
pages, Instagram accounts, and Twitter feeds. Church websites are dedicated to
welcoming internet visitors and familiarizing them to both the online and live Sunday
services, cultivating a more “imagined community” of church members (Anderson 2006).
Websites usually consist of links to church staff, information about Sunday services, and
archives of past Sunday sermons. Here, the online visitor can learn about a church’s
theological stances, subscribe to corresponding Instagram pages of church staffers, and
adequately prepare for its Sunday services.
The homepage of most websites contains a mix of images with congregants in
services and aerial images of the Twin Cities metro areas. These pictures on the home
page of church websites are likely the visitor’s first encounter with the church. For
example, the phrase “Welcome to Substance” is the cover title of the Substance Church
webpage (https://substancechurch.com/, 2018). However behind the word “welcome”
reveals Sunday service images of specific participating congregants: young, white,
wearing casual clothes including sweatshirts and jeans. As mentioned in the opening
vignette, congregants are seen talking to others and participating in services together
(rather than alone). Upon further exploration of church websites, churches provide easyclick tabs for “new” web visitors. In the above images, these tabs say “GIVE,” and
“CONNECT” (https://substancechurch.com/, 2018). These links guide the visitor to
information about Sunday services and other weekly church events.
Additionally, Hope Community Church’s “SUNDAYS” link focuses on the
church’s regular Sunday services (https://hopecc.com/#sundays, 2018). On the webpage,
a black and white photo on the right shows young, white congregants gathering around a
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table filled with hot pots of coffee. Congregants are dressed in flannel, jean jackets, jeans,
and sneakers all gather around the coffee table. One congregant holds the Church’s
Sunday bulletin—with the Church’s logo on the front page—in her hand, as she appears
to be conversing with other congregants outside this image. Here, church members are
moving, talking, and drinking. This image provides the remote visitor a glimpse into the
immersive, fellowship experience of church on Sundays. The text to the left of this image
enhances this welcoming theme to readers who “may have never been to church before”
or “had ‘interesting’ experience” (https://hopecc.com/#sundays, 2018). The purpose of
this vivid Sunday experience on websites, both visually and textually, is to lead the
visitor to the church’s Sunday services to have a complete welcome experience. Simply
visiting the website is not enough to gain full membership in the church.
Further, church websites additionally contain visual and/or audio archives of live
Sunday sermons for visitors to listen and watch from their computers. For example,
Awaken Community Church’s website contains a podcast link to the church’s archives of
past Sunday sermons. Here, Awaken’s podcast link includes an image of a person
bundled up in winter gear, looking out onto a mountainous, snowy landscape. The picture
transitions to a faded image of black headphones as you scroll down the webpage. Every
sermon audio clip in this podcast contains the same introduction where a violin and a
person whistling fade in, playing a melody line. An acoustic guitar providing a counter
melody is heard under this melodic duo. As the line progresses, drums enter under the
melodic line. This moment only lasts a couple seconds before a child’s voice enters,
saying over this music “Welcome to Awaken Podcast. I hope you enjoy the teach-ing!”
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When the child utters the last sentence ending with the word “teach-ing,” his voice falls
into the isochronous tempo setup by the instruments.
These archived sermons easily allow Awaken members and potential visitors to
easily listen to weekly sermons on their own schedule, rather than attending Sunday
services to hear the same sermon. However, “Sundays at Awaken are very important in
the life of our community.” Although Awaken provides audio links to weekly sermons,
its leadership is careful to emphasize the importance of live Sunday attendance to hear
these sermons in communion with other Awaken participants.
In interviews with congregants and church leaders, I did not encounter members
who admitted to referencing church websites as influencing their decisions to attend their
church. Many congregants did not mention their interaction with church websites.71
Sarah, a Hope Community Church congregant describes her first encounter at Hope with
her friends, saying,
And then we [my friends and I] ended up at Hope and they were doing a
sermon series on the Song of Solomon. And we went to the first service
and when we left, we were like “whoa, what kind of church this this that
would actually be brave enough to do a sermon series on that book of the
bible? Like that’s a big deal for a church to do that. And so we were like,
lets just stick it out for the rest of the series and see what happens. And I’ve
been there ever since. So it’s been seven years.
According to Sarah, her first encounter with Hope Community was attending its Sunday
service with friends “seven years ago.” Although Sarah, and extensively most
congregants, notes the sermon as the most influential moment in her first Church visit,
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In interview I had one congregant mention his first encounter with his church was online. Ben, a
congregant at Cities Church in St. Paul, describes his initial search, saying, “We attended Reality in
Portland and we really liked it. So when we moved to Minneapolis, we thought: Maybe there’s a Reality in
Minneapolis? So I just Googled ‘Reality Minneapolis Church’ or something and Cities popped up. It has a
lot of the same-type of mission statement stuff [as Reality Church].”
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she is already there with friends listening in. Most congregants frequently detailed their
first encounters with their church by attending with groups of friends or family members.
This consistent story of members first attending church with someone or with a
group of people signals membership taking place with others during Sunday services.
Members are not alone and remote. Other members gearing up for the start of church
surround them. These websites service potential single members. Immersing these
remote, internet visitors in podcasts, live video recordings, and photos capturing Sunday
services in motion point the visitor to attending church as a necessary step in
membership. Although they are not a popular medium for congregants to encounter—
according to congregants—a church, these sites are nonetheless regularly curated go-to
places to access church information. I would argue the ubiquity of church websites and
other social technologies are seamlessly integrated into the congregant’s technological
habits that is feels “not important” to comment on church websites.

“Welcome” popups

As mentioned in the opening narrative, Sundays in metro areas of the Twin Cities
transition from advertising Saturday night consumers to Sunday morning church
congregants. Advertising techniques in these locations are interchangeable. One striking
similarity is the use of mobile popup ads located on city sidewalks (see below).72

72

These pop-up signs and temporary church locations are certainly reminiscent of the restaurant and retail
pop-up movements designed to attract millennials for an experiential mode of buying goods (Cochrane
2010).
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Figure 3.1: Photo of mobile pop-up signs advertising “Restaurant & Public Parking Available” in front and
“Corner Church” sign in back.

Here, two popup signs compete for space on one sidewalk corner of the North Loop in
downtown Minneapolis. The closer sign reads “Restaurant & Public Parking Available”
advertising convenient valet services for corresponding restaurants. This sign may have
been left here from the night before. The smaller sign behind this one reads “Corner
Church” against a city skyline with an arrow pointing in the direction of the church. Both
signs compete for reader’s attention.
More so, church popup signs advertise church locations and “free” parking to
potential participants (see below).
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Figure 3.2: A photo collage of Sunday morning popup church signs advertising church locations and
parking in public urban spaces of the Twin Cities.

These advertisements are a consistent feature of churches that rent space in metro areas of
the Twin Cities. For me, after visiting one church, I would walk a few blocks to discover
another popup sign for a church starting its service. Like popup restaurants and retail
shops, these transient signs are another way to broadcast mobile and popup church
communities present Sunday mornings.

“Welcome” tithing as membership

Giving or tithing to a church is another essential performative of members.73 It is
programmed into services as well as coded into websites for easy assistance. In these
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Tithing rituals in church services are programmed moments cited event in the Bible. Leviticus 27:30–33,
Numbers 18:21–28, and Deuteronomy 26:12–13 are Old Testament citations of tithing. In the New
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programmed moments, congregants respond to the church’s welcoming call for
membership by putting money and checks into a tithing plate during services, swipe
credit cards on iPads at tithing stations, or setting up automatic withdrawals through
banks. Practically, these regular donations keep the church running, providing the pastor
and his staff financial compensation for their fulltime ministry.
On one website, for example, congregants can click on “GIVE” and “DONATE”
links to remotely give to the church (https://substancechurch.com/giving, 2018). On the
webpage, “GIVE” is highlighted in gold in the top right-hand corner of the page. Farther
down, the Minneapolis skyline is a blurry backdrop to images and texts related to
donating via “ONLINE,” “MOBILE DEVICE,” and “IN SERVICE.” Near the bottom of
the webpage, a bible verse reads, “It is more blessed to give than to receive”
(https://substancechurch.com/giving, 2018). Considering all the convenient options for
donating to church as well as the biblical mandate to give to a church tithing is indeed a
consistent part of membership to church.
Further, giving to a church is something members, not non-members, do. For
example, on Awaken Community Church’s “Donate” webpage
(<http://awakencommunity.com/donate>), the Church writes “the people of Awaken
believe in and fund the mission of this church.” This push for members-only tithing is
additionally promoted in services. As the congregation transitions from singing
Testament, Mark 12:41–44 and Luke 21: 1–4 detail a poor widowed woman giving to the temple treasury.
Witnessing this, Jesus says to his disciples, “Truly I tell you, this widow has put more into the treasury than
all the others. They all gave out of their wealth; but she, out of her poverty, put in everything—all she had
to live on” (Mark 12:43–4, ESV). There are numerous self-help books for both church organizations and
congregations facilitating regular religious giving, however, investigations of tithing as an outside critique
are few. Sociologists Christian Smith’s and Michael O. Emerson’s book Passing the Plate: Why American
Christians Don’t Give Away More Money (2008) is the only scholarly investigation I could find related to
Christian tithing. The authors take a sociological approach to tithing habits of American Christians.
Although they provide a survey of data related to congregants’ motivations for giving and not giving, there
is no information focusing on a more ethnographic observation of tithing.
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communal worship songs to sitting and listening to the worship band performing another
song, a church member makes an announcement: “Now we will begin our tithes and
offerings portion of the service. This is for those who call Awaken their home. If you are
new to our church, if this is your first time visiting Awaken, please don’t feel like you
have to give. This is something that we are called by God to do as members.” As plates
circulate through pew, some congregants dig deep in their pockets to find spare,
crumpled one- and five-dollar bills to toss in the plate. Most participants do not drop
anything in but just quickly pass the plate to the next person.
Considering all the ways to donate to a church, in or out of services, non-members
are consistently encouraged not to give. Indeed, by discouraging listening guests from
giving, people who do put money in the tithing plate or donate at tithing stations are
performing and displaying their membership to non-members. Guests, or non-members,
can participate if they first commit to membership.

“Welcome” Fellowship Hall

The gathering vestibule between outside and the church sanctuary is the most social
space of churches each Sunday morning. As described in the chapter’s opening vignette,
information booths, coffee and snack stands, and tithing stations fill this area. As
congregants arrive at church, the fellowship space is the first space to greet and commune
with fellow congregants and stock up on free coffee and other beverages before heading
into the sanctuary.
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Upon my first visit to Awaken Community Church, a sign stating, “Welcoming to
Awaken” written in chalk on a blackboard and nailed above the entrance door greeted
me (see figure x). I stepped through the doorway to find congregants gathered around in
this fellowship area, talking and drinking coffee. To my left, a congregant waves me over
to her table. As I approach, she hands me a freshly baked loaf of artisan bread as a free
gift. I walk across the space to grab a cup of coffee—bread in hand. At the coffee station,
congregants freely pour freshly brewed artisan coffee into empty disposable cups. The
gathering space was decorated with lit tea candles illuminating hung artwork done my
congregants (see below).

Figure 3.3: Photo of the fellowship area of Awaken Community Church.

To enhance this “welcome” experience, churches often supply gifts or “free
items” to first-time visitors. Indeed, every church I visited supplied “welcome” gifts to
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first-time visitors (see below). And each church supplied their own set of gifted items
ranging from New Testament Bibles to mugs printed with the church name. Other gifts
included pens, t-shirts, guitar picks, travel mugs, sample coffee and chocolates, and
sticks. The list goes on.

Figure 3.4: Photo of a sample of gifted items from various church in the Twin Cities.

These regularly included gifts are part of the prelude to the church service and are
thoughtfully planned by church leaders. A google search “gifts for first-time church
visitors” revealed a plethora of articles geared to church leaders about recommended
items for gifting. For example, Outreach Magazine published an article titled “First-time
visitor gifts: 4 things that should be included” (Smith, 2016) suggesting mugs, church
information, sermon recording, and food as essential gift-giving items. Congregant
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members, volunteering their time to setup the welcome table and talk to first-time
congregants, usually distribute these gifts.74
Coffee is one consistent welcoming item across all churches. It is always present
in the fellowship area in large quantities and accompanied by travel packets of sugar and
cream.75 As mentioned throughout this chapter, coffee is an essential prop for conversing
with other congregants.76 For example, congregants often mention “coffee” as a
connector to meeting others. Below are excerpts of congregants mentioning “coffee”:
Ben: […] And getting to know him [the lead pastor] a little bit, personally,
behind the scenes, when we joined, he invited me to coffee and so he and I
got coffee and it was really cool.
Victoria: Something that’s been explained to me about Corner [Church] is
that the coffee is a symbol for coming together and community.
Corner Church: Come in, grab yourself a cup of coffee, a pastry and a
seat
next
to
someone
new
(“What
to
Expect,”
<http://www.cornerchurch.tv/what-to-expect/> (accessed 1/2/2018).
The above excerpts from church congregants and church websites is a small
sample of how integrated coffee is in mediating a welcoming environment.
Indeed, coffee is one prop for meeting other attendees just before, during, and
after church.
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These welcoming gifts are additionally noted by ethnomusicology Deborah Justice in her article “When
church and cinema combine” (2014). She writes in her opening narrative, “ ‘Welcome to LCBC! Would
you like some popcorn?’ A smiling usher stand in front of huge posters advertising Hollywood films and
offers me a buttery-smelling red-and-white striped paper bag” (Justice 2014, 85).
75
Although most churches I visited provided coffee free-of-charge, some mega churched located in the
suburbs provided coffee at a small price. For example, Westwood Community Church in Chanhassen, MN
has a church café called Café 12:2 located in the gathering area of the church. Members can order a variety
of espresso and coffee drinks made by volunteer baristas for a small fee (see
<http://www.westwoodcc.org/one-church/get-connected/articles/articles/2014/09/03/caf%C3%A9-twelvetwo-meet-laurie-pearson-cafe-manager> (accessed 1/2/2018) for more information.
76
Further, when meeting congregants and church leaders for interviews, every person
recommended meeting in a coffee shop of their choosing rather than their offices or other public
meeting spaces. One church leader was a former Starbucks barista before joining the church full
time. Coffee shops for interviews included: Dunn Bros., Penny’s, Groundswell, Starbucks,
Spyhouse, Peace Coffee, Mapps, and Rustica.
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“Welcome” music

Another consistent feature in church services is background music. This music is
normally pre-recorded music from a set playlist from Spotify or Pandora, broadcasted
over loudspeakers before and after services. This music is usually a mix of songs from
contemporary Christian bands and non-religious popular bands circulated on popular
radio and streaming stations in the Twin Cities areas.77 This music accompanies
fellowship conversations and moves congregants in and out of the sanctuary.
Church leaders organize these background playlists. Each church provides its
selection of music to broadcast before and after services. DJ Kirk, a DJ at Substance
Church describes this selection process, saying,
We [Substance Church] want to be intentional about what people are
hearing. […] You know, and on the same kindof playing stuff like,
obviously everything is Christian-oriented. But there’s also music by
mainstream artists that are Christians they just aren’t a publically Christian
band. And we want to play that too because we don’t want to fell
necessarily that you have to separate music from obviously lyrics and stuff
is a big one you know there’s some mainstream songs that have a positive
message and I think that not just myself but we think that for people
walking in that’s a great message to hear.
To DJ Kirk, playing a mix of both Christian and non-Christian music balances both the
church’s Christian mission and condoning playing non-Christian music in church. This
playlist blend provides and comfortable, familiar, and welcoming prelude to the service.

77

In an interview with Hope Community Church worship band director, Tim, he immediately asked if I
knew bands including The National and First Aid Kit. When I admitted “no,” he responded, “You’re not up
on your indie rock [laughs]. I’d encourage you to listen to The Current then.” The Current is a popular
public radio station in the Twin Cities, broadcasting current popular musics. It’s listeners range from 20 to
40-year-olds. Most Twin Cities congregants and church leaders are regular listeners of this station and there
is a strong correlation between songs broadcasted on The Current and during Sunday church services.
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However, the specific songs broadcasted on loudspeakers are not of immediate
concern to participating church congregant. Jon and Victoria, members of Corner Church
in Minneapolis, briefly mention how background music at their church helps small group
discussion during services, saying,
Victoria: I think it goes back to, again, being comfortable and reinforcing
conversation—feeling comfortable enough to open up and share. […]
Nobody wants to be the first one to talk. When it’s like dead-silent, it’
like—
Jon: —Awkward. […] It does eliminate the possibility of an awkward
silence.
Victoria: Yeah, and you don’t feel like everyone can hear you in your
intimate small group.
Jon: Yeah, when you’re at your own little table it’s like the voices around
you get absorbed into the music at the same time and you care less about
what other people are saying right now.
Here, both Victoria and Jon agree, background music eliminates potential moments of
unwelcomed silence. It also masks outside voices and keeps in voices heard only by
listening small group members.
Masking awkward silences, facilitating conversation, and overall mediating
general feelings of welcome are many roles background music plays in church. Instead
of pressing play to a pre-composed playlist, however, Substance Church practices its way
of broadcasting background music lead by volunteer DJs.
Substance Church’s location is in an old Lutheran Church in downtown
Minneapolis. Its worship space is decorated wood carvings, pews that wrap around a
stage, and stained glass windows (see below).
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Figure 3.5: Photo of the fellowship hall looking into the main sanctuary at Substance Church.

In the gathering space, in the above figure, there are groups of congregants standing,
holding coffee, and talking to each other as they leave the previous service or wait for the
next one to begin. Above an information table a banner reads “7 minute party.” This
tagline makes sense due to a white male standing behind another table wearing
headphones and working on the MacBook. He is mixing songs for the music currently
playing over the loudspeakers.78 The music sounds exclusively like music found in dance
clubs: layered electronic beats and occasional vocal interruptions with short motivic lines.
The primary theme is a fast beat with transitional tempos. The DJ occasionally moves his
body along to his music as he works on the laptop. As he mixes, I notice all the
congregants pay no mind to the music. In fact, no one goes up to the DJ to talk to him. He
is alone in the corner. Congregants primarily seem absorbed with talking to each other
78

Some songs that were mixed included: Format B “Chunky,” Amme Farbon “She moves,” El Tigre “Born
free,” ZHU “Superfriends,” Marshmello “Alone.”
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and circulating the room in groups. I gradually make my way to the sanctuary and wait
for the service to start. Up on stage, there is a projected screen displaying a countdown
clock, announcing the last 60 seconds. As this counts down to zero, a wooden wall comes
up, creating a divider between the gathering space and the sanctuary. The service has
begun.
Creating a dance-vibe is one of Substance Church’s essential tasks of evangelism
and overall branding image. The pastor, Peter, first encouraged this genre as he was
saved in a nightclub while he was a DJ. According to Stephan, a Substance worship
director, Peter—and extensively Substance Church—insist the church’s main genre
preference for broadcasting music be dance music, specifically EDM. He says,
And so Pastor Peter’s not your typical pastor. And that’s why you see a lot
of things that are different. And it comes from the top. So him and Carolyn
[Peter’s wife] very much are like “How can we make the transition from
people going to clubs, being really vibrant youth culture which is dancing,
parties, music, loud music, raves, disco, all of the fun things that make
people have fun. How can we make that transition, turn the focus away
from having fun, and being entertained, and like all about you, getting a
high for night, or getting a thrill from dancing, and transition it to like a
more longer lasting like focusing more on the spiritual side of things. And
so, so the DJ came in because who doesn’t have fun listening to some fun
music?
According to Stephan, organizing DJs and a dance music playlist allows “fun and being
entertained” to mediated the “spiritual side of things” in services.79 This setup, again,
allows for a welcoming and comfortable experience in church to those who regularly
enjoy dance music outside of Sunday mornings.
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In an interview with DJ Kirk, a congregant who DJs during fellowship times between services, I asked
him if congregants dance to the music in the foyer. He says, “No I wouldn’t say that. It’s a nice vibe. It’s a
nice energy, it’s a nice atmosphere. That’s really what you’re building is an atmosphere that people just feel
good about stepping foot there.”
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Further, DJ Kirk, a DJ at Substance Church, echoes Peter’s salvation story as one reason
to have DJs present in the fellowship hall. DJ Kirk says,
I remember I think hearing Peter was like a DJ before he did ministry and
for me I just thought just seemed like a natural fit. And I thought it was a
way for me to really get involved in a church and for me to make new
friends. [...] But what I’ve found through doing that is it gave community.
Sometimes it’s just as simple as people smiling walking on by. You know
for some reason that was almost God speaking to me being like “They’ll
be eventually people that appreciate your gift just maybe not right now.
But eventually people will.” And to be around people actually started to
see me as a DJ and starting to believe in some of the gifts I had.
Modeling his pastor Peter’s DJ career, DJ Kirk mixes music as his role at Substance
Church. For him, DJ-ing in the foyer gives him a sense of community, “to make new
friends” with other congregants even if they don’t stop to have conversations.
Although people do not dance to broadcasting music, DJ Kirk mentions the
purpose of music is simply to make people feel comfortable. He explains,
And it’s kindof nice to have music going, you have upbeat positive music,
kindof having people just feeling good as they walk into church. And it
usually goes with getting a cup of coffee. So it’s like you got your music
going, coffee, and I think those two things are really a kind of a fun way
for people to experience church. And ease that stress for first-time people.
For DJ Kirk and other Substance Church leaders, having music playing is important for
people coming into church. Differentiating Substance Church from other churches is
significant to members as a way of missionizing to the un-churched. If members
including DJ Kirk can make newcomers feel comfortable by playing dance music and
offering free coffee, then the unchurched might be more receptive to other moments in
the service.

“Welcome” from the pastor
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Many congregants are quick to note being welcomed by church congregants, especially
being welcomed by the church pastor. As mentioned in the chapter introduction, Ben, a
congregant from Cities Church, notes his first time attending Cities Church and meeting
the pastor. He says,
I really like the lead pastor. I think he’s a stud. And getting to know him a
little bit, personally, behind the scenes, when we joined, he invited me to
coffee and so he and I got coffee and it was really cool. And there’s a
couple times where I’ve had chances to talk one-on-one with the guy. He’s
a good guy.
Feeling welcomed, especially by the pastor, is essential for congregants to come back and
become members. Pastors regularly welcome congregants online and before, during, and
after services. His performative welcome aids in transforming non-members into
members.
Primarily, a pastor’s voice makes up over half the service time as he recites his
weekly Sunday services. To welcome everyone church participant, pastors will often start
their sermons welcoming the listening congregation to church. For example, below are
excerpts of introductions made by pastors during the sermon portion of services:
Pastor Mark: I wanna welcome all of you tonight. You know tonight, it’s
a very special night. We have visitors from Costa Rica, Moldova, France,
Brazil, Honduras, Mexico, and even Wisconsin. […] It brings me such joy
to meet so many of you from different places of the world and different
states. Welcome tonight to the Rock, my name’s Mark. (Sermon delivered
on 12/1/17, <http://www.rockthechurch.com/listen> (accessed 12/15/17).
Pastor Micah: Alright my friends. If you could make your way back to
your seats, find a place to site, that’d be great. [Pause] So nice to see you
all. Um hi! [Clapping and cheering from audience.] Good to see you.
Woow, man oh man, haha. Ah man, too kind, too kind, too kind. Maybe
my first and last standing o. My name’s Micah if we haven’t met, I’m glad
that you’re here. (Sermon delivered on 12/3/17,
<http://awakencommunity.com/sundays/podcast> (accessed on 12/15/17).
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Pastor Peter: What is up Substance. Make some noise wherever you are
at, in downtown, here in North town we love you. We’re so blessed you’re
here. And again, if you’re a visitor, I’m pastor Peter […] (Sermon
delivered on 12/9/17, <https://vimeopro.com/substancechurch/words-tolive-by/video/245638901> (accessed 12/15/17).
In the above sermon introduction excerpts, all three pastors make a point to “welcome”
the listening congregation, they are “so glad you’re here,” and introduce themselves using
their first names. Congregations are at times made up of 100s of participants—not to
mention listeners tuning in remotely on archived sermons—the pastor does not have time
to introduce himself to everyone every Sunday individually. Here, by announcing the
start of a lecture, the pastor has an opportunity to welcome new visitors and returning
members from his pulpit personally.
At times, the pastor’s “welcome” is emphasized in vocal pitch and repetition. For
example, Pastor Steve of Hope Community Church begins his sermon by welcoming
both those physically and virtually present for the teaching.80 He says,
Wanna welcome ya here ahh especially welcome those of you that
are students. I know this is the weekend where students are trickling
back in so welcome. I also want to ahh welcome for the first time in
our history ahh two sanctuaries at the same time and so we are
running—if you haven’t known we are running—another sanctuary
right now that has live worship and ahh live everything and the/thee
ahh message is being brought over there so hi Hope West. How’s it
goin’ in Hope Classic? You guys rock over there, so excited to have
that happening as well.

80

Sermons are often audio and visually recorded and streamed lived on church websites. These recordings
are then archived on church websites so congregants and prospective web visitors can easily access them.
Often these archive sites contain welcoming rhetoric to its visitors. For example, Awaken Community’s
sermon archives are housed as podcasts. Each sermons in the podcast opens with a child’s voice stating,
“Welcome to Awaken Podcast. I hope you enjoy the teaching.” Strings, drums, and whistling accompany
this voice and this introductory interlude lasts about five seconds.
http://awakencommunity.com/sundays/podcast.
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In his opening remark—lasting under one minute—Pastor Steve says the word
“welcome” four times. He “welcomes” students, remote participants streaming in another
location, saying, “How’s it goin’ in Hope Classic? You guys rock over there, so excited
to have that happening as well.” This introduction immediately establishes the audience
in mind for the following sermon—and extensively ideal members—young, college
listeners.
Further, Pastor Steve’s “welcomes” standout from other words and phrases
uttered in his opening comment. In the above excerpt, words and phrases especially
emphasized by Steve are “welcome,” “students,” and “running” (see below) for a pitch
graph of these isolated words.

Figure 3.6: Vocal, pitch contour clips of the words “wanna welcome ya here,” “welcome,” and “student”
recited by Pastor Steve in his opening sermon (sermon delivered on 8/31/2014,
https://hopecc.com/messages/sermons/what-do-we-do-part-two/, accessed 2018).

The opening phrase “Wanna welcome ya here” is recited using isocrany. The
underscored words following also contain a gesture upward, bringing out these words
within the utterance. As the pastor, Steve emphasizes these key words to enhance the
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importance of welcoming the congregation. For Pastor Steve—and extensively all
pastors—everyone is welcome to church.
“Welcome” by the pastor is certainly programmed as the introduction to his
sermon. However, this first greeting can start well before a service. Similar to the
“welcome” homepages of church websites detailed earlier, pastor pages will also extend a
personal welcome to the internet visitor. For example, on Hope Community Church’s
webpage, there is a section titled “Get Connected,” a page dedicated to informing the
visitor to all of Hope’s activities and groups occurring throughout the week for further
involvement. On the page, a video of Pastor John speaks, detailing these groups. Here
Pastor John speaks in Hope Community’s sanctuary complete with stained glass windows
and wooden pew benches. His voice slightly echoes through the large space as he talks.
When the video starts, Pastor John says, “Hi, my name is John and I’m one of the pastors
here at Hope. We’d love to take this opportunity to help you get connected here to what
God is doing.” He goes on to explain the importance of signing up to Hope’s “The City”
platform where Hope members receive exclusive information related to Hope
Community Church. According to Pastor John, “it’s thee place to be in-the-know.”
Overall, Pastor Neil’s video is to push the visitor to sign up to Hope’s “The City”
membership and to start getting involved with other Hope Community members for full
membership and participation.
Like Pastor John’s push for online and live membership for remote visitors,
Pastor Peter from Substance Church additionally urges his online visitors to become full
Substance participants by extending his personal welcome in an online video. The
Welcome page of Substance Church welcomes the visitor in both text and video
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(https://substancechurch.com/welcome, 2017). On the webpage, a “WELCOME” section
on the left-hand side of the webpage details Substance as a church that presents biblecentric preaching, unlike other churches. Certain phrases highlighted in yellow such as
“Our beliefs” and “Ministry Team” offers convenient hyperlinks to other church
webpages with more information. On the right-hand side, the welcome is taken a step
further by providing a one minute and thirteen-second video of Pastor Peter welcoming
the website visitor.
Pastor Peter is centered in front of a bookcase. He wears a blue pullover sweater
over his shirt and tie, while his hair swoops across his face. In the video, Peter opens and
closes with the following message: “What’s up guys? Pastor Peter here. I wanted to say
thanks for stoppin’ by SubstanceChurch.com and checkin’ us out. We’re so excited
you’re here. […] Thanks for checkin’ us out. We hope to see you soon”
(https://substancechurch.com/welcome). A piano playing an alberti motive quietly
accompanies Peter welcoming the web visitor. Instruments including strings sustaining
chords and drums steadily enter in until the music gradually overpowers Peter’s voice to
conclude the one minute video.
Pastor Peter is welcoming the internet visitor and encouraging the viewer to make
a live connection with other Substance congregants. He says,
Substance is passionate about connecting you into our community […]
Our heart is to number one, to guide you along the process of finding
people to connect with, your future best friends. And number two, a place
to serve and use your talents (https://substancechurch.com/welcome,
2017).
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As Peter says “finding people to connect with” video images transition from Peter in his
office to a group of young, white congregants posing for a picture, to congregants having
an outdoor picnic, to the Substance worship band performing during a service.
Throughout this brief video, clips alternate from Pastor Peter speaking to excerpts
of young white congregants. Here, congregants take photos together, eat together, and
sing together. They are not alone but part of the Substance community. Thus Substance
Church—and extensively all churches—push the web visitor from the church website to
its Sunday doorstep in hopes of growing its membership.

“Welcome” conversation

Although most churches equip themselves with welcoming websites, music, and gifts
ultimately talking to other congregants provides the most inclusive experience. For
example, Claire, a congregant from Cities Church, describes her first time attending her
church:
We were visiting at our first time and we looked new enough, I guess,
people just came up to us and talked to us afterwards. And were really
nice. […] People in the church were very welcoming. They just came up
and, “Hi, I’m Angela.” And so we talked to them and by the time we left
that day, she ran after me and “here’s my phone number! Like give me a
call and we’d love to do something with y’all.” And I was like, “Wow, ok,
we’ll come back. This is really nice!”
To Claire, talking to fellow members in services is important for feeling part of the
community and, perhaps, less “new.” Angela’s first conversation with Claire and
providing her phone number for follow-up meetings indeed influenced Claire’s response
to “come back” to Cities.
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Conversations in church are virtuosic performances that affirm friendships, extend
a sign of peace, and vocally present participating congregants. In this section, I will focus
on how conversations in church—before, during, and after services—are programmed
moments in services to attract and maintain this certain kind of congregant. I will focus
my attention on the vocal performance of this sincerity and realness.
Corner Church, a nondenominational church located in Minneapolis, certainly
prioritizes conversations both in and outside of its church services. Mondays through
Saturdays, this church space operates as a coffee shop called Corner Coffee. Church
leaders balance their time between serving coffee as baristas to locals in the Uptown
neighborhood during the week, and preaching to local congregants over coffee on Sunday
mornings. In both situations, Corner Coffee and Corner Church are social destinations for
local residents to gather over hot beverages and conversations.
As mentioned earlier, coffee plays a significant role in welcoming congregants
during services. Here, congregants and Corner Coffee patrons, Victoria and Jon, describe
coffee’s unique role in bringing people into fellowship:
Victoria: Something that’s been explained to me about Corner is that the
coffee is a symbol for coming together and community. So I think that’s
amazing. Reaching out to the community and everything we do, like being
a better friend, being a better community member, and praying with the
community, and reaching out to the community—
Jon: —It’s how people come together.
According to Jon and Victoria, coffee is the church’s sacred icon for facilitating
community and conversation. Further, these conversations behoove them to be better
participants of their local involvements.
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A Corner service

Upon entering Corner Church one Sunday morning, I walk towards the counter to grab a
hot cup of freshly made coffee by one of the church leaders—or rather baristas—behind
the counter. In the shop, groups of people clump together are sprinkled throughout the
space conversing over their mugs. I make my way to a table in one corner of the room.
My empty table soon fills up with other congregants looking for a seat. We all politely
introduce each other, and we get situated in our seats. The conversation falls into a lull,
however, and we all immediately gaze down at our mugs for another sip to fill this
“awkward” moment of silence.
As we continue this mix between small-talk and sipping coffee, pre-recorded
music, mostly secular folk rock music, plays in the background over loudspeakers. It is
not quiet. The room is filled with a mix of live and pre-recorded voices: live voices of
people talking in grouped conversations and pre-recorded voices of singers as
background noise over the loudspeakers. The background music soon dies as the pastor
approaches the podium in one corner of the room.
At this point, the service has started. Congregants are grouped around tables,
sitting on couches and parlor chairs from one end of the room to the other. They all turn
their bodies to the pastor as he speaks into a microphone. He doesn’t talk for long,
however, just long enough to welcome everyone to church. His sermon begins with a
question: “Are you a listener or a sharer?” Congregants quickly swivel back to their
tables and start answering this question. The pre-recorded background music is cued up
over the loudspeakers, competing with the live sounds of conversing voices. My table
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participants and I all quickly cram our responses in, but it’s not enough time to articulate
a satisfying answer before the music stops, and the pastor interjects his response. This
warm-up question and other questions posed by the pastor throughout his sermon relate
to his theme of being a good friend, referring to the Book of James for biblical mandates
on how to do this. Each time he presents a question, the congregants then talk amongst
themselves around their tables and across the couches for upwards of a minute before
moving to the next sermonic point.

Now there are a ton of rhetorical strategies employed by the speaking pastor as he
develops his sermon. What I will specifically focus on is to the broad exchange of voices:
the pastor’s miced voice posing directed questions, the congregation’s collective
individual unmiced voices responding to the question alongside prerecorded singing
voices as background noise.
This Q & A sermon lasts for about 45-min. And congregants continue to talk over
the background music as the pastor exits then the podium. The worship band then
assembles in the other corner of the stage and begins their worship music set. As the
group plays, music lyrics to the corresponding song are projected on a TV screen in the
other end of the room. At this point congregants remain seated, talking to each other.
Appearing un-phased by this transition to corporate singing, congregants get up and start
circulating to other tables and top off their cups. Some congregants adjust their chair to
watch the band, some softly sing or mouth the words along with the group, and others
just continue to converse.
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Indeed, the lack of attention given to the worship band was noted by congregants
shortly after on service. Jon admits to his lack of interest in music both in and out of
church. Jon and Victoria discuss, saying,
Jon: I don’t think music is a huge part of my life to being with. If I’m at
work a lot of times what we listen to is talk radio and stuff like that, like
sports radio.
Victoria: Can we talk about Jordan playing his cello this morning? I just
love that. Like Jordan has a skill and they incorporate it. And I don’t
know, we’ve just had discussions about that, and we just really like when
Jordan plays. Because it’s different. It brings a different element to it.
Yeah, I just like the sound of it and I like it when he plays.
Jon: I didn’t even notice that Jordan was playing the cello [laughs].
Victoria: We don’t have a drummer. Oh wait but do we have a drummer?
We have a couple different people that will lend their musical talents and
so it rotates.
According to Jon, he doesn’t consider music to be “a huge part of [his] life.” This is
practically demonstrated when he points out that he “didn’t even notice that Jordan was
playing cello,” just minutes after the service concluded. Victoria questions out loud “do
we have a drummer”? For Jon and Victoria, music, especially the worship band is not the
central theme of Corner Church. Talking to members is central to Corner Church’s
Sunday service. Even Jon admits to listening to “talk radio” outside of church. For him,
conversing and listening to others carry on a discussion is important both inside and
outside of church. Overall, the live worship band’s performance replaces the pre-recorded
background music to accompany the ongoing congregational conversations.
Corner Church appears to be “breaking new ground” in orchestrating its entire
service for talking and conversation: lead by church leaders and elaborated by
congregants. Further, its leadership continues this conversing atmosphere fulltime by
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running the space as a neighborhood coffee house during the week. In principal
conversations—especially ones happening in coffee shops—are open. Broadly, coffee
houses are historically presented as egalitarian information exchange centers, where
writers, politicians, businessman, and scientists gathered over hot beverages and tables to
discuss a variety of topics and political viewpoints. These characters circulate newsletters
and pamphlets to spread their ideas further. Even some historians like to point out that
even the French and American revolutions were ideas first evolved into action in these
shops.
Indeed thinking of coffee houses as birthing centers for political revolutions or
merely arriving at new democratic ideas through equal deliberation is an ideal setup for a
“Habermasian” public sphere. For Habermas, deliberative democracy indeed happens in
the public area. Corner Church primes its congregation for conversations. Set in a coffee
shop—a signifier for deliberating—congregants grab their coffee props and gather around
tables for conversation. These talks continue throughout the service with a mix of starter
questions and responses by the pastor addressed to the entire audience and small-group
discussions. Ideally, these discussants should arrive at new understandings through this
conversing process.
However, this syncretic space still unfolds as a pedagogical, undemocratic church
service. For example, the pastor elevated and stood in front of the congregation leads his
listeners through a series of pre-composed questions throughout his sermon.
Congregants’ responses are short—lasting only a minute or so—before their unamplified
voices are soon overpowered by the pastor’s amplified voice, vocally moving them to the
right answer to his question. He directs possible congregational responses to select
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biblical verses as ultimate answers to these open questions. In other words, rather than the
congregation equally deliberating towards an arrival of a collective and new
understanding of Christianity—they rework their conversations to fit a fixed and precomposed, biblical answer presented by the pastor.
Further, this syncretic space does not allow for solitude, silence, and reflection. It
is never quiet at Corner Church. There are always voices: welcoming, talking, preaching,
and singing. These voices sound the congregation and move the service forward. As
mentioned earlier, voices consistently guide the participant or listener from barista to
congregant to pastor. Pre-recorded and live music play as background noise to fill any
moments of potential silence or conversational lulls. There is no moment of quiet
reflection, no programmed moment for independence from these collective voices. The
constant vocalizations of welcoming, talking and preaching guide the listener through a
series of prescriptive conversations and responses that act as rational remedies to posed
questions.
Additionally, these congregants are overwhelmingly white and young who grew
up in an evangelical, Protestant Church. Throughout my observation of churches in the
Twin Cities, especially Corner Church, I did not encounter participants new to
Christianity or openly holding opposing views. All the participants I met were
enculturated church-goers: they grew up attending weekly Sunday services with family
members, attended Sunday school, and participated in important membership rituals of
baptism and confirmation. These congregants are not new to Protestant Christianity’s
biblical teachings and service rituals.
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Instead, the independence they expressed was freedom to choose their church,
separate from their family’s church. This freedom in choosing Corner Church, a church
housing conversation, and coffee, reveals congregant’s comfortable tastes in the familiar
evangelical Christianity with members who look and act like them. For congregants, their
conversations are first grounded in mutual obedience to the church’s biblical truths. Like
knights at the roundtable, these conversations appear democratic but are ultimately
vocally directed throughout the service. Congregants and church leaders are talking, or
the sound of background music erases any possible moments of silence and instead calls
the particular listener into a guided stream of rationality and membership.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I identified a variety of performatives that “welcome” church visitors to
Sunday services. These performatives and rituals broadcast an inclusive membership to
all but advertise to a selective audience, white educated millennials. Some performatives
to attract this younger generation include pop-up signs and church locations in metro
areas, equipping the gathering space with gifts, conversation, and background music for
seamless transitions between outside and the sanctuary, and transforming church services
into question-and-answer sessions devoted to discussions between congregants. Although
these performatives are not part of the Sunday service bulletin, they are probably
programmed before and after services to facilitate potential relationships between
members and non-members.
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Chapter 4
The pastor’s voice as the voice of evangelism

It’s Sunday morning and sunlight is pouring in through the filtered stained glass windows
of the church. The congregants and I finish singing along with the worship band. We are
now sitting as the band disperses from the stage. I sit in the middle of a long wooden pew
bench, sharing it with other congregants individually spaced out from one end to the
other. We sit in silence, waiting for the pastor to come out and begin his sermon. As we
wait in these brief seconds, the sound equipment buzzes up on the stage. This is
occasionally overpowered by sniffles made by sitting congregants sprinkled around the
sanctuary. My own stomach gurgles audibly. To my right, farther down the pew, a girl
gulps. Faint sounds of children shouting in Sunday School come from downstairs.
Squeaking shoes on the tile floor provide a temporary meter for these ongoing
background noises. Feet and legs of congregants lightly thumb the wooden kneeling
benches in the pews. It is quiet. There is murmuring but these are no recognizable
individual persons, no discernable speech acts. The words of the previous worship song
ring in our ears. We anticipate the first words of the sermon as we listen for the pastor’s
voice.

This silence, which only lasts ten seconds or so, is not merely an absence of
sound. It stands out positively as unusual: sacred, perhaps, spooky. It almost has a
substance, an atmosphere that comforts and welcomes some and oppresses others. For
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enculturated congregants, it anticipates what is to come. Here congregants prepare to
listen to the sermon by sitting, bodies facing the stage. The stage is empty, containing
only a pulpit for the pastor’s ipad and water. The room is mostly quiet, containing no
background music or conversations. The empty space is also empty for something in
particular: it is ready to be filled by the pastor and his voice. Like a holy being, the pastor
is ready to vocalize a message from God to his readied listeners.
To such congregants, sermons are arguably the most important part of a service.
This preference is noted by the Pew Research Center study published in 2016, titled
“Choosing a New Church or House of Worship: Americans look for good sermons, warm
welcome.” According to the Center, 94% of evangelicals—the highest compared to other
listed Christian denominations—as most likely to say that the “quality of sermons” play
the most influential role in choosing a church.
But the quality of sermons is not only the sequence of words. It’s a performance
in a sonic space that offers distinctive possibilities for vocal truth and authority. In this
chapter I examine the way congregants in the Twin Cities hear the human voice,
specifically the pastor’s voice, as a divine mandate for evangelism. Though ontologically
distinct, I show how these voices, the pastor’s voice, the Bible’s voice, and God’s voice
are interwoven in distinctive ways. I argue that congregants prioritize the pastor’s voice
as God’s divine medium. I show how pastors cultivate an authentic or sincere voice that
advertises an inclusive community while implicitly performing an exclusive membership
for white middleclass millennials. In turn, I show how congregants re-sound or “take on”
their pastor’s voice as their own for evangelism. Indeed, this is an ongoing circuit
between the pastor’s sermon performances and the congregation harkening to sounding
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and re-sounding his voice, revealing a congregation’s lived theology that maintains an
exclusive membership between congregants and separate from nonmembers or the
“unchurched.”
To establish the pastor’s authority over the congregation, I first examine his divine
call from God as his currency for authority. I then show how congregant’s affirm his
ministerial career. Next I address the Bible’s voice in churches and evangelical theology
(websites and sermons). And then finally examine sermon performances of pastors and
how congregants re-sound their pastor outside of services.

Ordinary pastors

As mentioned in the previous chapter, congregants value the pastor’s welcoming voice
and overall presence in the church. The pastor does take up most screen and service time
through images, writings, and videos. He is featured on church websites, welcomes
congregants both online and during sermons, leads the congregation into prayer, and
instructs them during his sermons. With such a regular presence in churches, how do
congregants trust his God-given authority? And how did he choose a career in ministry?
This section will investigate the pastor’s move into ministry and congregants’ affirmation
of his pastoral role.
Compared to other church leaders and congregants, a pastor’s presence is indeed
augmented on the church website complete with pictures, writings, videos, and other
materials produced directly by the pastor.81 For all churches I interviewed in the Twin
Cities, all pastors had a biography page complete with a headshot photo. These bio web
81

For example, the previous chapter detailed a pastor’s “welcome” video to internet visitors.
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pages often contain a list of communications including the pastor’s email address, phone
number, Twitter, Instagram, and other social media addresses. One example of this
presentation is Pastor Micah’s bio page on Awaken Community’s website
(http://awakencommunity.com/about-us/staff, 2017). Here, Micah introduces himself as a
young, married, white, middleclass, male with children. Micah is noted as a “husband to
Laura and father to Hadley, Dahlia & Linden” (http://awakencommunity.com/aboutus/staff, 2017). For many pastors, they are visual representation of the congregation, that
being white, middleclass, ranging from early 30s to late 50s, usually dressing in jeans and
a t-shirt. His simple headshot with social media links advertises that he is approachable
and ordinary—just like a potential congregant.
This approachable bio is an extension of pastors’, specifically Micah’s, ordinary
disposition. He shares non-traditional or unexpected pastimes as a pastor. For
congregants, the pastor is the figurehead of their church by acting as a friend and familylike member. Pastors displaying everyday tasks that congregants also do, including
remembering one’s name at a fair and drinking beer outside of service, create an informal
and significant bond between church leaders and congregants that matter to church-goers.
Noting pastors specifically getting to know congregants is particularly important.
Congregants see their church leaders lead service every week as well as hosting bible
studies and other weekday events. See these leaders outside of their God-given roles are
like see celebrities buying groceries and performing other normal, mundane tasks along
side the everyday person. One congregant, Emma, details her experience running into her
pastor at the State Fair, saying,
And Micah’s just amazing. I love him. He’s so patient and so funny and
like he’s just not what you think a pastor’s supposed to be. . .He feels like
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a dad. Just feels like he’s everybody’s dad. And he doesn’t care. And he’s
like, “if it comes between my family and you guys, my family comes first.
I’m sorry.” He’ll say that. He’s so great. ... It was once during the fair this
summer. I was just walking at the State Fair and I hear, “Emma?” And it’s
Micah sitting over there eating chicken wings and drinking beer. Just by
himself on a bench at the State Fair. And he was like, “How ya guys
doing?” And I was like, “You’re like an angel that just appeared.”
For Emma, and many other congregants, the pastor is the figurehead of their church by
acting as a friend and family-like member. Pastors displaying everyday tasks that
congregants do, including remembering one’s name at a fair and being seen drinking beer
outside of church, creates an informal and significant bond between church leaders and
congregants that matter to churchgoers.
These public past times are additionally shared by congregants. Congregants often
express their preference to their church by first stating their relationship to the pastor. For
example, “Micah enjoys anything competitive, wood working, fishing and mixing
cocktail for his friends.” These unexpected activities advertise to potential churchgoers
who enjoy similar activities. 82 In an interview, a congregant named Emma excitedly
mentions seeing Pastor Micah at the Minnesota State Fair, “sitting over there eating
chicken wings and drinking beer.” For her, bumping into Pastor Micah outside of church
triggers a friend-to-friend relationship beyond the assumed run-ins during church. Pastors
mentioning these daily pastimes in their web bios send an immediate message of possibly
connectivity between pastor and potential congregant.83
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In an interview, one congregant responds, “He [the pastor] was my disc gold buddy before I knew he was
a pastor.”
83
The pastor’s leading role in and approachable disposition to his a congregation is well documented by
ethnomusicologist Jeff Todd Titon in his ethnography (1988) and documentary (1989) both titled
Powerhouse for God: Speech, chant, and song in an Appalachian Baptist church. In his text, Titon
highlights how congregants’ everyday lives of farming, community, and family in Stanley Virginia
influences their approach to their religious and spiritual sensibilities. Here, Titon attempts to understand
“language in the practice of religion—song, prayer, preaching, teaching, and testimony—and its place in
the lives of a Baptist folk group in Virginia’s northern Blue Ridge Mountains” (Titon 1998, 14). Within this
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The pastor’s divine call

Throughout the bible, specifically in the Old Testament, there are numerous accounts of
prophets hearing God’s voice, commanding them to preach his existence. One wellknown example is a conversation between God and Moses is Exodus 3. Here, God’s
voice is manifested through a burning bush. God speaks, “Moses, Moses!” And Moses
replies, “Here I am.” God then commands Moses to “Come, I will send you to Pharaoh
that you may bring my people, the children of Israel, out of Egypt.” This call from God
grants Moses prophetic authority to lead the Israelites.84
Like Moses, pastors are portrayed as ordinary men divinely called by God into
pastoral ministry. Part of forming his high status in the church is his narrative of first
hearing God. God’s call is a certifiable allowance for pastors to preach and lead a
congregation. Scholar Leigh Eric Schmidt calls this the “call to preach the gospel”
(Schmidt 2000, 39) or an “extraordinary call” (Schmidt 2000, 44). Schmidt describes
these calls as “both extraordinary and quite ordinary: they were innovative when placed
in the longer view of Protestant understandings of ministerial calls and calling, yet
unexpected when heard within the vernacular of popular evangelical piety and broader
strands of Christian devotionalism” (Schmidt 2000, 39).
rich context, the performance of the preacher, Brother John Sherfey, is of particular interest to Titon.
Throughout the ethnography and documentary Titon includes detailed examples of Sherfey’s preaching,
showcasing his speech patterns and overall narrative sermon performances. While there is little analysis of
these recordings, Titon’s high volume focus on Sherfey illustrates the importance of the pastor to a
congregation in maintaining religious meaning and relevancy in everyday lives of congregants.
84
The Old Testament is filled with stories of prophets receiving direct calls from God. Notably, the
“prophetic books”—16 books in the Old Testament—detail prophets’ accounts of these calls. Further, other
23 books in the Old Testament certainly include other calls from God. For example, God calling Abram,
saying, “Go from your country, your people and your father’s household to the land I will show you […]”
(Genesis 12).
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Today’s pastors mirror biblical accounts of ordinary men transitioning into a fulltime
career serving God. This call to ordinary men is often expressed in pastor’s bios found on
church websites. Before entering a church, these pastors have a significant presence on
church websites. For example, Pastor Peter details his conversion to Christianity in his
bio titled “His Story” (https://substancechurch.com/pastor-peter, 2017). In this excerpt
details how Pastor Peter heard God’s voice to become a pastor. Peter prayed and “only
seconds after praying this prayer, someone randomly came up to Peter in the nightclub
and gave him an unlikely Gospel story” (https://substancechurch.com/pastor-peter, 2017).
This dramatic narrative from hearing God’s voice through a stranger during work
confirms Peter’s “spiritual hearing” of God and his immediate devotion to Christianity. 85
The pastor’s call by God is affirmed and told by congregants. During interviews
with congregants and leaders, all congregants would mention their pastor’s dramatic
conversion to Christianity when describing their reason for preferring their pastor. “Did
you hear how pastor Peter was saved?!” Substance congregants were eager to tell me how
Peter was called by God to change careers from a DJ to a preacher.
Specifically two Substance church leaders, Stephan Brinkley and DJ Kirk were
eager to share their pastor’s conversion story. Brinkley, the worship director at Substance
Church in Spring Lake Park, MN says,
You know, our pastor, I don’t know if you heard his testimony. He got
saved as a DJ in a rave club as he was executing the set. Like he was in the
upper level, he was the DJ, and he was like starring down over a bunch of
people, drunk and high, and he was smoking a cigarette, and he was just
super depressed. “Is this what life’s all about?” He was like, “Is this the
best men can do?” And he was just like in this really like down place, and
so he was just like “awe man I gotta take a break.” And so we walks off of
his DJ set, he turns it over to his assistant. And he said “God if you are
85

Schmidt devotes his second chapter, “Sound Christians,” in Hearing Things (2000) entirely to types and
qualities of spiritual calls during the American Enlightenment.
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real like you’re just gonna have to show yourself to me.” So he like 30
seconds later, he’s on his way out to the smoke break some guy just grabs
him, “Hey I felt like I’m supposed to come talk to you. Like, Jesus wants
to let you know that he hears you, he wants you to know that he-he loves
you if you wanna give your life to Christ.” […] And so he gave his life to
Christ with some awkward teenager. And so Pastor Peter’s not your
typical pastor.
According to Brinkley, Pastor Peter is “not your typical pastor” because “he got saved as
a DJ in a rave club.” His verse is a similar account to Pastor Peter’s printed story
published on the Substance Church website (see figure 4.2), saying, “While working in a
nightclub EDM rave-dj, […] someone randomly came up to Peter in the nightclub and
gave him an unlikely Gospel presentation.”
Another congregant, again, echoes his version of the Pastor’s conversion story. DJ
Kirk, a DJ for Substance Church in Minneapolis, explains how he got involved DJ-ing at
Substance Church, saying,
I just--I remember I think hearing Peter was like a DJ before he did
ministry and for me I just thought just seemed like a natural fit. And I
thought it was a way for me to really get involved in a church and for me
to make new friends. […] You know for some reason that was almost God
speaking to me being like “They’ll be eventually people that appreciate
your gift just maybe not right now. But eventually people will.” And so
you know Substance was a great way to get plugged into that. And to be
around people actually started to see me as a DJ and starting to believe in
some of the gifts I had.
DJ Kirk notes that his Pastor received a divine call from God as a DJ in a nightclub.
Considering this story, DJ Kirk, “thought [DJ-ing in church] just seemed like a natural
fit.” Further, like Pastor Peter, DJ Kirk too can hear God’s call to him DJ-ing in church.
This story of Pastor Peter being called by God into ministry—frequently cited by
church leaders, members, and the church website—maintains Pastor Peter’s divine
pastoral authority over his congregation. Further, by having the pastor regularly sharing
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his divine call on the church’s website, in services, and in informal conversations with
listeners, congregants begin to adopt his story as part of their story as a Substance
member.86 These shared stories—originating from the pastor’s voice and told over and
over again—become part of the Substance congregant’s story in why they chose
Substance Church. Here, Pastor Peter’s divine call story of being saved as a nightclub DJ
is regularly brought up by fellow congregants and part of the branding of Substance
Church (both online and in services when employing a DJ for background music).
In addition to story telling by both the pastor and congregants, DJ Kirk enhances
this story—and extensive Pastor Peter’s authority—into a performative of “welcome” to
participants on Sunday mornings. Indeed, DJ Kirk’s DJ-ing is a missional response to
God’s call first uttered to Substance’s first member, Pastor Peter. Regular iterations of the
pastor’s divine call—expressed on Substance’s website, congregants’ story telling, and
DJ Kirk’s DJ-ing—becomes a shared element to congregants’ sense of belonging and
membership to Substance. And these continued forms of telling pastor Peter’s story
maintain Pastor Peter’s authority over the congregation.

Congregants confirming the pastor’s call to ministry

Congregants further trust the pastor’s divine call during his sermons. This divine call is
not confirming whether or not it exists but rather “in whom and through whom God was
allowed to become a living voice” (Schmidt 2000, 74). One congregant, Ben, affirms his
pastor’s divine gift of preaching when describing his pastor, saying,
86

Taking on the pastor’s story is echoed in ethnomusicologist’s Jeff Todd Titon’s Powerhouse for God
(1988). Titon points out that congregants regularly recite their pastor’s stories as introductions to
congregational hymns as their own stories.
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I’ve always been drawn to his [Pastor Jonathan] teaching... He’s a strong
teacher and he’s a very dynamic teacher. He’s not stiff. He’s very, very
comfortable. It’s very clear. I believe like he--I think he has a God-given
gift of teaching. But he’s also just very talented and that’s I guess that’s
two in the same...I like that about Jonathan. He’s very learned but it comes
across super normal in an accessible way.
For Ben, his preacher’s sermon style is effortless and convincing—reciting divine
mandates in ordinary, accessible ways to the listener. These qualities would arguably be
divine gifts or “God-given,” further authenticating the pastor’s authority over his
congregation. The pastor further affirms his “God-given” role in preaching by intimately
entangling scriptural words with his own interpretation. This ultimately, Schmidt points
out, “made the Reformed minister the exalted medium of God’s voice” (Schmidt 2000,
74). One Hope Community congregant writes,
If the preaching wasn’t from scripture, that was a deal-breaker too.
Probably up a little bit higher than the music…I wanted to know that the
pastor was preaching directly from the Bible, using scripture in the
message and just very scriptural and would make a solid doctrine.
For this congregant and other members, the bible is the essential medium to obtain God’s
commands for everyday living. In services, God’s voice is transmitted through the
pastor’s voice reciting scripture and applying its meaning to listening congregants. This
important role is well documented throughout church history. Schmidt writes,
The duly called minister was in that sense a divine mouthpiece, the
veritable temple of God’s oracles. In this Reformed understanding of the
proclaimed word, the holy scriptures came alive in preaching. To ‘Preach
Scripturally,’ demonstrating every sermonic point with well-chosen
biblical texts, was, as Cotton Mather noted in his ministerial manual,
crucial for those ‘who would Speak as the Oracles of God’ (Schmidt 2000,
74).
Although these reports of a pastor’s voice being a divine medium are over 200 years old,
this tradition is still present among Twin Cities congregations I observe. As the Hope
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Community congregant mentioned above, “If the preaching wasn’t from scripture, that
was a deal breaker.” For both congregants and church leaders, studying the bible together
and privately is often encouraged as the bible contains God’s words. In the Twin Cities,
often churches will first include scriptural priority on their websites. For example,
Awaken Community’s excerpt titled “The Bible” argues that passages in the bible are
sacred mediums between God and his listeners (http://awakencommunity.com/sundays,
2017). For pastors and congregants, the bible is the purest form of God’s voice and like
Schmidt, the deliverer of God’s message is in the voice of the pastor. Schmidt writes,
“Scriptural words were reverberant; they echoed in the interiors of those who knew them
with such tender familiarity. Whether in moments of prayer or meditation, conversion or
calling, God’s voice was commonly experienced as a sudden and overwhelming
impression of a Bible verse or fragments of verses” (Schmidt 2000, 48).
Here we’ve observed God’s voice revealed in the bible, studied by congregants
every service. The pastor’s voice intertwines with God’s voice. After all, God first calls
the pastor into ministry—authenticating the pastor’s authority over leading a
congregation. Likewise the congregation confirms the pastor’s divine calling as “Godgiven” and “scriptural.” These aspects all contribute to the pastor’s leading persona. The
leading pastor is arguably the most important person of the church. For the church, he is
the pastor, teacher, elder, church overseer, financial governor, and other titled roles
needed to lead a church.87 Further, the pastor’s voice is arguably the most important voice
of the church, taking up more than 60% of the service time with hour-long sermons and
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In 2005, Time published an article featuring some influential evangelical pastors in the United States
titled, “The 25 Most Influential Evangelicals in America,” (Biema 2005). Some noteworthy pastors include
Billy Graham and Rick Warren. Likewise, Preaching.com published an article additionally featuring similar
pastors in its article titled, “The 25 Most Influential Pastors of the Past 25 Years” (Duduit 2010).
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other programmed interjections. Primarily, a pastor’s voice welcomes congregants and
gives weekly teachings and instruction to listening congregants—making up over half the
service time.
This first section was devoted how the lead pastor of a church establishes and
maintains his trust and authority over his congregation. Example included the pastor’s
overwhelming and regular presence on church websites, services, and social media. His
personalized persona as an “ordinary guy” on social medias, for example, allow
congregants with similar tastes feel comfortable and welcomed by the pastor. Further, his
divine call by God is an essential currency or license in legitimizing his leading role as a
pastor. One way this is established and maintained is by circulating a divine call story
between the pastor and congregants, as described by Substance Church leaders and
congregants. The pastor’s divine call in this example illustrated how congregants bind
together by sharing this story as their own story of membership. These examples set the
stage for congregants to listen and absorb (Luhrmann 2010, 66) to the pastor’s God-given
sermons.

Prepare to listen

This next section is devoted to the pastor’s sermons and, briefly, the congregation’s
preparation for listening to a sermon. Both the congregation preparing to listen and
listening to sermons given by the pastor in services forms a habitus that allows the
congregation to achieve religious merit in practices that they see as essential, especially
evangelizing, for maintaining relevance in their everyday lives. To do this, I approach the
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pastor’s sermonic voice as a series of vocal modes. There are arguably countless and
overlapping modes in a pastor’s sermon, however, I identify a few to illustrate the
pastor’s use of sincerity, especially through storytelling in sermons, igniting as sense of
suffering and perseverance that congregants take on as their own in rationalizing their
personal spiritual lives and relationship to the divine. In this section I am influenced by
both Asad’s notions of pain and suffering and Lurhmann’s term of absorption in
understanding how congregants receive the pastor’s sermons and take them on as their
own.
These lengthy sermons delivered to listening congregants is one form of what
anthropologist Tanya Luhrmann calls “absorption,” where “To know God, these
Christians school their minds and senses so that they are able to experience the
supernatural in ways that give them more confidence that what their sacred books say is
really true.”88 To demonstrate their devotion to their speaking pastor, congregants
exercise submissive listening stances (as described in the chapter’s opening vignette).
In this lecture-like situation, the congregation is quiet, occasionally laughing or
interjecting an “amen” when instructed to do so by the pastor. They often hold iPhones,
reading along with the pastor designated bible verses, or checking Facebook. Some
congregants take notes in a notebook or in their bibles. But overall, the congregation is
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According to Luhrmann, this theory is coming from the phrase “theory of mind” —”has been used to
describe the way a child learns to understand that other people have different beliefs and goals and
intentions. The child learns that people have minds, and that not everything the child knows in his or her
mind is known by other people” (Luhrmann 2012, xxii). 88 In her book Luhrmann specifically explores how
present-day Christians in a Vineyard church in California train themselves through prayer and scripture
reading to hear God’s voice. Like Schmidt, her work has challenges the reader to critically considered
noema-s produced without any vibrations impacting the eardrums. However, most congregants I
interviewed did not acknowledge a casual or charismatic relationship with the holy spirit in their everyday
lives. Rather most were eager to tell me how their pastor influences their Christian lifestyle.
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remarkably focused in these moments, giving all senses, especially their ears, to the
pastor.89
The congregants are adopting a particular bodily disposition noted by other
scholars. Leigh Eric Schmidt describes these dispositions as “a series of ‘reverent
Postures’ of humility that signified deference to God and, necessarily, to his ministers as
well.” Nor is this reverent posture limited to evangelicals. Anthropologist Charles
Hirschkind indeed notes Schmidt’s term “reverent postures”—in his text The Ethical
Soundscape: cassette sermons and Islamic counterpublics (2009). Focusing on the
prolific use and impact of cassette sermons in Cairo, Hirschkind points out that a certain
reverent posture of listening allows circulated sermon tapes to serve as instruments for
moral self-improvement and developing the affects of pious living. He writes,
The word of God demands a range of ethical performances from the
reciter/listener. She must not only seek to understand God’s message, in
the cognitive sense; she must also make herself in to an adequate ‘host’ for
the presence of divine words, by bodying forth the attitudes and
expressions corresponding to the verses heard or recited. Through
practice, she must make her body and heart into an instrument capable of
resonating (re-sounding) the words she submits to (Hirschkind 2009,
81).90
For Twin Cities congregants, these “reverent postures” include sitting quietly, facing the
stage, taking notes, and reading bible verses alongside the pastor. These listening
89

In some sanctuaries, the audience seating area is dark so congregants can’t see each other and the stage
lighting and projector screens forces congregants’ eyes on the well-light pastor. In this lecture-like
situation, the congregation is quiet, occasionally laughing or interjecting an “amen” when told by the
pastor. One congregant told me how their sanctuary is architecturally designed to mute “unwanted”
audience sounds and to clearly project stage sounds from one end of the room to the other. Tim says,
“There’s a science to sound and it impacts worship. When half your time in a service is teaching, your
acoustics better be good because that speech has to be intelligible… So everything in this room was shaped
around the acoustics. So the fact that there’s seating here, the fact that there’s seating on the sides is to
absorb by human beings any primary sounds coming from off the stage.” Thus the room design prepares
the listener to fully focus on the pastor.
90
According to Schmidt’s findings, “A politics of hearing was always the paired complement to the politics
of speaking in these churchly wettings; being a good hearer (by Anglican and Reformed standards)
involved the whole body in a series of ‘reverent Postures’ of humility that signified deference to God and,
necessarily, to his ministers as well” (Schmidt 2000, 74).
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disciplines or “bodily attitudes” for sermons allow congregants to hear a revealed truth
about scripture and re-sound its message to others.

The pastor’s vocal modes in sermons

Sermons are virtuosic performances of variegated meaning, scriptural interpretation, and
moral exemplarship, and there is so much to say. In this section I will analyze two
sermons from two different pastors. The focus in this investigation will be not on sermon
content or rhetorical strategy, rather, the modes the pastor takes on in his sermons. These
vocal modes, I argue, develop a necessary sincerity and authenticity for congregants to
absorb the pastor’s theological teachings. This illustrates a kind of conversation between
the pastor and the bible or its characters all produced by the pastor’s voice. To do this, I
will first propose a large-scale analysis of the pastor’s voice throughout one sermon. This
music-like or sonata-like analysis will reveal where these thematic voices appear in one
sermon. This first sermon is by Pastor Micah of Awaken Community Church in St. Paul,
MN. This sermon is titled “Enter: Respond,” given on June 6, 2017.91 It is part of a larger
sermon series titled “Stop/See/Hear/Recognize/Respond.”
Micah’s sermon is about 30-minutes in length. Considering an overall sermon
structure, I laid out three significant sections where the opening and closing were similar
and the middle section introduces new material. In this way, Micah’s sermonic voice
develops similarly to a sonata form structure (see analysis below):
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These sermons are recorded live and archived on church websites. The web link for this specific sermon
is: http://clovermedia.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/store/ac914670-4c90-4619-a4c2086bc00bf3d4/6f2b5f95c9/audio.mp4 (accessed 1/13/17).
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Figure 4.1: Analysis of Micah’s sermon on 6/11/17 with time stamps (recording located:
http://clovermedia.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/store/ac914670-4c90-4619-a4c2086bc00bf3d4/6f2b5f95c9/audio.mp4 (accessed 1/13/17).

Here, Micah vocalizes three distinct sounds in the opening and closing sections labeled as
“theme 1, 2, and 3.” Other vocalizations are mentioned including an energetic, personal
interjection, and story time voice. I additionally noted moments where Micah employs a
lot of repetition in homily. While there are numerous vocal modes in this speech, I’ve
selected some notable ones that develop over the course of the sermon. In the following
paragraphs I will detail these modes, especially how Micah transitions or “modulates”
from one to the next.
Likewise, Pastor Steve’s overall sermon is a bit longer compared to Micah’s,
totaling 46:16 minutes. His vocal modes are arguably not laid out a clearly compared to
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Micah’s but the overall sermon performance is similar: Welcoming
introductions>development>conclusions. Although Steve’s overall sermon does not have
clear section, his vocal modes are distinct and I will highlight a few in this section.

Welcome mode

For Pastor Micah at Awaken Community Church he usually opens his sermons with a
scripted welcome. This scripted welcome occurs most times during his sermons (see
below):
My name is still Micah. I’m the lead pastor here and I’m glad that you’re
here
(0:15–0:23
delivered
on
6/4/17;
https://awakencommunity.podbean.com/e/enter-recognize-micah-witham/,
2018);
My name is still Micah. I’m the lead pastor here and I’m glad you’re here.
(0:15–0:18
delivered
on
6/11/17;
https://awakencommunity.podbean.com/e/enter-respond-micah-witham/,
2018);
My name’s Micah if we haven’t met [pause] Ah, I’m the lead pastor here
at
Awaken
(0:16–0:22
delivered
on
6/19/16;
https://awakencommunity.podbean.com/e/lost-in-translation-2-timothy314-17/, 2018);
I’m Micah by the way. Nice to meet you. I’m the lead pastor here at
Awaken
(0:39–0:42
delivered
on
7/9/17;
https://awakencommunity.podbean.com/e/lost-in-translation-gen-221-19micah-witham/, 2018).
Indeed, all vocal graphs illustrate Micah’s consistent scripted welcome by first saying his
name and title. This “welcome” introduction is additionally covered in chapter three
where Pastor Steve of Hope Community Church “welcomes” his congregation using
repetition. He says, “Wanna welcome ya here ahh especially welcome those of you that
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are students. I know this is the weekend where students are trickling back in so welcome.
I also want to ahh welcome […].” In his opening remark—lasting under one minute—
Pastor Steve says the word “welcome” four times. Further, Steve’s “welcomes” standout
from other words and phrases uttered. In the above excerpt, words and phrases especially
emphasized by Steve are “welcome,” “students,” and “running” (see below) for a pitch
graph of these isolated words.

Figure 4.2: Vocal, pitch contour clips of the words “wanna welcome ya here,” “welcome,” and “student”
recited by Pastor Steve in his opening sermon (sermon delivered on 8/31/2014,
https://hopecc.com/messages/sermons/what-do-we-do-part-two/, accessed 2018).

Comparing Micah’s and Steve’s welcome, repetition does play a significant part:
Treichelr welcoming listening congregants many times in his opening sermon and Micah
welcoming his congregation using a consistent introduction to the start of all of his
sermons. (Pastor Steve does not consistently “welcome” his congregants at the start of his
sermons.)
As detailed in the chapter three, the pastor in the opening of his sermons regularly
utters these performatives of “welcome”. More so, as reinforced by congregants, the
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welcome made by the pastor is especially important for feeling welcomed and coming
back. His “welcome” is repeated in welcome videos and pictures published on church
websites. The pastor’s welcome as the introduction to every sermon establishes his
performative of “welcome” as the authoritative performative of welcoming listeners. His
welcoming dominance is additionally enhanced in the sermon portion of services as the
pastor’s voice and physical appearance are magnified through vocal amplification and
large projector screens as well as his “welcome” is recorded and broadcasted to multiple
viewing screens in satellite locations and archived on church websites.

Scripture mode

When delivering a sermon, most pastors stand behind a podium and occasionally refer to
their iPads or paper for notes. For many pastors, getting out their sermon notes is part of
the sermon introductions. As mentioned earlier, as pastors “settling in” on stage they are
welcoming their congregation to church. Sometimes pastors will walk from one stage to
the other talking to the listening audience. In both situations, his gaze is always out
towards the congregation.
Just like welcoming and introducing the listening congregation to church, pastors
also have similar performances when reading bible passages. Rather than reading from
their notes, pastors oftentimes reach for their hardcopy bible to recite scripture and
encourage the congregation to also pull out their bibles, saying,
Pastor Steve: So if you wanna turn their [Luke 1:12–16] in your bible or
your electronic device, however you wanna do that” (7:10–7:13).
(https://hopecc.com/messages/sermons/jesus-the-healer/, accessed
1/15/18).
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Pastor Micah: “If you have your bibles, turn to Mark chapter one. […]
But I’m gonna invite you to stand as we read these first couple of
passages” (5:00–5:11). (Recording located: http://clovermedia.s3-us-west2.amazonaws.com/store/ac914670-4c90-4619-a4c2086bc00bf3d4/6f2b5f95c9/audio.mp4 (accessed 1/13/17).
Marking this transition from lecturing to reciting scripture, pastors ask congregants to
“pull out their bibles” and sometime to stand up as the pastor and his congregation read
along. As the pastor reads biblical passages, he either reads from his hard copy bible or
printed text on a projector screen of designated verses. Compared to lecturing, his gaze is
away from the audience and now on the sacred words. This is additionally emphasized in
archived sermon lectures. In the moments when the pastor reads biblical passages, the
quoted words overtake the screen.
For example, Pastor Peter recites a bible passage from his iPad from behind the
podium. His gaze is facing down towards the text. As he reads, the importance of the text
is amplified by the projected passage on the power portion of the screen (time stamp 2:20
on <https://vimeopro.com/substancechurch/winter-2017> accessed 1/15/18). Likewise,
Pastor Steve recites bible passages from a projector screen. In archived videos, the quoted
text replaces the image of the pastor. Pastor’s gazes facing quoted text grouped with
screens of same text and congregants encouraged to read along with their bibles (in any
digital and hard copy form) reveals the sacredness of the bible’s printed words (time
stamp, 7:43 <https://hopecc.com/messages/sermons/jesus-the-healer/> accessed 1/15/18).
Further, reading aloud bible passages to the listening audience is performed
differently compared to the rest of sermon performances. Another similar vocalization
that both Pastor Micah and Pastor Steve do is talking in two modes while reading bible
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passages. Both pastors will quote the bible and insert interjections—I’ve labeled these as
“personal interjections”—breaking up reading long bible passages. In this way, it sounds
like both pastors are conversing between the bible, the listening congregations, and their
selves. For example,
Micah: “As Jesus walked beside the Sea of Galilee, he saw Simon and his
brother Andrew casting a net into the lake for they were fishermen. I like
that passage. Come and follow me, Jesus said, and I will send you out to
fish for people. At once they left their nets and they followed him. […]
(5:08–5:24).

Figure 4.3: Pitch graph of Pastor Micah saying, “[…] For they were fisherman. [pause]. I like that passage.
Come and follow me Jesus said and I will send you out to fish for people […]” (5:15–5:22; recording
located: http://clovermedia.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/store/ac914670-4c90-4619-a4c2086bc00bf3d4/6f2b5f95c9/audio.mp4, accessed 1/13/17).

Pastor Micah reads a bible passage and inserts a brief commentary in the middle of the
recitation. Pastor Micah’s bible-reading-voice is much higher and faster compared to his
personal interjection voice, “I like that passage.” In this moment of reading aloud a bible
passage, Pastor Micah vocalizes a bible-reading-voice and “his” voice as an interjection
all to a listening congregation.92

92

Sometimes the congregation’s voice is part of this conversation. These brief moments are when the
majority of congregants are laughing or clapping in union during the pastor’s pauses around his personal
interjections.
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In Pastor Steve’s sermon, the development section is dedicated to this
conversation between the pastor’s vocal modes of reading scripture and inserting
commentary. For example, as Pastor Steve’s recites Matthew 9, his voices slips in an out
of a scripture-reading-mode. He says, “Take heart son, your sins are forgiven. [chuckles]
Now that’s interesting, right? He just looks at the guy and says ‘you’re sins are forgiven.’
[pause] At this, some of the teachers of the law, the religious people in the room said
[…]” (see below).

Figure 4.4: Vocal graph of Pastor Steve’s voice reciting “[…] son, your sins are forgiven. Now that’s
interesting, right? He just looks at the guy and says ‘your sins are forgiven.’ At this, […]” (16:04–16:20;
(sermon delivered on 8/31/2014, https://hopecc.com/messages/sermons/what-do-we-do-part-two/, accessed
2018).

In the above figure, Pastor Steve begins with his scripture voice mode (“son, your sins
are forgiven”) then flows into his personal interjection mode (Now that’s interesting,
right? He just looks at the guy and says ‘your sins are forgiven’”) and then back into
scripture mode (“And so”). His scripture voice is evenly paced using isocrany to keep the
beat. He falls out of this vocal mode as he starts laughing and saying “right.” The next
line Pastor Steve has completed modulated into his personal injection voice—”He just
looks at the guy and says ‘your sins are forgiven’”—that is slightly higher pitched and
faster pacing compared to his scripture voice.
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For both Pastor Steve and Pastor Micah, they both use two vocal mode while
reciting scripture: scripture and personal interjection modes. Both pastors will read a line
or two of a bible passage and insert their commentary (“I like this passage” from Micah
or “He just looks at the guy […]” from Steve), breaking up longer bible passages.
Listening to these alternating modes, especially during Pastor Steve’s sermon where this
exchange makes up op the development section, they take on an overall conversation
rhythm to them. The pastor recites the bible’s words, inserting his interjections
throughout all while gazing back and forth between the bible and the listening
congregation. This appears that the pastor performs a conversation between himself, the
bible, and the listening audience. Further, by switching into his personal interjections
vocal mode, the pastor’s speech sounds more transparent and unscripted compared to the
formal bible readings.93
Overall, the pastor’s ritual of opening up his bible onstage—amplified on
projector screens where recited biblical text is additionally overlaid on screen—reading
from the bible by lower his gaze to the pages, changing to a “scriptural” vocal mode are
all performances of cultivating God into the real. This is what Lurhmann identifies as
“imaginative practices” (Luhrmann 2012, 72) where an interaction between the pastor
and God is established. This interaction continues to unfold when the pastor recites
scripture, moving between his voice (expressed in “vocal interjections”) and God’s voice
(the quoted text). Although Luhrmann explains this kind of imaginative practice as an
93

This transparent-conversational performance is sometimes accentuated during other parts of the service
where the stage will be set with two stools: one for the pastor and one for a member. Both the pastor and
the member will come out on stage and sit on the stools during a special announcement. Usually this is a
question-answer format where the member will ask pre-scripted questions to the pastor. The pastor will
answer the questions in a less-scripted way. Both performers have their bodies turned slightly towards the
audience and address both the audience and each other in these service moments. This performance of
announcing special events through a question-and-answer segment reveals a more casual, transparent ritual
of church where congregants can hear the behind-the-scenes commentary of the pastor.
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exercise or a warm-up for hearing God, indeed “imaginative” I think contains this
performance in a mode for pretending (Luhrmann 2012, 74–5), here the viewer and
listener see and hear this conversation between the pastor and God. The two voices are
presented in two vocal modes, perhaps even two vocal ontologies.

Character voice

Another vocal mode briefly present in pastor’s sermons is the “character” vocal mode.
Like reciting excerpts from the bible, this mode appears when pastors are quoting a
passage, a biblical passage and/or another text. For example, Pastor Micah says “Isaiah
the prophet: He’s hearing from the lord and the lord is like, “Who shall I send? Who will
go? Who will stand in my place”—he says in another place in second Chronicles—”Who
will stand in the gap […].” As Pastor Micah says this, his voice switches from his voice,
to the Lord’s, voice, to his voice, and then backs to the Lord’s voice (see below):

Figure 4.5: Vocal diagram of Micah’s voice saying “[A]nd the lord is like, “Who shall I send? Who will
go? Who will st—. (recording located: http://clovermedia.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/store/ac9146704c90-4619-a4c2-086bc00bf3d4/6f2b5f95c9/audio.mp4, accessed 1/13/17).
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In this diagram excerpt of Micah’s sermon, Micah is quoting a passage from Isaiah. As
Micah recited this passage, his voice switches between his own voice and the lord’s
voice. Micah’s voice is quitter, faster-paced, and high-pitched than the lord’s voice. For
example, Micah’s comment “And the lord is like” and “stand in my place he says in
another place in second Chronicles” is delivered rapidly, almost as personal interjections
between the lord’s voice. The lord’s voice is loud, Micah is nearly shouting his words
with a full, lower-paced voice compared to his faster interjections. “Who shall I send,
who will go” are vocally performed using isocrany. The first “who” is a dramatic
performance, stretching “wh” and using a vocal range to emphasize the lord’s first word
in this sermon moment.
Another example of this character voice occurs in Pastor Steve’s sermon. There
are two specific instances where he announces and puts on a character voice, 28:40 and
33:03. In both moments, Steve announces the person and his text he will quote, pause,
and then recite the quote in a character voice of the author. One example is at 33:03
where he reads an excerpt written by G. K. Chesterton, saying “ ‘But I would be’—
laughs—only the way Chesterton can do it—’but I would be the first to rise and assure
him that he had no authority whatever!’” (see below diagram):
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Figure 4.6: Vocal diagram of Pastor Steve saying “[P]ower here, right? ‘But I would be’ [laughs]—only
the way Chesterton can do it—’but I would be the first to rise and assure him that he had no authority
whatever!’”
(Time
stamp
around
33:03
;
sermon
delivered
on
8/31/2014,
https://hopecc.com/messages/sermons/what-do-we-do-part-two/, accessed 2018).

In this diagram, Pastor Steve is in his announcement voice (“power here right”) then
transitions to reading in his scriptural voice (“but I would be”). At this moment, Steve
starts to laugh causing him to briefly fall out of his scriptural voice and quickly back into
his voice (“only the way Chesterton can do it”). Then Pastor Steve says the remaining
excerpt in his “Chesterton” voice, a character voice that is slightly louder than his
scriptural or personal voice and gradually gaining volume isochronous momentum at “hehad-no” cadence to “whatever.” At this last word, Steve’s voice bends pitch and speed to
emphasize this word and end of an idea.
In both examples, Micah and Steve switch into a character voice. For Micah, he
does not say he is “imitating” the author of the text but seamlessly flips into a different
voice for the lord. Pastor Steve, on the other hand, does give some verbal cues as to this
switch. His character voice is still nonetheless effective in presenting multiple vocal
modes for one sermon passage. Both Micah and Steve fluidly move from their own
personal interjections to quoting the bible to vocalizing character voices to enhance
sermon development.
Similar to the pastor’s “scriptural” vocal mode where the pastor performs a
conversation between himself and God while reciting scripture, here we see the pastor
establishing a “character” mode when bringing in other theologians into his conversation.
Here especially in Steve’s sermon, he quotes G.K. Chesterton, a 20th-century, white
English theologian. This white theologian, spoken by a white pastor further cultivates a
white theological teaching to listening congregants. These conversations between the
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pastor’s voice, the bible or God’s voice, and other “character” voices from outside
commentators are all uttered from the pastor’s voice. The pastor performing this
conversation to a listening and viewing audience may seem transparent and impromptu—
indeed the pastor looks and sounds like he is absorbing and learning God’s teachings on
the spot. However, these conversations expressed in the pastor’s vocal modes cultivate a
white male authority where conversations take place only by the pastor and the
congregation must absorb his teachings.

Sermon high point

In most sermons, pastors have a climatic moment in their sermons. In both Micah’s and
Steve’s sermons these moments capture a condensed excerpt of vocal modes across an
entire spectrum of volume, pitch, and pacing. Micah’s high point in this featured sermon
occurs during the recapitulation, lasting about one minute (around 22:10–23:12). Here
Pastor Micah quickly falls out of his story time voice and then moves into a variety of
vocal mode (see below):

Figure 4.7: Vocal diagram of Pastor Micah saying “ ‘[T]heir blood is on your hands.’ And I’m like
[incoherent vocalizations] that is spiritual abuse punishable by law! Like that is awful!” (time stamp around
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22:10–23:12; recording located: http://clovermedia.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/store/ac914670-4c904619-a4c2-086bc00bf3d4/6f2b5f95c9/audio.mp4, accessed 1/13/17).

In this diagram, Micah cadences his story and briefly pauses, transitioning into his
personal interjection of “and I’m like.” At this moment he falls out of his personal voice
modulating through some vocalizations and into the high point of the sermon” “that is
spiritual abuse punishable by law like that is awful!” In this moment, Micah’s voice
gradually gets louder and pacing is a little bit slower, arriving at the final word “awful.”
This word is arguably the loudest word in the sermon and stretched out compared to
previous words.
Another example of a high point in the sermon is in Pastor Steve’s sermon. In his
moment, his voice gradually gets louder and faster, signaling a climatic cadence (see
below):
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Figure 4.14: Vocal diagram and images of Pastor Steve saying, “Don’t make peace with the freaking
rhino! Kill the rhino, it doesn’t belong here! No authority, lots of power, but no authority” (sermon
delivered on 8/31/2014, https://hopecc.com/messages/sermons/what-do-we-do-part-two/, accessed 2018).

In this moment Steve’s voice is loud and growling as his body is hunched over, arms
stretched out from end to end. He rhythmically beats the syllables to the first sentence
using his right index finger. This is sharply contrasted with Steve’s index fingers pointed
upwards as he quickly responds “no authority” in a soft, smooth voice.
These high points exemplified in Pastor Steve’s and Micah’s sermons are
virtually present in all sermons I’ve observed. Elements that make these a climatic point
in a sermon involved raised voices, stretching out phrases, and using hand and facial
gestures to underscore this important moment of listening congregants. Zooming out,
these points present in all sermons also serve as consistent modes of urgency to the
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listening congregation. At these moments where the pastor’s physical, emotional, and
vocal limits are reached, this serves as passionate evangelism—paired with theological
rhetoric—to listening congregants for retention.
These high points in a pastor’s sermon call for intense vocal, physical, and
emotional gestures. These vocal modes reveal the pastor’s urgency, passion, and sincerity
for evangelism. These modes, too, transmit the pastor’s suffering (expressed in the mode)
to the listening congregant. Here the pastor exercises his authority in this emphatic urgent
vocal mode as a kind of suffering (Asad 2003, 67). In these moments, the pastor
relinquishes his own self and replaces it with a suffering one.94 According to Asad, rather
than approaching notions of pain where the sufferer is not an agent, he urges us to think
of [physical] pain as “the object of passion—but also of action” (Asad 2003, 79). In this
case, the pastor further develops his agency over his listening subjects by suffering. Asad
goes on to mention music as a metaphorization of pain, “a process of structuring that
experience” (Asad 2003, 80). Indeed, here in the case of a pastor’s sermon, his “high
point” vocal modes are part of a larger body of music work or structuring of agency in
teaching the listening congregation. This public pain experience expressed through the
pastor’s “high point” vocal mode is acted upon the listening congregation (Asad 2003,
85).

Catch phrase mode

94

Asad writes, “It may be objected that professional actors disempower themselves voluntarily and
temporarily, in the context of framed performances—that in ‘real life’ we can and do represent ourselves
[…] The professional actor’s concern to perfect a role on the stage is of a piece with the teaching and
learning of rhetorical skills (speech, gesture, attitude, behavior) by agents in other domains where their
actions are not absolute ‘their own’” (Asad 2003, 77).
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Another consistent feature among pastors is consistent use of repetition, especially when
introducing a sermon’s main theme or phrase. Considering this, I’ve labeled the pastor’s
vocal mode in these instances as “catch phrase” mode. Here, pastors repeat and
underscores a specific phrase throughout a sermon. Oftentimes the listening congregation
retains these catch phase modes presented by the pastor. For example, Pastor Micah says
the phrase “What is my part” using various kinds of isocrany and repetition in one part of
his sermon. Between 21:30–25:00 he recites the phrase “What is my part” five times.
Below is a vocal diagram of three of those recited phrases (see below):

Figure 4.8: Vocal excerpts of Pastor Micah reciting the phrase “What is my part” (timestamp around
21:30–25:00; recording located: http://clovermedia.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/store/ac914670-4c904619-a4c2-086bc00bf3d4/6f2b5f95c9/audio.mp4, accessed 1/13/17).

This “catch phrase” mode takes on a different pacing compared to other vocal modes.
Here, Micah’s voice is a bit slower and more rhythmically isochronous compared to his
other vocal modes. Additionally, similar to reciting bible verses he also slips in and out of
the mode within his story time and announcement vocal mode in the recapitulation of his
sermon. Likewise, Pastor Steve also uses repetition related to a specific phrase, “The
world, the flesh, and the devil” (see below):
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Figure 4.9: Vocal diagram excerpts of Pastor Steve reciting the phrase “The world, the flesh, and the
devil” (time stamp around 3:25–9:3; (sermon delivered on 8/31/2014,
https://hopecc.com/messages/sermons/what-do-we-do-part-two/, accessed 2018).

In his sermon, Steve recites the phrase three times between 3:25–9:30, unpacking each
noun throughout this six-minute section. Although Steve does not have as many catch
phrase vocal modes in his sermon compared to Micah’s sermon, he still—briefly—
transitions into this mode. When performing the “catch phrase mode,” Steve’s pitch
slightly drops and his pacing speeds up compared to his overall announcement voice in
this passage. Overall, both Steve and Micah have a catch phrase mode throughout the
sermon to emphasize a specific sermon theme or idea.
Pastor Jonathan, the lead pastor of Cities Church in St. Paul, MN regularly
performs a “catch phrase” vocal mode in most of his sermons. For example, Pastor
Jonathan repeats the phrase “Jesus is real” twelve times within a four-minute excerpt in
his 33-minute sermon titled “Jesus is Real” (see below):
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Figure 4.10: Vocal excerpts of Pastor Jonathan reciting the phrase “Jesus is real” (2/12/17,
http://www.citieschurch.com/sermons/jesus-is-real).

Like Pastor Micah and Steve, Jonathan uses isocracy and repetition to emphasize his
sermonic point. Further Jonathan’s placement of this rapid series of repetitions occurs
closer to the end of his sermon—and extensively near the end of the service.
Because of this placement of his “catch phrase” vocal mode and high frequency
of it, this may helped in congregants’ retention of Jonathan’s “catch phrase” vocal mode.
Oftentimes Jonathan’s “catch phrase” emphasizes his main sermonic point. Ben, a
congregant at Cities Church mentioned Jonathan’s one-point sermon, saying, “Jonathan
several times has said, ‘I have one point.’ That’s awesome.” This “one point” is usually
delivered within this “catch phrase” vocal mode as illustrated in the above diagram.
These “one point” moments in sermons also serve as successful retention moments for
congregants as we will see.
Congregants retained this “catch phrase” mode and sermonic point well after the
sermon. For example, when interviewing congregants Ben and Claire I noticed that they
“took on” their pastor’s catch phase vocal mode of “Jesus is real.” Ben and Claire
responded,
Ben: He does a really good job of reminding me that Jesus is real. [...]
Jesus is real. [...]
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Ben and Claire [in unison]: It’s like Jesus is real,
Ben: Take him or leave him, Jesus is real.
Now Ben and Claire did not come up with the phrase “Jesus is real,” Pastor Jonathan
first uttered this in his sermon titled “Jesus is real.” Nor did they mention Jonathan’s
sermon or main point related to “Jesus is real.” Nonetheless, both congregants took on the
pastor’s catch phrase as their own response. Ben falls into this isocranous catch phrase
alongside Claire’s voice and then cadences his point through repetition of “Jesus is real”
(see below).

Figure 4.11: Vocal diagram excerpt of Ben and Claire reciting the phrase “Jesus is real.” Ben saying the
phrase the first two times, Claire saying with Ben the third time, and Ben concluding the idea by saying the
phrase the fourth time.

In the above diagram, both Ben and Claire fall into the pastor’s “catch phrase” vocal
mode when saying “Jesus is real” as part of their response. I will go into how congregants
(re)sound their pastor’s voice in more detail later into this chapter. For now, the pastor’s
“catch phrase” mode indeed influences congregants’ listening and rendition of particular
sermonic ideas.
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But what does this truth look like, and feel like? How does it comport itself? Now
I will turn to a particularly fraught and controversial issue among evangelicals: same-sex
marriage. This is a point where, as with many scholars including Anna Schultz’s work
with right-wing Hindu nationalists and Aaron Fox’s close relationships with conservative
research participants in rural Texas, I find myself at odds with the espoused beliefs of
many of my ethnographic subjects.
There are, to be sure, evangelicals who argue quite loudly that there is a scriptural
prohibition against homosexuality, full stop. If you’ve seen the Westboro Baptist
Church’s hideous brand of activism, if you’ve followed the long traditions of scripturally
sanctioned domestic terror visited against the LGBTQ community, then you might have
the sense that evangelicals are uniformly and dogmatically required to be violently
homophobic. And to hear the debates on public medias about this, you might have the
sense that this is a matter of mere belief—either your reading of scripture leads to be for
same-sex marriage, or against it. Further, it is likely to lead to you to believe that there
are precisely two theological readings, two reasoned systems of belief: pro and con.
But it turns out the main controversy here for evangelicals is not simply a matter
of deontic ethics (of rightness or wrongness) but of ethical comportment: bearing,
disposition, and moral being. When evangelicals speak about same-sex marriage, they
don’t speak in an abstract, detached voice of theological reasoning; they speak through
sermonic voices that they have systemically internalized through harkening. Thus I seek
to analyze and critique these systemically internalized sermonic voices—these
unquestioned voices sounding spiritual authority—as revealed circuits of power between
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these vocal authorities and subjects, congregants who take on these voices as part of their
vocal identity.
As I began to review these sermons, I noticed that congregants “took on” their
pastor’s voice, as revealed in the above excerpt between congregants Ben and Claire, to
explain their interest in their pastor and his weekly sermons. Claire is a married, white,
heterosexual woman in her late 20s and a congregant at Cities Churches—a church
denominationally affiliated with the Southern Baptist Convention. In our discussion over
Cities Church, I asked her how she relates to the pastor’s sermons. She responded,
“You’re wrong and you’re loved.”
Now it turns out that Claire did not invent this phrase, “you’re wrong and you’re
loved,” on the spot. Three months earlier to the day, the pastor said the phrase “you’re
wrong and you’re loved” 30 times in a 40-min. sermon. Nor is it only a textual citation of
words. Claire’s delivery of this phrase is strikingly similar to her pastor’s delivery made
months prior to our meeting. To illustrate these similarities, I have two spectrographs of
Claire’s voice and Pastor Jonathan’s voice reciting the phrase “you’re wrong and you’re
loved” (see below).

Figure 4.12: Graph of Pastor Jonathan’s voice as he recites the text, “You’re wrong and you’re loved” on
February 5, 2017. ((2/12/17, http://www.citieschurch.com/sermons/homosexuality).
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Figure 4.13: Claire’s voice as she recites the pastor’s words, “You’re wrong and you’re loved” on May 5,
2017.

Claire’s pace is slightly faster compared to Jonathan’s. However they both pause between
“wrong” and “loved” and stresses the word “and” in the phrase. The distinctive emphatic
“and” here links the deontic claim about wrongness with the comportmental injunction to
love.
Claire takes on her pastor’s vocal gesture to vocalize her point. Her pastor’s vocal
gesture speaks through her as a kind of pre-figured comportment acquired through
listening. This is certainly revealed within the larger context of her entire response. She
pivots on “you can’t just give half of that story” and her vocal disposition changes,
taking on not just the content but the delivery of her pastor’s voice.
As Hirschkind puts it: This is a “repetition of past receptions for which the body
in its sensory entirety has served as medium. Memory, in other words, is not built upon
ideas, and much less upon visual images, but rather on the reactivation of gestures,
understood as the sensory sediments of prior perceptions. It is founded, we might say, on
the body’s potential for reproducing its sensorimotor past without the mediation of
thought, as in such activities as walking, or riding a bicycle.”
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Now as far as legislation is concerned, “you’re wrong and you’re loved” is no
consolation for the LGBTQ community, who remain vulnerable to violent incursion from
a scripturally-based legal regime. But as a matter of strategy, the vocal re-sonance of this
phrase should remind us that the contestation is not simply about reasoning from first
principles, nor merely a case of divergent political axioms. No less than catch phrases,
harkening to sermons, turning their attention to specific practices of heightened listening
allows congregants to absorb an exemplary voice, rather than simply a message or
argumentative position.
If you saw her on TV, you might think that these are her radically subjective
beliefs, her opinions, her reason, her voice. But these utterances arise in a reverbent,
resonant space of citation and re-citation, in which sermon, scripture, song, and
aphorisms form utterances of a radically different order than those claimed by a liberal
political subject.
Indeed, in the opening response her voice struggles to adequately articulate her
thoughts. In this moment her voice tapers off and then gradually reemerges as her
pastor’s the voice to fully resounding his vocal delivery of “you’re wrong and you’re
loved.” Her attempt to draw this aphorism to its logical conclusion falls apart—her only
practical suggestion is for another kind of vocal performance—conversation. Her
confident, isochronous, rhythmic delivery dissolves into something rather more open and
unresolved.
Through this participatory process, using bodily attitudes of listening to the
pastor’s voice in sermons congregants not only absorb these sermonic messages, but
additionally resound them as their own truth. Indeed, congregants’ and pastor’s voices are
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inextricably intertwined. Here Claire takes on her pastor’s vocal authority but quickly
falls apart again in her own voice to support her exemplary vocal claim.
In these moments of congregants taking on their pastor’s vocal catch phrases, it
may seem that congregants are passively imitating their pastor’s words as indeed he has
the authority and expertise in these biblical morals. However, I argue that congregants are
not mirroring or imitating their pastors. These are indeed their own thoughts and voices
expressing their theological understandings. Asad writes, “Although the living body is
the object of sensations (and in that sense passive), its ability to suffer, to respond
perceptually and emotionally to external and internal causes, to use its own pain in
unique ways in particular social relationships, makes it active” (Asad 2003, 89).
Considering the pastor’s “high point” and “catch phrase” vocal modes, his performance
of suffering is transmitted to the listening congregation. Congregants, in turn, absorb their
pastor’s suffering and take it on as their performance and articulations of suffering. In
turn, congregants taking on their pastor’s voice as their own are a way of achieving piety
and binding themselves in membership to their pastor’s congregation.95

Conclusion

In this chapter I detailed the pastor’s significant role in his church for congregants. The
pastor is the greeter, leader, and preacher to his congregants. His conversion story
published on webpages and videos provide currency for authority in the church. His
“ordinary” background and past times, likewise, provide a relatable presentation to
95

Asad writes, “Whether passive or active, the living body’s materiality is regarded as an essential means
for cultivating what such traditions define as virtuous conduct and for discouraging what they consider as
vice” (Asad 2003, 89).
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congregants—making congregants feel personally welcomed by the pastor. Further, his
sermons take a significant portion of weekly services where congregants sit and listen for
upwards 45-minutes to the pastor’s voice. Like musical pieces, his sermons introduce and
develop vocal modes to emphasis certain sermonic points. Although there are numerous
vocal modes that reveal themselves, I highlighted four, “welcome,” “scripture,”
“character,” and “catch phrase,” modes and showed how pastors develop these
reoccurring modes throughout a sermon. Further congregants “take on” these modes at
times well after these sermon deliveries as their own vocal modes to articulate their
relationship and membership to their church communities and individual spiritual lives.
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Chapter 5
The moveable boundary between “sacred” and “secular”
As briefly mentioned in the introduction, these broad categorical terms, “sacred” and
“secular” are fluid and are usually invoked as spatial metaphors. Graduate teaching
assistants participating in a university campus walkout for higher wages, high school
friends getting dropped off at the mall for a day of shopping and eating, and two business
partners meeting in a neighborhood coffee shop for weekly meetings are all examples of
what is largely considered “secular” spaces, activities, and things. To be sure, these are
different kinds of secular. In this project, many congregants view these spaces as outside
of church.
These terms and theories are highly contested both in the academic and practicing
religious realms and there is so much to say. In this chapter I will focus on these terms as
spatial metaphors within service performances of congregations in the Twin Cities. To do
this, I draw from Asad’s and Taylor’s frameworks of the “secular” (Asad 2003) and
secularization (Taylor 2007). Putting these two scholars in conversation allows us to take
seriously that these boundaries are indeed fluid and situational.
“Secular” items and ways of being are referenced as being outside of the church
or the “sacred.” Anthropologist Talal Asad argues that “the secular,” “secularism,” and
“secularization” are not universal terms but are highly contextualized, grounded in space
and time.96 Asad identifies secularism as “experiences [of modernity] constitute
96

Ultimately, Asad views “religious” and “secular” to be unfixed categories, arguing that “the secular is
neither continuous with the religious that supposedly preceded it,” “nor a simple break from it,” “neither
singular in origin nor stable in its historical identity” (Asad 2003, 25). Instead “the secular” works through
a series of particular oppositions, looking for “the conditions in which they [“religion” and “secular”] were
clear-cut and were sustained as such” (Asad 2003, 298). As a result, these broad foundations of
secularization theory caused many scholars to abandon the theory altogether. Scholar Peter Berger, for
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‘disenchantment’—implying a direct access to reality, a stripping away of myth, magic,
and the sacred—is a salient feature of the modern epoch” (Asad 2003, 13). He argues that
modernity is secular not because scientific knowledge replaced religious belief but
because it must be lived in uncertainty, a theory first articulated by Walter Benjamin.
Thus “secularism” is not a neutral space but full of powerful signifying processes. In his
monograph, Singing the right way (2015), musicologist Jeffer’s Engelhardt writes, “By
secular, I mean the conditions of modernity in which religion is a limited, differentiated
realm of belief and spiritual practice distinct from other realms of social life, experience,
and knowledge […] The secular is made and remade relative to religion, and vice
verse…” (Engelhardt 2015, 14). Likewise, I too echo Asad’s and Englehadt’s approach to
the “secular” as a highly contextualized spaced defined by the religious other.97
Further, these spatial metaphors contain boundaries performed by congregants,
specifically in church services. As mentioned by Asad, these boundaries are not
universal, they are highly contextualized and moveable. To illustrate these moveable
boundaries between the sacred and secular, I turn to philosopher Charles Taylor and his
approach to understanding this boundary as a “buffered self,” or a set of boundaries
between self and other. This theoretical tool is useful for understanding how congregants
use elements of pop cultures within communal worship settings.

example, once promoted this kind of secular theory but now has denounced secularization altogether as “an
not useful theory.” See Gregor Thuswaldner’s interview with Berger in his article, “A conversation with
Peter L. Berger ‘How my views have changed’” (Thuswaldner 2014).
97
Anthropologist Saba Mahmood additionally works out secularism through religious conflict between
religious minority communities and the state in her book, Religious Difference. She writes, “I hope to show
how the regulation of religion under secularism has not simply tamed its power but also transformed it,
making it more, rather than less, important to the identity of the majority and minority populations. This
process has resulted in the intensification of interreligious inequality and conflict, the valuation of certain
aspects of religious life over others, and the increasingly precarious position of religious minorities in the
polity” (Mahmood 2016, 15).
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The buffered self articulates a boundary between interior (private self) and
exterior worlds (other). It is a condition that functions within a disenchanted world, our
modern world, where the rise of science contributes to the development of “human
exclusivism” or humans creating meaning in contact with the external world rather than
in communion with that world (Taylor 2007, 27). The buffered self is a mind-centric self
in which creates boundaries between the interior and exterior worlds. This buffering
allows what was once considered a unified entity to now be separated into types: mind,
body, spirit, etc. which are emotionally experienced and articulated. This push to break
down the secular and sacred boundary seems like a backwards move into what Taylor
would call a more porous, enchanted world—a previous world ordered society where the
buffered selves or boundaries did not exist and rather people were continuously
influenced by outside, cosmic forces such as spirits and demons.
While Taylor uses the “buffered self” to illustrate “modern Westerners” keeping
out the enchanted spiritual world by creating clear boundaries, I find this useful when
examining how church congregants use normally nonreligious elements (meeting in a
bar, playing secular pop music, wearing tattoos and jeans) in services.
Especially in the latter part of the 20th-century US, evangelical churches and the
Christian industry worked to create a consumer market for evangelicals wanting to
participate in mainstream culture without worrying about becoming too “worldly” or
nonreligious (Hendershot 2004, 21). Thus Christian industries—branded as exclusively
Christian included record labels, publishing houses, and television and movie
industries—mirroring its mainstream. This push for evangelicals to separate from
mainstream secular consumerism resulted in a “buffer” between Christian and no-
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Christian consumer products. In custom-built (mega) churches, for example, congregants
would listen and sing along to contemporary Christian music (CCM) in services and pop
in to the church’s gift shop to purchase a Veggie Tales DVD, bibles, t-shirts that say
“Jesus Freak,” bumper stickers writes “I pray,” and bracelets that read “W.W.D.J”—
items that all promote a distinctly Christian brand.
Churches I’ve observed for this project are now re-drawing the buffer between
these distinct categories “secular” and “sacred” or religious. Congregants do listen to and
sing CCM and secular pop music in services, church gathering spaces are in bars, coffee
shops, and comedy clubs, and congregants expose tattoos that quote bible verses in
Greek.
It seems the incorporation of more secular-based performances is erasing a once
clear boundary between self and other. However, these elements are still highly regulated
by church leaders. For example, a secular pop song is performed by the worship band to a
listening congregation. Here, the congregation is not permitted to sing along with the
worship band. The re-drawing of a buffered self from only allowing distinctly marketed
Christian songs in services to now the worship band playing a non-Christian. This
boundary, however, is not fixed and universal across all congregations I’ve observed in
the Twin Cities. For example, another church only programs pre-recorded secular musics
as background noise between services in the foyer. Using Taylor’s framework illuminates
ways churches in the Twin Cities reinforce distinct lines of social conservatism while
attempting to blur lines between the sacred and pop culture as a way of maintaining and
managing relevancy to their congregants.
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Next to the sermon, performing and listening to music takes up a significant
amount of time in a service. Churches in the Twin Cities incorporate a variety of musics,
including contemporary Christian music (CCM), traditional Protestant hymns, and latter
twentieth century secular songs—a focus in this chapter. Hymn text—such as “Come
Thou Fount of Every Blessing” and “Amazing Grace”—are slightly modified to fit the
current church’s theology and rock instrumentation. These songs occur before and after
sermons. Popular secular music is freely chosen by the worship pastor to perform during
Sunday services. The worship band then covers usually new popular secular songs heard
on the radio during services.98 Indeed, songs are co-opted from their previous secular
contexts and redefined into a religious one.
Considering this permeable buffered self between congregations and the outside
world, I will investigate how the buffered self is revealed and practiced among
congregations in the Twin Cities, specifically how congregants musically act out these
boundary lines by employing nonreligious or secular popular music in services. To do
this I will analyze three situations where popular secular music is frequently employed:
as background music in the fellowship hall before and after services (Substance Church),
during tithes and offerings of a service in the sanctuary (Hope Community Church), and
as a communal praise song to warm-up the congregation at the start of a service (Jacob’s
Well Church).

Secular EDM for fellowship background music: Substance Church

98

In the Twin Cities congregants regularly consume trending popular songs heard on and circulated by The
Current—a nonprofit radio station based in Minneapolis that broadcasts “the best authentic new music
alongside the music that inspired it, from local to legendary, indie to influential, new to nostalgic” (The
Current 2018).
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As discussed in chapter three, fellowship halls are vestibule-gathering spaces for
congregants to hang out over coffee before and after a service. Generally, the spaces are
filled with tables and chairs for people to congregate over coffee and snacks. Often there
is background music playing in this space. Substance Church, located in downtown
Minneapolis, creates a distinct fellowship space for its congregants. Specifically,
Substance Church leaders position a DJ in the gathering area, mixing religious and
secular electronic dance music (EDM) as background music before and after services.
The fellowship space is a transition space between the outside and the sanctuary.
It is filled with congregants gathered in small groups (see figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Photo of the fellowship hall looking into the main sanctuary at Substance Church.

In this image, congregants are grouped around the room. A banner in the left-hand corner
reads, “7 minute party.” And a DJ in one corner is behind his MacBook, mixing EDM
music as congregants socialize. Some songs that were mixed included: Format B
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“Chunky,” Amme Farbon “She moves,” El Tigre “Born free,” ZHU “Superfriends,”
Marshmello “Alone.” This banner combined with EDM background music and a live DJ
creates an intentional dance-vibe for church leaders. DJ Kirk, a DJ for Substance
Churches, says, “It’s a nice vibe. It’s a nice energy, it’s a nice atmosphere. That’s really
what you’re building is an atmosphere that people just feel good about stepping foot
there.” DJ Kirk goes on to explain, saying,
And we got to be intentional about what kind of music we play. We’re
going for more EDM-related, positive, and uplifting melodies and
rhythms. We gotta make sure that we’re targeting the right demographic in
a sense—making sure the music appeals to as many people at the same
time. Our job is to provide tracks that feel safe, where we don’t have to
worry about “oh my gosh like is this lyric OK?” The DJs know the lyrics
are good. And it’s a good beat. It’s not something that’s cheesy, they can
relate to it, and be excited to play it.99
This “nice vibe” of mixing religious and secular music further contributes to the church’s
mission of attracting potential members to their church. For DJ Kirk and other Substance
Church leaders, having music playing is important for people coming into church.
Differentiating Substance Church from other churches is important to members as a way
of missionizing to the un-churched. If members including DJ Kirk can make new comers
feel comfortable by playing dance music and offering free coffee, then the unchurched
might be more receptive to other moments in the serve. Of course, maintaining a
boundary between church and the outside world lies within music selections broadcasted
by the DJ. For DJ Kirk and other church leaders I’ve spoken to, broadcasting songs
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DJ Kirk goes on to say, “I would say that we keep the mainstream stuff minimal. It’s like you’ll hear a
bunch of it. One good example is 21 Pilots. They’re Christians but they’re not necessarily labeled a
Christian band. So I’ll play a few of their songs for remixes and whatnot in the lobby. And I think a lot of
people recognize them, “Oh they’re on top 40 radio. Like this church is playing a song that’s on top 40
radio?” And I think that’s the element of surprise that we bring. Yeah you can hear that because you know
those people believe the same thing that we believe here at the church. And they have songs that aren’t
compromising the message. We look for situations like that that bridge the gap.”
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containing clean lyrics with a Christian message is essential for setting and maintaining a
church environment.
But mixing these two broad categories of music is not random. Church leaders
and DJs do put together a pre-composed playlist of songs for this part of church. As DJ
Kirk previously mentioned, playing music with lyrics containing church-appropriate
language and pass as a song heard in a secular setting is essential. While non-Christian
songs are not the majority genre, DJ Kirk still programs them. He says,
We want to be intentional about what people are hearing. And we wanna
bridge the gap between walls that people put up when they first step foot
in church. And sometimes it’s just as easy as seeing turntables that make
them be like “ok, is this actually a church?” You know? Obviously
everything is Christian-oriented. But there’s music by mainstream artists
that are Christians they just aren’t a publically Christian band. And we
want to play that too because there’s some mainstream songs that have a
positive message, and for people walking in, that’s a great message to
hear.
You know? Something like “Don’t You Worry Child,” 100 is a
familiar song that everyone knows. It helps tear down that that guard that
people put up when they first walk into church. It’s nice to have music
going—upbeat positive music; and people are just feeling good as they
walk into church. It coincides with getting a cup of coffee. So it’s like you
got your music, coffee, and I think those two things are really fun—a way
for people to experience church.
DJ Kirk furthers this divide by comparing Substance Church’s musical selections to other
churches, saying,
And I think just eliminating those boundaries. “Naw you can’t have DJs
because that’s a secular gift” or “we can’t have rappers because that deals
with hip-hop and that’s a secular thing.” We wanna help someone
experience the love of Christ. And if we can do that—combined with our
greeting team, a cup of coffee, and playing music (music they [the
unchurched] hear outside of church)—they see us as real people too.
To DJ Kirk and other Substance members, playing secular music, specifically EDM, is
one way to attract potential members who first like hearing songs that might otherwise be
100

“Don’t you worry child” (2014) is a song by Swedish House Mafia featuring John Martin.
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broadcasted on a popular radio station and secondly may then be open to hearing a
Christian message during the service.
Substance Church appears to separate itself from a perceived boundary between
the sacred and secular, from traditional church environments where secular musics,
especially EDM and hip-hop, are outlawed in services. However, performances of
blurring this secular boundary actually remake it. In Substance Church, broadcasting
secular music in services is contained in the fellowship area, outside of the sanctuary.
Secular music is pre-recorded and pre-selected as background noise for conversing
congregants. This music does not appear during church services and participants are do
not sing or dance along to this music at any point. Hope Community Church, on the other
hand, performs its secular boundary within services using secular pop songs.

Pop rock songs for tithes and offerings: Hope Community Church

The congregation and I are asked to sit after communally singing with the worship band
a selection of hymns at Hope Community Church one Sunday morning. The wooden
benches creek as we follow instructions. Tim, the worship bandleader then speaks into
the microphone to introduce the next song, “Unbelievers” by the indie rock band
Vampire Weekend. The lyrics to the song are then projected on a large screen near the
front of the sanctuary [Chorus line to Vampire Weekend’s “Unbelievers”]:
We know the fire awaits unbelievers
All of the sinners the same
Girl, you and I will die unbelievers Bound to the tracks of the train
I’m not excited, but should I be?
Is this the fate that half of the world has planned for me?
I know I love you
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And you love the sea
But what holy water contains a little drop, little drop for me?
Tim explains that the lyrics to this song caused him to reflect on how Christians treat
unbelievers. He instructs us to silently read the lyrics above as the band performs the
song. As we read, Tim urges us to think about how unbelievers or non-Christians think
about us believing Christians as the band performs the song. As the song begins, offering
plates are distributed and circulated around the sanctuary. The congregation and I sit
quietly in our seats, our faces and eyes pointed towards the projector screen.

Playing popular music is Hope Community’s primary vehicle for connecting popular
secular culture to Sunday services. Thus certain musical genres are used during different
moments in Sunday services. For example, the worship band performs hymns and CCM
music for communal singing and worship. The song’s lyrics are projected on large
screens for the congregation to read and sing along. This usually happens at the
beginning and end of services. Secular indie rock songs, however, are never used for
communal singing. The worship band performs pop songs during offertory, usually to
introduce the following sermon. The lyrics to pop songs are projected on a screen and the
congregation is invited to read along while the band performs For example, figure 5.2 is a
photograph of Hope Community worship band performing Tear for Fears’ song “Mad
World” (1982).
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Figure 5.2: Hope Community’s worship band performing “Mad World” (1982) by Tears for Fears band
member Roland Orzabal.

In figure 5.2, Hope Community’s worship pastor, Tim, is standing stage right in a plaid
long-sleeve shirt playing a red electric guitar. According to Tim, all songs—secular and
Christian—must reflect spiritual elements. For example, in an interview, Tim explains the
purpose of using a pop song for worship purposes, specifically Vampire Weekend’s
“Unbelievers,”
That song [“Unbelievers”] is incredible. It speaks about God, the human
condition, and the world…The trouble of course is often times I’m kind of
disgusted by the way Christian songwriters portray God, the human
condition, and the world. But their music is “Christian music.” If it lacks
truth, it lacks beauty. But if a Christian writes it does that mean that we
should do it in a church? I don’t think so.
For Tim, secular pop songs have to potential to illuminate sacred meaning, specifically
describing theological teachings such as what he names “God, the human condition, and
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the world.” Before Tim and his band perform these songs, he first teaches to the
congregation to approach the lyrics is a particular way—in a way to warm-up the
congregation for the sermon (as described in the ethnography).
In this way, Tim’s authority in selecting songs, performing them to listening
congregants, and teaching congregants how to read secular lyrics for religious meaning is
cultivating a hip whiteness for millennial churchgoers. The white secular world is
arrogated for religious means.
Do congregants successfully make these connections between listening to pop
songs in church as preparation for listening to Hope Community’s sermon? Although in
interviews congregants did not appear to be candid about this kind of programming they
were able to remember how Tim explained certain songs. For example, one congregant,
Bethany, explains how Tim’s performance of the song “Fever” by the Black Keys
reminded her of acknowledging God in the everyday, saying,
They [Hope’s worship band] did a song called “Fever” by the Black Keys
that really connected with everything—this idea of us being in this
feverish, sinful state that really keeps us from seeing reality. And then I
feel like that’s so similar to our condition in the world. I love that. That
does make me worship. Because God is in secular things and there’s truth
in those things.101
According to Bethany, lyrics are an important component in worship. If Bethany—and
other Sunday church participants—can make a connection between the Bible and
everyday songs heard on the radio, then it is okay to perform these songs not originally
marketed for religious audiences. Ultimately, music leaves a lasting impression on
attendees at Hope Community. During my interview with Bethany she was able to not
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The Black Keys is another American rock band. Their song, “Fever” debuted in 2014.
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only recall the pop song performed from Sundays past but also how that related to the
pastor’s message.
Sarah, another member of Hope Community Church, expresses her opinions of
the worship band playing pop songs in church. She says,
There’s always random songs that are chosen--some random band I’m not
going to remember that, OK [laughs]. [...] I don’t know the obscure bands,
I just don’t. That’s not my interests. But one sermon, one of the songs they
did, I don’t remember what the sermon was on, but they sang Johnny
Cash. And they had the chains up there and dropping them on the floor.
And like I grew up on “Old Country” like that and so in that moment, I
could appreciate why he chose that song. Most weeks I just have to really
follow along with the lyrics that are printed up on the screen because I
don’t know the songs. So like I can’t hear the song in my head and apply it
to what we’re going to be learning.
For Sarah, if she is not as familiar with songs performed by the worship it is distracting
from enriching her spiritual application. As these unfamiliar songs are played, Sarah must
practice a close read of the lyrics to gain a spiritual meaning and understanding of how
the song is used to introduce that day’s sermon. Although Sarah did not remember the
sermon paired with the Johnny Cash cover, Sarah’s eyes lit up describing the worship
band’s performances of that song. To her, that was one moment where she could connect
her nostalgic past and her present-day worship experience. Here, she did not have to
consciously train her eyes to the printed lyrics but just absorb the full performance
partially due to her previous familiarity and likeness of the song. She goes on to describe
her experience of rare moments the worship band covers songs she enjoys, explaining,
I remember being really excited once that he chose something other than
his “normal” music. One time they did Carrie Underwood. And like just
like being “Hey, I already know these words, I know the song, I really like
it, ok how can I actually apply this and take in everything he was just
saying in preparation for the sermon. Which I think is kindof the goal
every week I just don’t know the songs.
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This reflection reminds me of congregant’s previous knowledge of scripture used in
sermons. Before a preacher makes his argument or explains a teaching, his case examples
are selected verses in the bible. Congregants presumably already familiar with the context
of the verses within the greater context of the book and can then are open to learning a
new way of understanding or approaching familiar words. Likewise, secular songs used
to introduce a sermon at Hope Community ideally allow for listeners to absorb a new
understanding to the familiar lyrics, getting them ready to apply their secular, music
tastes and life experiences to the upcoming sermon.
Ultimately, this band performance of popular secular songs to listening
congregants re-contextualizes the song’s lyrics from a secular context to a sacred or
religious one. Cole, another Hope Community congregant, measures the success of a pop
song by how the Hope Community worship band performs it. He says,
Sometimes when the worship bands plays a specific song [secular pop
song], it takes on a new meaning in a lot of ways, which is why they do
and it’s really good for that reason. And then you go listen to it and like
“man this really is,” but that doesn’t mean that the artist is necessarily
putting on those things that gives that feeling. There was one group, I
can’t remember their name, it was “shake down throw down,” something
like that. And there was this one song, a mediocre song, but he played it
and it really made it an awesome song. And I was like “awe I gotta check
out this artist, like this is such good stuff,” like it could be applied
scripturally. I go to listen to it, and nothing, it was lame. Sometimes the
Hope version is just straight up a better song. Specifically that one, the
vocalist’s voice is like “shriek-y.” I think is the word I’d use to describe it.
And when Tim sang it, it was much better.
Similar to Tim’s earlier comment about choosing songs with lyrics describing a spiritual
message, Cole also articulates the worship band’s goal for creating an emotional, spiritual
experience in church. Although he does not recall the pop song or the specific teaching
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between the song’s lyrics and the upcoming sermon, Cole was inspired to download the
pop song for further in-depth meditation and scriptural application.
Overall, Hope Community members are retraining their associations of pop
secular music as traditionally being something outside of Christianity to now becoming a
tool to spiritually connect with God in church. Indeed, music is an object where its
spiritual nature is determined by its use and context. It can be freely refashioned and
reimagined in any way and that congregants find acceptable. By meditating on the lyrics
as the worship band performs them, listeners create new sacred meaning in secular songs
and thus further bridge the gap between perceived secular and sacred divides.
For Hope Community, playing indie rock-style sacred and secular musics
contributes to the Church’s overall hip aesthetic and sensibility, operating at a distance
from more conservative, older, and arguably socially rigid faith communities. As
members continue to develop their own meaningful worship practices, traditional notions
of secular and sacred are still reinforced. While most members deny a sacred-secular
divide this buffer is still engaged by the specific placement and purpose assigned to
secular indie rock songs at Hope Community.
This act of blurring a nonexistent divide between sacred and secular, I argue is a
redrawing of a “buffered person.” Throughout my interviews, all members of Hope
Community supported the use of secular pop songs in services. However, when asked if
members would consider singing these songs as communal acts of worship I received a
unanimous and overwhelming “no.” This to me indicates there is still a reinforced
boundary between sacred and secular musics. Members Jesse, Jon, and Bethany remark
their thresholds for singing songs in church:
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Jesse: No I would never sing the Beatles in church. They’re not life
bringing. I have to sing something that’s encouraging and brings life,
brings in the new kingdom. I want to sing the Gospel.
Jon: Singing a Death Cab for Cutie song most of the time I don’t think
that should happen but I have no problem playing that, especially if there’s
going to be commentary afterwards. Because things you hear and things
that you hear and sing stick in your mind differently. And you don’t want
the congregation singing things they might easily misinterpret. Death Cab
for Cutie’s easy to misinterpret. And there has to be commentary.
Bethany: I think what’s most important of what God looks for is the state
of our hearts. And so I do appreciate a lot more of some of these hymns or
songs that are richer theologically…I think it’s very useful to sing about
the cross, what God’s done, and who he is.
While each individual expresses his/her convictions, they were all unified in the display
of not communally singing secular pop songs. For Taylor, the buffered self has extended
the boundary to now having secular pop songs used in services but not sung corporally.
Additionally, the worship leader must instruct the listening congregation how to interpret
a secular song’s lyrics for theological meaning. No instruction moments are necessary,
still, for hymns and other Christian-themed worship songs.
I argue that this refusal to acknowledge something as sacred or secular is a
redrawing of the buffered self. Here, Tim rather as an act of buffering between Hope
Community Church and traditional notions of church such as singing traditional hymns in
four-part harmony and using clearly marketed Christian, sacred resources for church.
Specifically, Hope members are refusing to acknowledge differences between sacred and
secular especially in terms of musical genres and songs. Therefore claiming all
songs/music as a potential for worship practices. Interestingly, however, church leaders
are quick to insist there is no divide (between the secular and the sacred), but what they
perceive is that other churches have reinforced the divide that need not exist.
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Hope Community tries to blur the sacred and secular to further differentiate itself
from other contemporary evangelical churches. According to Tim, this sacred-secular
divide or the “buffered self” between using Christian and non-Christian music for
services is a perceived divide towards other churches. Other members of Hope
Community additionally acknowledge this divide. There is no divide between the secular
and sacred in their lived experiences, but what they perceive is that other churches have
reinforced this divide that need not exist. I met with Tim in his office and he explained,
I don’t believe in a sacred/secular divide. Biblically, when Jesus dies the
biblical account tells us that the curtain was torn in two from top to
bottom. That curtain was the very thing that separated us from God. So the
symbolism of that is now God has a dwelling with human beings and that
there’s no distinction [between sacred and secular], that God’s involved in
everything. To our detriment, we refer to works by people who don’t
claim to be Christians as secular. What you’re essentially saying is that
God doesn’t work there. God doesn’t speak there. And I don’t believe that.
For Tim, Hope Community congregants, and extensively congregations like Hope
Community, “God is in the secular things.” Teaching listening congregants how to
understand/know/hear God—a particular masculine hip white God—in secular indie rock
songs is a way to sacralize secular music and expand the sacred boundary. Indeed, if
church leaders can select secular songs and teach their congregation how to incorporate a
theological reading this redraws the buffered self from now including secular songs in
services but requiring a controlled theological reading of selected lyrics lead by church
leaders.
Although Hope Community Church programs secular pop songs during church,
like Substance Church, it is contained within a specific moment in the service. While
Substance contains these secular tunes as background music before and after, Hope
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Community programs these songs to be performed live by the worship band. In services,
the worship band plays and sings these songs as the congregation sits and listens to the
live performances. Congregants are not invited to stand and sing along with the worship
band. They are to “consider” the song’s lyrics as they hear them performed by trained
church members.

Pop rock music for praise and worship: Jacob’s Well Church

Considering Substance and Hope Community Church, secular pop songs are performed
during specific moments of services where congregants listen to them. They do not fully
participate in singing these songs. However, at Jacob’s Well, a church in South
Minneapolis, congregants are called to stand and sing along to these songs are part of the
worship service—another remaking of the secular boundary.
Members of Jacob’s Well church congregate on Sundays at a public school in
South Minneapolis. According to the pastor, the church’s mission is to reach people who
are habitually “turned off” or disinterested in traditional church. One way Jacob’s Well
tries to attract potential members is by advertising itself as different from a typical church
experience. This is extremely present on the church’s website. The first words visible on
the homepage are “We’re not a very good church…” while the rest of the sentence is
published in a smaller font, stating, “but if your experience is like ours, maybe that’s a
good thing” (http://www.jacobs-well.net/, 2018). This introductory comment selfdescribing Jacob’s Well as “not a very good church” suggests an edgy, coolness about its
services, advertising itself as a church that somehow negatively offers a non-church
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experience. The phrase also displays a photo of a congregation worshipping during a
service. The worship band is playing under a projector screen displaying the song’s
lyrics. The congregation standings on risers, facing the worship band and presumably
sings along—an arguably typical worship experience. This image of a worshipping
congregant seems to contrast the text stating Jacob’s Well as “not a very good church.”
Nevertheless, the goal is to articulate a divide between Jacob’s Well and other churches,
where Jacob’s Well offers a different, non-traditional way to experience Sunday services.
One way Jacob’s Well exemplifies this separation from other churches is by its
programmed worship music. Additionally Jacob’s Well advertises its weekly, worship
music selections used in church. Similar to the opening excerpt in large font, “We’re not
a very good church,” another text reads “Good music isn’t a sin” in relatively large font
(http://www.jacobs-well.net/what-we-do/, 2018). In both cases “good” is used as
descriptor of taste in music (“good music”) and overall church experience (“not a good
church”) that is better or superior to other churches. Jacob’s Well takes “good” worship
music as step further by stating the worship band plays music that spans musical genres
to include both Christian and non-Christian musics. Further, Jacob’s Well suggests that
musical worship is not contained within the Christian musical genre, rather, “God doesn’t
play favorites with people or genres or time periods.” Further Jacob’s Well writes,
Sacred? Secular? Old? New? Who cares? We don’t think it has to be
labeled “Christian” to stir your soul, so we’ll keep you guessing at our
gatherings with all kinds of music and creative artistry
(http://www.jacobs-well.net/what-we-do/, 2018).
For Jacob’s Well members, there is no divide between sacred and secular or Christian
and non-Christian musics, but they perceive other churches practice this divide.
Additionally the phrase, “But Nickelback might be [a sin]” is a humorous reference
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suggesting a preconceived opinion that Nickelback is a bad band (http://www.jacobswell.net/what-we-do/, 2018). This joke is often circulated through social media.102
Furthering this anti-label, millennial membership, the church promotes an
effortless, comfort-centric congregant. The “About” section of Jacob’s Well reads:
Come as you are.
Ratty jeans, t-shirts, mukluks, or even a suit—whatever is comfortable to
you. This also means bring all of you. You beautiful, messed up,
interesting, hurting self and enjoy real welcome with no hidden agenda to
change your convictions, sexuality, politics, friends, or activities (and yet,
we’re all growing). You might even hear some Nirvana
(http://www.jacobs-well.net/about/, 2018).
An accompanying image showing a pedal board cluttered with effects pedals and
wires. This rock theme is further by the phrase, “You might even hear some
Nirvana.” This overall excerpt, “Come as you are,” sentence also describes the
ideal congregant: one who display an authentic or a strained display of coolness
as displayed in the 1990s grunge rock band Nirvana. “Your beautiful, messed up,
interesting, hurting self and enjoy real welcome with no hidden agenda to change
your convictions, sexuality, politics, friends, or activities […]” furthers the
assumption that while other churches have a missional agenda to persuade
congregants to a uniform theology and practice, Jacob’s Well assures the potential
congregant that their hidden agenda is not to change one’s opinions on topics
including sexuality, politics, friends, etc.

102

Telegraph journalist James Lachno profiles the band’s reputation for being one of the most hated bands
in his article “The Nickelback phenomenon: explaining the world’s most hated band” (2017) and
knowyourmem.com compiles several circulated memes related to the public’s distaste fo Nickelback
(Lachno 2017).
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As I walk toward the entrance to Jacob’s Well, or rather the Field Public School,
the doors are immediately swung open for me to enter by two young white guys wearing
dark sunglasses. Today is a sunny, spring day. As I walk in, a white female asking me if
this is my first time to Jacob’s Well greets me. “Yes,” I reply. With my answer, she hands
me a small bad of artisan chocolate. “I have the wonderful job of giving chocolate away
to first-time visitors today. I figure if people take the risk of going to church they should
at least get chocolate. Trying a new church is not always the best,” she says with a smile.
I make my way to an empty seat in the sanctuary. The room is bright with the natural
light streaming in through the windows. The worship band assembles to the front of the
room. As they turn their rock gear on, lyrics and a song titled “Hold on to what you
believe” (2009) by Mumford & Sons with accompanying lyrics are displayed on a
projector screen off to stage right of the band. Holding an electric guitar, the worship
leader speaks into the microphone, “Good morning Jacob’s Well. Let us join in worship
this morning.” The band begins to play “Hold on to what you believe” as we, the
congregation, sit, stand, and circulate.

Playing non-Christian music at Jacob’s Well happens during the beginning of a
service. At 10:30am the band covers a popular, non-Christian musical piece. In the above
ethnography, the band played “Hold on to what you believe” (2009) by the rock band
Mumford and Sons. Interestingly, while the band encouraged congregants to stand and
sing, most did not. As I looked around my seat, there was a mix of members talking to
each other and some standing and observing the worship band. To me, I could not see nor
hearing anyone participating with one’s singing voice in the worship music.
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As the band played, the lead singer sang quickly and his voice was occasionally
out of tune with the other instruments. After the song concludes, the band starts up
another song, this time a Christian pop song called “Remind me who I am” (2011) by
Christian musician Jason Gray followed by “Cannot keep you” (2012) by the Christian
band Gungor. At this time, congregants conclude their conversations and most are
standing, facing the worship band, and singing along to the lyrics. The performance
quality is about the same as the covered secular song. The lead singer quietly sings the
lyrics, occasionally out of tune with the worship band. Throughout different parts of the
song the groups gets out of sink, and occasional dissonant notes can be heard.
Nevertheless, the congregation is participatory by this time in the service.
A few songs into the church service a woman takes the microphone to introduce
herself and events related to Jacob’s Well. Congregants and staff I met while attending
Jacob’s Well also confirmed this inclusive excerpt of “Come as you are.” During one
service a congregant turned to talk to me during the “Pass the Peace” time in the
service.103 She then encourages congregants to meet one another, saying,
Right now, I’d love it for ya to meet someone around you. And I was
thinking what a beautiful city we live in—whether you’re visiting from
out of town today or you lived here for a long time. Why don’t ya just
meet someone and share your favorite spots in the city.”
A woman sitting next to me turns her body towards me and immediately starts the
conversation. She says,
Congregant: I’ve been going to church my whole life and I still hate
greeting time. I hate it. It’s one of those—and I know like churches I go to
like know everyone. It’s just basically like—[pause]
Kate: Forced? Not natural?
103

This is the time in the service to briefly circulate in the sanctuary and introduce yourself to other
congregants with a “hello” or “may the peace of Christ be with you.”
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Congregant: Yeah.
She quickly said that she did not like this part of the service, saying, that she “hates” it.
As we continue conversing I tell her about my research observing church worship
communities including worship bands. Her eyes widen and her voice goes higher as she
talks faster, saying,
That’s so funny because I was just telling the group that I grew up in
Assemblies of God, evangelical. So like raising hand and all of that. And
sometimes I’m in this worship service and like I want to raise my hands
but nobody here will raise their hands. And it’s kind-of one of things
where, it’s not a like peer pressure thing but I don’t wanna make anyone
feel uncomfortable. This church is based on like people who don’t go to
church or there’s some people who, members here, who don’t even
believe in God but they like the community. For me, “you go to church
and you don’t believe in god?” I grew up straight and narrow. But worship
time, I get more out of worship than I do out of an actual sermon because
it feels like “I’ve heard it,” but that’s where my prayer time comes in.
During this time of small-talk she also admitted that not all congregants claim to be
Christian, “don’t believe in god.” This fact baffled her. The contradiction between
attending a church service while openly admitting to not affirming Christian beliefs is
typical and normal for Jacob’s Well but atypical for other, non-Jacob’s Well churches.
Further, while she feels most comfortable raising her raises to worship in services, she is
self-conscious to do so at Jacob’s Well because most congregants to not perform this kind
of bodily worship but more so she wants non-Christians to feel comfortable during
musical worship.
Although the church is quick to mention no divide between sacred and secular
musical genres, the congregation, specifically this congregation articulates a divide. The
non-Christian music is used at the beginning of the service to attract non-church goers.
Many congregations who already attend church presumably do not need to participate in
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an outsider’s song and wait for the next song, containing Christian-themed lyrics, to then
participate. This kind of buffered self displays membership to a certain degree: one who
is tolerant of non-Christian music during services but waits to sing along to songs with
Christian lyrics, possibly to display membership of a believers status.
Congregations who communally sing along to secular pop songs during services
is not as frequent as other congregations who program secular songs as background
music or concert pieces during tithes and offerings.104 Although secular, non-Christian
music is for new or non-members, according to congregants, throughout my observations
and interviews I did not encounter a congregant who self-identified as a non-Christian.
Nevertheless, this redrawing of a buffered self to sing secular music in church still
reveals a divide between the churched and the non-churched. Those who are members
and practitioners of Christianity chose to not sing along to secular pop songs. Like Hope
Community members, Jacob’s Well congregants watch and listen to the worship band as
they perform these songs as they wait for the more worship ones to cue up.

Conclusion

In this chapter I investigated three case studies where secular pop songs are regularly
employed during services: using electronic dance music as background noise in gathering
halls at Substance Church; the worship band playing pop songs during tithes and
104

Aside from Jacob’s Well I only encountered one additional church—Sanctuary Covenant Church,
located in North Minneapolis—who’s leadership explained that they too program secular songs for
communal worship. Sanctuary Covenant does program a variety of musical genres, however, in my
observations I did not encounter secular pop songs in services. Additionally, the worship pastor who
programmed secular songs no longer worked for the church. At the time of my interviews and observations
with Sanctuary Covenant, its leadership was undergoing a search process for a new worship leader and the
worship band was not programming secular songs during this period of time.
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offerings at Hope Community Church; and the worship band leading a congregation into
communal singing at Jacob’s Well. All church leaders and congregants recognize the
intentional use of these songs to attract potential (new) members and missionize to the
unchurched.
Although church leaders and congregants say that there is no sacred-secular
divide between church and everyday practices what they perceive is that “other” churches
reinforce this divide that need not exist. Moments lead by the worship leader his belief in
having no separation between the sacred and secular sets up a spiritual landscape where
both believers of the Christian faith and nonbelievers are welcome to worship inside and
outside of church, where a bar or other non-religious venue can be a church, using
whatever means.
However, these congregations do perform this divide in services--best articulated
as Taylor’s “buffered self.” The boundary between secular pop music is performed
differently from one church to another in services. Although many congregants use pop
songs on a regular basis, these songs are usually confined to listening-only by
congregants, listening to EDM before and after services and listening and watching the
worship band perform them during offertory for example. However, congregants at
Jacob’s Well are encouraged to take this a step further, communally singing secular pop
songs in services. While singing pop songs in services appears to erase a sacred-secular
divide, congregants were quick to mention that these songs were for attracting new
members. Further, most congregants did not sing these secular songs and waited until
more Christian-based lyrics appeared on the screens. This new “buffered self” is defined
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by practicing Christians only singing religious-based and listening to non-Christian lyrics
in church.
Although each church performs different boundary lines one consistent feature
across all services is that music both programmed for background noise, music performed
by worship bands, and music sung corporately by congregants is almost exclusively
white, music produced and performed by white musicians and white church leaders and
congregants performing them during services. Although these musical performances of
both sacred and secular musics are not advertised as “white” music or even perhaps
realized by participants, its racial absence demonstrates its dominant power. Indeed
church leaders are free to pick and chose any secular songs for theological purposes
regardless of the song’s original context or audience. Secular indie rock songs, for
example, cultivate a hip whiteness by church leaders sacralizing it for service purposes.
Welcoming and theological messages are delivered in white voices, white church leaders
teach these songs to listening white congregants in hopes of making unchurched white
participants comfortable.
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Epilogue
Secularization as narrative alongside critical whiteness and conclusion

In the previous chapter I talked about the sacred and secular as spatial metaphors. More
specifically, the boundary that divides these two is fluid and is performed differently
within certain congregations. In this section I want to briefly extend the notion of the
secular as it relates to critical whiteness studies and secularization theory(s).
The secular is also an invasive space, gradually taking over the sacred in our
world. Scholars have also assumed this divide and have argued over the secularization of
our world for several decades. Once upon a time the world was religious but now it is not.
Philosopher Charles Taylor even opens his book, A Secular Age (2007) with the
following question: “Why was it virtually impossible not to believe in God in, say, 1500
in our Western society, while in 2000 many of us find this not only easy, but even
inescapable?” (Taylor 2007, 25). Throughout the twentieth century, scholars, especially
academic sociologists, and evangelical leaders view modern evangelicalism as either
floundering in its mission or diminishing under the pressures of the modern world.105
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Declining religious authority is hard to accept considering the rise of the Religious Right in 1970s
United States. Randall Balmer, however, argues that the Religious Right really started over anti segregation
laws in the 1960s in his article, “The Real Origin of the Religious Right: They’ll tell you it was abortion.
Sorry, this historical record’s clear: It was segregation” (Balmer 2014). In response to these rulings many
high-prolife evangelical religious leaders—including James Dobson and Baptists preachers Jerry Falwell
and Timothy LaHaye—publically opposed these rulings, and by the late 1980s, these religious figures were
publically supporting campaigns for Ronald Reagan, giving rise to the New Religious Right and the
Republican party would now be the party of choice for most evangelicals in the coming decades. Mark
Noll’s “Partisan change of evangelicals defined by beliefs and denominational affiliation, 1960s to 1980s
(regular church attenders only, percentages)” table is a nice illustration of evangelicals shifting from
democratic to republication parties during this era (Noll & Bebbington 1994, 23). By the twenty-first
century, most scholars agree that secularization theory is not a uniform theory and fraught with
shortcomings. For scholars, “religion” refers to a loose set of values and beliefs as well as a sphere of
religious roles and institutions (Chaves 1994, 750). Approaches to secularization theory can be grouped
into four different foci: modernization, rationalization, differentiation, and pluralization. The first traces
secularization back to increases in prosperity (processes including, urbanization, industrialization, and
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Secularization theory was one way to rationalize this waning of religion in society. In
other words, secularization theory ultimately deals with the sociological patterns of
interpretation to describe religious changes in the modern world.
But secularization is not a universal phenomenon. Although Taylor describes a
gradual waning of religiosity in societies, these societies largely described by Taylor are
European, “western” societies vis-à-vis the Catholic Church. What about growth in
Christian practitioners in China? In Latin America? What about growth in Muslims, soon
to exceed Christian practitioners around the world? Secularization, its seems, is
frequently situated within white, Christian, western, societies—as illustrated in Taylor’s
writings.
What does secularization theory have to do with whiteness? Upon attending a
pastor’s workshop, I was met by an overwhelming amount of pastors and potential
pastors seeking better ways of connecting their congregations to their church throughout
the work weeks. The room was filled with mostly white male pastors. During the
question-and-answer session of the workshop I asked my table, “How are your
prioritizing diversity in your congregation?” My question was immediately met with
silence. One pastor responded saying he already has a strong congregation and felt that
addressing their immediate needs as a priority. Another pastor responded that “race” isn’t
an issue at his church. For most pastors here, their congregations are overwhelmingly
white.

mobilization, etc.). Rationalization highlights the tension between knowledge and faith. Differentiation
illuminates the emergence of more/less autonomous spheres for systems responsible for religion’s decline.
And pluralism offers a possible argument for the declining of religion linked to the proliferation of
religions and the resulting competition between them.
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I agree with sociologist Antony W. Alumkal that this lack of acknowledgement of
racial inequalities among congregations is exercising white privilege “by assertions that
Christian identity transcends race” (Alumkal 2004, 205). Further, the equation of
whiteness and cultural values, “evangelicals may tend not to perceive this threat as
explicitly racial, but instead as a threat to the continued existence of the evangelical
culture” (Tranby & Douglas 2008, 348).
Addressing economic and racial differences within western Christian
congregations is lacking. However, sociologists have begun to address these differences
especially in the US. For example, sociologists Jason E. Shelton and Michael O. Emerson
investigate how racial disparities, specifically between white and black Protestant
congregations in the US, shape religious beliefs in their book, Blacks and Whites in
Christian America (2012). Unfortunately, their research is focused on patterns in black
Protestant churches rather than a comparison between white and black churches.
Nonetheless, both authors present the case for how race shapes religious communities.
Sociologists Christian Smith and Emerson too investigate racial segregation specifically
within white evangelical congregations in the US in their text, Divided by Faith (2004).
Here, authors surveyed hundreds of white evangelicals to analyze connections between
their individualized accounts of faith and race. Specifically, evangelicals tended to use
individualized language—rather than concrete instances or institutional circumstances—
when responding to questions about race. Further, the authors note that most churchgoing evangelicals are part of racially homogenous congregations, where there is little to
no racial pluralism. Sociologists Eric Tranby and Douglas Hartmann follow up Smith’s
sand Emerson’s survey, arguing that Smith’s and Emerson’s observations of evangelicals
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employing individualistic language to explain race-related questions is a “taken-forgranted” response from the dominant racial group where social norms, values, structures,
and institutions are conflated with whiteness (Emerson & Smith 2002, 347). Further,
“Because the norms and values that form the evangelical idea of ‘American-ness’ are
implicitly white, the demands for increased recognition for minority groups is perceived
as a threat to these values and norms” (Emerson & Smith 2002, 348).
While secularization theories are unstable frameworks to measure a society’s
waning religiosity, I still find versions of this theory used as a rhetorical strategy by
congregants on and off the pulpit.106 Although I did not directly ask my interlocutors
race-related questions, the lack of racial pluralism was certainly present. For example, in
these mostly white congregations, most music, and all congregational singing songs, were
from white artists and bands. Pastors who cited other theologians in their sermons were
also exclusively white men. Zooming out, mostly white churches were located in mostly
white or currently gentrifying neighborhoods in the Twin Cities. In addition to shared
interests classified in millennial hipsters, these white norms are systemically integrated
into Sunday services. An expanded study to include racially mixed and non-white
homogenous congregations would provide a more holistic and needed multi-perspective
of the relationship between whiteness and evangelicalism in the US.
My observations took place during the 2016 presidential campaign. In 2017,
many journalists examined—and still examine—what prompted voters to elect Donald
Trump, a president with a white heterosexual male agenda into office. These
considerations, especially during Trump’s presidential campaign, were largely silent.
106

Even Donald Trump’s slogan, “Make America Great Again,” employed during the 2016 United States
presidential campaign suggests that America’s nostalgic past—now polluted by our present
circumstances—can be reclaimed.
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Although no one talked about these events, there is something to hear in the
congregations’ active silence.

Gender & evangelicalism
In this thesis, my focus was identifying forms of unmarked whiteness performed in
services by predominantly white millennials living and worshipping in urban spaces of
the Twin Cities. Throughout my observations I witnessed other notable themes or events
that emerged that simply did not make it into this project. Although the following ideas
are brief, they are worthy of mention as potential starting points moving beyond this
project.
Within my 2016–2017 ethnographic study of these 13 churches, all of them
contained a sermon or sermon series related to same-sex marriage. Some titles include:
Pastor Micah and his sermon titled “Lost in Translation: Human sexuality, parts 1 & 2”;
Pastor Jonathan and his sermon titled “Hot Topics: Homosexuality” (2017); and Pastor
Steve and his sermon titled “Holy Sex and Homosexuality” (2016). Thinking about the
pastor’s divine voice preaching to his listening audience, what are listeners allowed to
hear (Schmidt 2000, viii)? Along with a pastor’s passionate sermon narratives, his chosen
sermon topics are additionally important to congregants. In addition to commenting on
their pastor as an important part of church, congregants offered one sermon theme to
describe the influence a pastor’s voice has in their lives.
During my observations, a number of congregants referred to sermons on samesex marriage as examples of relating biblical topics in today’s world. In my observations
of these stories, I see congregants as caught between the US’s legal right to same sex
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marriage (2015) and evangelical theology maintaining its age-old stance against these
rulings. This topic, alongside larger conversations of gender and performances of power
structures in the church, is in need of further examination. Congregants freely referring to
these sermons focusing on this topic alongside pastors regularly preaching against samesex marriage reveals this is on the minds of all congregants. Further, as this project
concludes, the rise of the #MeToo movement in the public workforce in relationship to
the church’s biblical mandates for men and women is additionally worthy of
consideration.

Conclusions

Although this project focused on white millennial-based congregations in the urban
spaces of the Twin Cities, broadly, millennials in the US are mostly nones—those
identifying as “nothing in particular.” With declining church attendance and little
attendance met by this up-and-coming generation, what does the future of evangelical
congregations look like? Further, millennials are getting jobs, partners, children, etc. at
older ages compared to previous generations. As they develop habits and ways of living
whilst delaying these life events, will millennials “age out” or no longer need the church
family to form life-long habits and help raise children? As millennials develop their ways
of knowing, will a rise of a more liberal politics in evangelicalism take the place of a
more theological fundamental one?
As millennials, and most workers, take on activities and jobs that don’t fall under
the traditional 9–5/M–F schedule, perhaps churches will re-work their notion of Sunday
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services. As “house churches” and community groups meeting throughout the week—as
especially done by congregations in this study—perhaps the need for a Sunday service
will transform into smaller weeknight meetings that work well for changing schedules.
Shifting the focus away from growing urban spaces and millennials, what about baby
boomers, shrinking suburbs, and extensively shirking mega churches that depend on the
suburb sprawl? Of course these questions must patiently wait to be answered, as we
simply don’t yet know. Only time will tell.
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